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the scheme allows doctors' and dentists' offices to be established in areas zoned residential "C" and I believe it is an oversight
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grim- that the scheme makes this distinction. It
wade) took the chair at 3.3 p.m. and read would probably be quite reasonable to exthe prayer.
pect that electorate offices could be established in
residential
"C" zones.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER
Nevertheless, the difficulty has arisen in reThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for lation to the proposed electorate office of
Planning and Environment)-I advise the Mr David Gray, the honourable member
House that the Minister for Conservation, for Syndal in another place.
Forests and Lands is in Wodonga on GovThe Hon. A. J. Hunt -The scheme does
ernment business and will be absent from not place a restriction on solicitors' offices.
the House until after dinner this evening.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-No, I was
careful to mention only doctors' and dentists' practices. The matter came to my noQUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
tice only last week and I have had officers
speaking with officers of the Waverley City
Council to ascertain whether the matter can
ELECTORATE OFFICES IN
be resolved. I indicate that some resolution
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
is envisaged.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
Perhaps I can indicate to honourable
(Western Province)-Will the Minister for members the proposal that is to be put to
Planning and Environment inform the the Waverley City Council this evening
House whether it is a fact that the City of rather than reading the actual motions that
Waverley has no power to authorize the use are to be moved.
of an electorate office in a residential "C"
Discussions have occurred today bezone; is it a fact that, over a period of years, tween Mr Ken Burr of the Board of Works,
the Board ofWorks has consistently refused Mr John Lawson, the Deputy Secretary of
applications by members of Parliament to the Ministry for Planning and Environment
establish electorate offices in residential and the City Engineer and the Town Clerk
zones as being incompatible with the Mel- of the City ofWaverley. Those discussions
bourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme? indicate that it may be possible and sensible
What action will the Minister take to re- to amend the scheme to allow the use of an
solve the impasse?
electorate office within land zoned residenThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for tial "C".
Honourable members interjecting.
Planning and Environment)-Unfortunately, I am unable to answer both parts of
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER-I indicate to
the question absolutely accurately, but I be- honourable members that I wear two hats
lieve the essence of the question and the in relation to this matter and I must speak
propositions put by the honourable mem- from under both of those hats.
ber to be correct. My officers have discussed
I believe the matter has been discussed
the matter today with officers from the and that the proposed procedure may be
Waverley City Council who indicated that acceptable to both the board and the counthey believed it was not possible for them cil. I understand that a proposal will be put
to issue a permit for the use of an electorate to council this evening, but it is probably
office within areas zoned residential "C".
better that I table the motions rather than
It is true that, on occasions, the Board of reading them so that honourable members
Works has advised that the use of an elec- who wish to understand the intent of the
torate office is not allowed for in the Mel- motions may read them.
bourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme and
In May this year the House Committee
has on occasions advised that offices of that indicated that a change of office would ockind ought not to be established in areas cur for the honourable member, and work
zoned residential "C". This should not be was done to find a location. Negotiations
read as meaning that the board is opposed have occurred as to the proper lease amount.
to such a use. I indicate that, for instance, Honourable members are aware that the
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Public Works Department handles these
matters and that Mr Brian Worcester does
excellent work in regard to these offices.
The Public Works Department did not
apply for a planning permit in the first instance on the understanding that the honourable member had spoken to the Town
Clerk of the City ofWaverley and had been
assured that the location would attract the
issue of a permit. It is now apparent that
the town clerk and the city engineer had a
different site in mind.
The builder had, of course, done everything correctly and had approached the
council to obtain building permits. In fact,
he had approached the council two or three
times. However, when he applied two weeks
ago for a permit for an electorate office, the
matter came to a head.
It became apparent that the present owner
of the property had applied for the property
to be rezoned for commercial use. The
property, which is zoned residential "C,"
is located next to a commercial zone. It appears that on both occasions the council decided not to rezone the property because it
did not wish to promote a rezoning in this
location.
Therefore, the problem had arisen when
the work was almost done and it was time
for occupation, but a planning permit had
not been issued. The past couple of days
have been spent by me and my officers endeavouring to resolve the issue. It is obvious from interjections that honourable
members on the Opposition side of the
Chamber are interested in the whole matter
and I want them to know the full facts.
It may be that in the long run it will not
be possible for the honourable member to
occupy that office and another one may have
to be found. However, I am most pleased
with the work that has been done by my
officers and the Waverley City Council in
trying to find a resolution. The council
meeting this evening will determine whether
the resolution I referred to is a real prospect,
and I indicate once again the expeditious
way in which the Public Works Department
undertook the work. The contract was not
let until 27 July or thereabouts and the work
was done rapidly.
If the matter can be resolved this evening
in the manner that has been suggested, that
will be well and good, but if it cannot be
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resolved in that way, I shall have to look for
alternatives in this regard.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I ask the Minister of Agriculture whether a further downgrading of the
Department of Agriculture is taking place
under the Government through a progressive reduction in staffing levels under a programme of natural attribution. If the
Minister denies this, why are officers of his
department not being replaced on retirement?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-N 0 downgrading is taking place
in the Department of Agriculture. The Government is endeavouring to maximize the
efficiency of the department and some redundancies and redeployment will occur. I
believe it will in no way affect the efficiency
and delivery of service by the Department
of Agriculture.
ABORIGINAL SKELETAL MATERIAL
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne
Province)-I direct a question to the Minister for Planning and Environment concerning the handling of Aboriginal skeletal
material and in particular the criticism that
has been made by some academic institutions that the proposal to rebury some of
this material could put it at risk in terms of
its scientific value. Can the Minister indicate what action the Government is taking
in this matter and in particular what action
it has taken to ensure that Aboriginal groups
are fully consulted?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The issue
raised by Mr Pullen is one of real interest
not only to the Victorian scientific community but also elsewhere. Honourable members may even have noticed that some
reference was made to this issue in the last
edition of Time magazine. I shall take the
House through what has occurred.
In May 1984 the Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act was
amended to stop commercial trading in Aboriginal relics and prevent the inappropriate possession or display of Aboriginal
skeletal material. Honourable members will
remember that the Government had real
difficulties in this regard because the Act as
it stood was difficult to apply.
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Individuals and institutions now require
permission from the Secretary for Planning
and Environment if they are going to hold
Aboriginal skeletal remains. At the request
of the Aboriginal Legal Service Co-operative Ltd, the Murray Black collection, which
is a major collection that has been held for
some years now by the University of Melbourne, became the subject of a court order
because the university did not have such a
permit.
A subsequent court case ordered that the
collection be transferred to the Museum of
Victoria where it will be evaluated with a
view to its ultimate disposition. I should
indicate that the collection has been so
transferred.
This decision, combined with desires expressed by some Aborigines for the reburial
of the material, has led to claims that the
Victorian Government has put scientific
collections at risk.
In recognition of the importance of this
and other Aboriginal collections to the Aboriginal people and the wider Australian
community, the Government has allowed
twelve months for the evaluation to take
place. During that time all views will be
considered, including those of the University of Melbourne, the Museum of Victoria,
academics and Aborigines. The process
should ensure that appropriate standards of
protection and management are achieved.
The issue is important. As I understand
it, the collection was gathered from both
sides of the River Murray-it is amazing
and ironical that the man who carried out
this job was Mr Murray Black. In the early
1940s Mr Black collected the skeletal remains which were transferred to the U niversity of Melbourne. Some of those
remains are extremely old but a large part
of the collection, we understand, is not that
old. Some complaints have been received
by the Aborigines concerned who have
claimed that it is likely that some of the
skeletal remains could be those of close relatives. It was felt that perhaps this could be
an improper way to head. I believe the concerns expressed to me were genuine.
As it stands, the task for the next twelve
months is to evaluate the importance of the
collection, in particular, the older skeletal
remains to ensure that they are properly
managed and dealt with. Those involved
will be at pains to ensure that the full inter-

ests of the University of Melbourne, the scientific community and the Aboriginal
community generally are properly handled.
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SAGE'S COTTAGE, BAXTER
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province)-I ask the Minister for Planning
and Environment a question on Sage's Cottage at Baxter. How does the Minister reconcile the claims made by officers of his
Ministry as reported in yesterday'S Age with
the statements of the Chairman of the Victoria Conservation Trust, that all works
were carried out in accordance with the directions of the department and that all expenditure was subject to audit? Will the
Minister table the files related to this matter, including the report prepared by Mr
Seabrook?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-In anticipation of a question of this kind I prepared a
detailed document on the actions that took
place and the events. I am happy to make
that document available to the honourable
member. The document is too long to read
and requires careful reading. I am happy to
table it.
The report to which the honourable
member referred was carried out by an officer of the Public Works Department. I, as
Minister of Public Works, was requested by
myself, as Minister for Planning and Environment, to have an inspection carried out.
I requested Mr Brian Seabrook who is a
man of real talent in this area, to carry out
this work. He has a background in building
and is a quantity surveyor.
I am not willing to table the report Mr
Seabrook prepared for me. It was prepared
specifically for me. When Age reporters expressed an interest in the matter they were
fully briefed and had access to the report.
Some interesting questions are involved in
the constitution of the Victoria Conservation Trust which was set up in the early
1970s by the previous Government and established in such a way that it has substantial independence.
I will be receiving from the SolicitorGeneral a full opinion on the role that I, as
Minister, play in the operations of the trust.
I have the power of appointment of members but there are some further questions
which will be answered after a proper assessment of the Act. Further information
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will be made available to the honourable
member when I receive it from the Solicitor-General. The bulk of the question asked
by the honourable member can be answered
by the tabling of the document, which outlines all the actions and dates involved. If
the honourable member requires any further information, I will be happy to answer
further questions.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) (By leave)-On a point ofprocedure, Mr President, in view of the unusual
procedure adopted by the Leader of the
House, which the Opposition fully understands, the document has not been incorporated in H ansard or officially laid on the
table. At this stage the Opposition would
certainly grant the honourable gentleman
leave to move a motion that the paper do
lie upon the table as then it would be officially before honourable members. If the
honourable gentleman wants the document
to be officially recorded in a motion and
inserted in Hansard, the Opposition will be
happier still.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment) (By leave)-It
seems to me that the whole intent is that
the document be made available, especially
to Mr Knowles, who asked the question,
and that it would be proper that I move that
it be laid on the table of the Parliamentary
Library and that it be made available to all
honourable members.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-We cannot have a
copy then.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It is not so
long a document that one cannot read it and
make copies.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-No, one is not
permitted to make copies.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The proper
procedure with the document is that it
should be made available, especially to the
honourable member who asked the question. In that regard, I suggest that it be made
available to honourable members by placing it on the table of the Library.
The PRESIDENT-Order! Before any
motion is moved, I point out that, unfortunately, many honourable members believe
they should say that they are tabling a document that is referred to. To do so requires
a motion, which can be followed by a substantive motion that the document be taken
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into consideration either later this day or
on another day of meeting.
In effect, what I think the Leader of the
Government wants to do is to make his
notes available to other honourable members so that they may gain an understanding
of the background of the matter. In that
case, it would have been better if the Leader
of the Government had said, "I shall make
those notes available to honourable members for their use".
If the Leader of the Government tables
the document in the Parliamentary Library,
it falls under the control of the Library
Committee and is subject to the restrictions
that are placed upon that sort of material in
the Parliamentary Library. Generally the
documents tabled in the Library are sensitive documents which the Minister concerned does not want to publicize and there
is no ability for honourable members to
copy that information mechanically.
It would seem to me that a motion seeking that the document be laid on the table
of the Parliamentary Library is not appropriate. I suggest that, if the Minister is happy
for the document to be passed around the
House, it should be passed around so that
honourable members have an opportunity
of reading it. In that case, the honourable
gentleman should simply make the document available, without persisting with the
motion.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment) (By leave)-I
thank you for your excellent advice, Mr
President, and I should like your advice
about the wording of the motion I should
now move.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I do not believe any motion is necessary. The Leader
of the Government can make the document
available to all honourable members.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-On behalf of Mr Chamberlain,
by leave, I move:
That the paper circulated by the Minister for Planning and Environment in relation to Sages Cottage,
Baxter be taken into consideration on the next day of
meeting.

The PRESIDENT-Order! I will not accept the Leader of the Opposition moving a
motion on behalf of another honourable
member who is present in the House. IfMr
Chamberlain wishes to give notice of the
motion, he may do so at the appropriate
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time. However, I suggest that it would be
more appropriate for the honourable member first to examine the document to ascertain whether he wants to pursue the matter.
Perhaps the honourable member may want
to pursue the matter in another way after he
has read it.

INNER-SUBURBAN PLANNING
PERMITS
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-Will the Minister for Planning and Environment advise whether the
int~rim devel<?p~ent order covering conservatIOn areas In Inner Melbourne is to be
extended? Does the proposed amendment
No. 227 require the acquisition of a permit
fo~ repainting a building, even though the
paInt colour proposed to be used might be
the same as the existing paint colour? If so,
would not this excessive regulation be repugnant to Australian values and attitudes?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The amendment referred to is an urban conservation
zone amendment, of which two have been
issued. In both instances the amendment
has included only those areas that local government bodies have requested be included. Tremendous support has been
engendered in each of those local government areas for the amendment and for the
moves taken by the Government.
In addition to both amendments, there
~as been a distribution to every household
Involved ofleaflets detailing the procedures
~ecessary if alterations, upgrading or extenSIOns are proposed for any house. If the
honourable member wants details about
how the system works, it would be appropriate if he were supplied with one or other
of the explanatory brochures.
I~ answer to the first part of the question,
I pOInt out that no statement has been made
that the procedure has been completed in
any sense.
If other local government bodies moved
to have the amendment extended or sought
a new amendment to extend those zones,
the Ministry would receive such representations positively and would discuss the
matter with the local government bodies
concerned. Already two approaches have
been received, but I do not believe there is
a third in the pipeline at the moment. I
remain available to receive approaches at
Session 1984-6
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any time from local government bodies if
they think there are areas of their municipalities that deserve the type of protection
this procedure offers.

CORPORATE PRIORITIES
The Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong
Province)-I refer the Minister of Agriculture to a publication issued in August 1984
by the Department of Agriculture entitled
"Internal Report Series 62, corporate priorities 1985-86." In reading this publication,
I noted with interest the strong emphasis
placed on productivity, marketing, adjustment and the strengthening of the department's extension function. Can the Minister
explain the background to this policy direction?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I deeply appreciate Mr Henshaw's interest in these matters. The
Government is concerned about maximizing productivity. That means it is concentrating on efficient production rather than
the total volume of production. The emphasis of the activities of the Government
will be on bringing that about by ensuring
that there is no duplication of research projects, and that research information that has
already been acquired is passed on to the
farmers. Priority will be given to extension
services so that farmers can produce the tremendous wealth which they produce for
Victoria in a way that is beneficial both to
them and to the State's economy by minimizing unnecessary inputs.
Emphasis is also placed on the development of potential markets for products that
have previously been given insufficient attention, and the handling and marketing of
those products to further Victoria's economic development.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-My question, which is directed
to the Minister for Planning and Environment, concerns some of the creative efforts
of twentieth century architects, starting with
the honourable gentleman's press release
headed "Modern Buildings Become Historic-Embargo: 6.00 a.m., Sunday, 9 September, 1984": in which he states:
It is important to ensure that the creative efforts of
twentieth century architects and more recent historical
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events are as well protected as our nineteenth century
heritage,

A further passage which I wish to inquire
about is Caringal Hats, which are in Toorak
where any flat has considerable economic
value because it is difficult to obtain permission to build flats there. Nonetheless,
Caringal Hats has been declared an historic
building. The press release states:
Caringal Flats, designed by John William Rivett,
was built in 1951 ...

That is very historic. The particular words
about which I ask are:
The flats are a unique example in Melbourne of the
style of buildings erected in northern Europe in the
I 920s and 1930s.

Does the Minister agree that the natural inference to be drawn from this uniqueness is
that the style is totally unsuitable for Melbourne and it is likely to impose hardship
on the residents and owners if they are never
to be allowed to pull the buildings down?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I am tempted
to ask Mr Guest whether he is part-owner
or owner of Caringal Hats, given representations made on his behalf on another matter in the House last week!
The Hon. J. V. C. Guest-The answer is,
"No, I have no interest in them."
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I appreciate
there is a serious content to the question.
The honourable member would understand
that the period of the early 1950s has contributed to architecture some of the finest
buildings to be found in Melbourne by
Robin Boyd and Sir Roy Grounds.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-And Evan
Walker.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-My modesty does not allow me to complete the list.
The reality is that on the advice of the Historic Buildings Council, an important body
established by the previous Government
and strongly supported by me, these twentieth century buildings were recommended
for registration. Caringal Hats was one
building and another was a house by WaIter
Burley Griffin. It is my view, and I am sure
that honourable members on the Opposition side of the House would agree, that the
Minister responsible for the Historic Buildings Council should take seriously the recommendations that come from it.
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The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-He didn't
last time.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-If the honourable member had paid attention, he
would have noted that of the 80 or so buildings recommended for registration, I have
allowed one demolition. If the honourable
member would do his homework, he would
know what he is talking about.
Those four buildings are important twentieth century buildings and, if Mr Guest
wants further information on them-and
there is substantial information availableI will happily ask the Historic Buildings
Council to make that available to him.
INQUIRY INTO PROSTITUTION
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I refer the Minister for Planning and Environment to the current inquiry into prostitution in Victoria. This is
one of a long series of inquiries into this
subject which dates back to biblical times.
As there are reports in newspapers that
prostitutes in Victoria are unlikely to facilitate and co-operate with the inquiry, what
new information does the Government expect to obtain from this inquiry that will
justify the expenditure of approximately
$350 000 of public money?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The Minister responsible for that inquiry, as announced, is the Attorney-General and I
expect that he should answer this question.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I am interested to note that Mr
Evans knows all that there is to be known
about the subject of prostitution. The Government considers that there are other matters to be learned about the subject. The
monitoring committee suggested that this
inquiry be set up so that, prior to the Government preparing further measures in this
area, it is well informed on the issue.
It will be a formal inquiry and Mrs Neave
will obtain information through the best
available channels, including the use of research officers and all other information that
becomes available from time to time. The
Government is not in the happy position
that Mr Evans is as it does not believe that
it knows as much as is necessary and it
wishes to be well informed on all aspects of
the matter.
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COSTIGAN ROYAL COMMISSION
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province )-Can the Attorney-General infonn the
House on the implementation of the recommendations of the Costigan Royal Commission on taxation and corporate controls?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-As honourable members would
be aware, the Costigan Royal Commission
has pioneered the investigation and detection of white-collar and organized crime in
this country. In one of its earlier reports, it
made recommendations relating to company codes, which the Ministerial Council
at its meeting in Darwin adopted at Victoria's request.
The first change relates to the promotion
of investment opportunities where investors are offered tax benefits. As a result of
the decision of the Ministerial Council for
Companies and Securities, the National
Companies and Securities Commission will
issue a practice note that will require that
prospectuses which offer tax benefits will
need to include the relevant details of any
tax ruling and correspondence from the
Taxation Office.
The second Costigan recommendation,
which has been adopted in a modified form,
relates to the disclosure of beneficial shareholdings. The Ministerial Council has
agreed to amend the companies' code to
require shareholders in non-listed companies who do not hold shares on their own
behalf to disclose on the register in what
capacity they hold the shares and for whom.
The amendment will apply to all new share
transfers and will require non-beneficial
shareholders to make disclosures on the
register, such as, "Smith as trustee for the
Jones Family Trust," or, "Smith as nominee for ABC Pty Ltd".
This measure will protect the integrity of
the records and will greatly reduce the
capacity of persons hiding assets behind
nominees' masks on company registers and
will much more readily enable detection of
tax evasion and avoidance, the payments of
secret commissions, the concealing of assets
from creditors and the circumvention of
pecuniary interest disclosure requirements.

ress that has been made in resolving the
demarcation dispute, involving the Builders Labourers Federation, which threatens
the recommencement of construction at the
Portland smelter?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-With respect to the
Portland smelter, many observations have
been made about the merits of the deal that
has been struck by the Government, and
one of the issues that the Government looks
forward to resolving, as it has all other matters, is the resumption of work at the site
some time in November. This matter is before the Minister for Industrial Affairs, in
conjunction with Alcoa of Australia Ltd,
and, as honourable members will appreciate, the work that was done previously was
done by the BLF workers. Since that time
there has been a High Court decision on
who is to be awarded the work. This matter
is still to be resolved and is being handled
by the Minister for Industrial Affairs.

ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Can the Minister for Minerals
and Energy infonn the House of any prog-
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PETITIONS
Live sheep exports
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that the Government take such action as is necessary to
prevent the harassment, intimidation and
interference of Portland citizens associated
with the live sheep export trade. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 194 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
Psychologists Bill
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that further debate upon the Psychologists Bill be adjourned for at least three months so as to
allow the public to participate in the formulation of the Bill.
He stated that the petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore fourteen
signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that further debate upon the Psychologists Bill be ad-
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journed for at least three months so as to
allow the public to participate in the formulation of the Bill.
He stated that the petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore fifteen
signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
Pornographic material
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that, because it
will cause serious harm to the community,
the Parliament will not legalize the possession, sale, hire, or supply of any publication, video, slide or other recording from
which a visual image can be produced,
which displays degradation of persons or
animals, acts of violence and sex, or the use
and effect of illicit drug taking. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 12 500 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
For the Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) the Hon. D. G. Crozier
(Western Province) presented a petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that, because it will cause serious harm to
the community, the Parliament will not legalize the possession, sale, hire, or supply of
any publication, video, slide or other recording from which a visual image can be
produced, which displays degradation of
persons or animals, acts of violence and sex,
or the use and effect of illicit drug taking.
He stated that the petition was respectfully
worded, in order, and bore 10043 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
Fluoridation
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that the
fluoridation plant at the Mildura Water
Supply District be not operated. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 7500 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.

Penalties and Sentences (Amendment) Bill
Therapeutic Goods and Cosmetics Bill
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that further debate upon the Therapeutic Goods and Cosmetics Bill be adjourned for at least three
months so as to allow the public to participate in the formulation of the Bill. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore fourteen signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that further debate upon the Therapeutic Goods and Cosmetics Bill be adjourned for at least three
months so as to allow the public to participate in the formulation of the Bill. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore seventeen signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
PENALTIES AND SENTENCES
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2)
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral), by leave, moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to restrict the power of courts to
impose sentences of imprisonment, to require courts to take into consideration the
means of an offender in determining the
amount of a fine, to provide for the payment of fines by instalments, to amend the
Crimes Act 1958, the Community Welfare
Services Act 1970, the Magistrates' Courts
Act 1971, the Magistrates (Summary Proceedings) Act 1975 and the Penalties and
Sentences Act 1981 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
COMMAND PAPER
For the Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands),
the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and Energy) presented by Command
of His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor,
the report of the Victoria Police Force for
the period 1 January to 30 June 1983.
On the motion of the Hon. A. J. Hunt,
for the Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province), it was ordered that the report be taken

"In Vitro" Fertilization
~nto

consideration on the next day of meet-

lng.

"IN VITRO" FERTILIZATION
The HOD. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House a copy of the
report of the committee to consider the social, ethical
and legal issues arising from in vitro fertilization on the
disposition of embryos produced by in vitro fertilization.

The m.otion was agreed to.
The HOD. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral) presented the report in compliance with the foregoing order.
The HOD. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral) (By /eave)-There have been, of
course, earlier reports from the Waller committee established in 1982. The previous
report that the Government received was in
August 1983. It dealt with the issue of donor
gametes in the programme. The House may
recall that at that time, following a request
by the Government, hospitals had voluntarily requested a moratorium on the use of
donor gametes in the programme, but the
in vitro fertilization programme was continuing in the hospital and the procedure has
been used in the State since 1976.
I remind the House that the scientists and
doctors in Melbourne are the world leaders
in ~his programme and doctors, as well as
patlents, have come from all around the
world to learn of the programme.
The moratorium was lifted in December
1983 when the Government announced that
it would introduce two pieces oflegislation.
One was the Status of Children (Amendment) Bill passed during the last session of
Parliament, which provided that a child
born as a result of artificial conception procedures was for all legal proceedings a child
of the woman who gave birth to the child,
or children, and of her husband and where
donors were involved, those do~ors had no
rights or liability. A similar Bill has been
passed in New South Wales and in the
Commonwealth and will be followed in
ot~er States, so that the legal position of
chIldren born as a result of artificial conception procedures is now clarified.
In December last year, the Government
decided to introduce a Bill, now before the
House, known as the Infertility (Medical
Procedures) Bill. Honourable members will
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be aware that debate on the measure was
adjourned from the last sessional period
until this sessional period and the purpose
of the adjournment, which was moved by
the Opposition, was to allow more time for
discussion and consideration of the issues
surrounding in vitro fertilization. That Bill
attempts to place for the first time some
control over the in vitro fertilization programme.
I cannot emphasize too vigorously that at
present there are no controls over the programme. Clearly, neither the Minister of
Health nor I, nor any Minister of the Government, has any control over that programme in the hospitals or any aspect of
that programme. The Infertility (Medical
Procedures) Bill endeavours to license certain hospitals to carry out the programme
under certain conditions set out in that Bill,
of which honourable members are aware.
Clause 6 allows the Minister to set out and
vary terms of conditions in respect of approval. Until the Bill becomes law there will
be, and can be, no control by Governments
over the programme in Victoria.
The report which is now being tabled
deals with issues in addition to the basic
ideal programme and the donor gametes
question. Basically, the Waller committee
report deals with issues relating to the freezing and thawing of embryos, the use of those
embryos in the programme and the conditions relating thereto, experimentation on
embryos and the question of surrogacy in
the in vitro fertilization programme. The
committee makes certain recommendations which have received publicity and they
are set out in the Bill.
There is to be a period of three months
for further comment on the report, and the
Government will ask Professor Waller to
receive those comments and to report to the
Government in December. In the meantime, the Government will not take any action, with one exception that I will mention
in a moment, which in any way pre-empts
the issues of freezing and experimentation
dealt with in this report.
I make it clear to the House in light of the
tabling of the report that the Government
proposes to bring in amendments to the
Bill-which I hope to circulate this weekthat will give the Minister of Health the
capacity to deal with issues relating to freezing and experimentation.
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The Government has also announced that
it will introduce amendments which will
impose a penalty on advertisements for surrogacy and on persons making payments
for surrogacy. The Government will, in legislative form, set out the common law in
that the surrogacy arrangement or contract,
if a contract is made, is void and unenforceable. The Government does not intend to
make it a criminal offence to engage in volunteer surrogacy, but it does not encourage
it. However, the Government intends that
payment for surrogacy will be an offence.
The Government proposes to give power
to the Minister concerning in vitro fertilization aspects. Many difficult cases have been
raised where one must have a certain
amount of sympathy. Views have been expressed on the question of surrogacy in the
in vitro fertilization programme where different considerations can arise in terms of
natural conception.
I hope I have made the intentions of the
Government clear in that, at this stage, it
does not intend to pre-empt issues arising
out of the report. However, I emphasize that
until legislation is on foot there is no power
to regulate any aspect of the programme.
The Hon. R. J. Long-What will be the
nature of the amendments on freezing?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-On the issues relating to freezing and experimentation, express power will be inserted in the
Act to allow the Minister to lay down terms
and conditions upon which hospitals may
or may not carry out freezing and experimentation. However, the Bill will not preempt those issues in any form. The Government is well aware that issues in this area
will always arise from time to time and, as
I have indicated to the House, no committee and no legislation can deal comprehensively with all of those issues, some of which
would be unforeseen at this stage.
Regardless of whatever views one takes
in relation to freezing, there are now 300
frozen embryos in Victorian hospitals. I
hope to circulate the proposed amendments
to give honourable members time to consider them before asking the House to proceed with the Bill.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the report be taken into consideration on Tuesday, September 25.

I appreciate in so moving that fourteen days
will, in reality, be 21 days because the fourteenth day happens to fall in a non-sitting
week. The Leader of the National Party and
I have discussed the question of time with
the Attorney-General and it is believed the
resulting three weeks is reasonable to enable
the full issues of the report to be debated by
all parties. I hope copies of the report will
be made available today.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-They are in the
Papers Room.
The motion was agreed to.
SAGE'S COTTAGE, BAXTER
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) (By leave)-Mr President, when
notices of motion were called on, I indicated that I desired to move a procedural
motion and, on behalf of Mr Chamberlain,
I moved that the paper circulated by the
Minister for Planning and Environment in
relation to Sage's Cottage be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting. I am
informed by the Clerk that the motion was
not put and that you, Mr President, regarded it as a notice of motion. It was not a
notice of motion. It was a procedural motion to enable discussion on the document
circulated to take place on the next day of
meeting.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Is it the wish of the House that the
matter should proceed in that way?
Then I shall put the motion as submitted
by Mr Hunt for Mr Chamberlain earlier this
day. The question is:
By leave, that the paper circulated by the Minister
for Planning and Environment on Sage's Cottage, Baxter, be taken into consideration on the next day of
meeting.

The motion was agreed to.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament,
were laid on the table by the Clerk:
Fairfield Hospital-Report for the year 1983-84.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Forests Act 1958-No. 300.
Health Act 1958-No. 262.
Industrial Training Act 1975-Nos. 299 and 300.
Magistrates' Courts Act 1971-No. 213 (in lieu of
that tabled on 4 September 1984).

Personal Explanation
Mining Development Act 1958-No. 292.
Racing Act 1958-No. 311.

<

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province )-Since the remarks I made during the debate on the alpine national park
last week, I find on perusing H ansard that
two critical mistakes have been made in the
report of my speech.
On page 57, halfway down column 1 it is
recorded that I said, "If there are industries,
there is no tertiary sector". What I actually
said was, "If there are no industries, there is
no tertiary sector."
On page 59, half way down column 1, I
referred to a submission of the Trades Hall
Council which indicated that in 1981 about
34 000 Victorians were employed in the
manufacturing areas of the timber industry,
but Hansard records it as "3400 Victorians" being employed in that sector of the
industry. I ask that those two mistakes be
noted.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SPORTS COUNCIL) BILL
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill which has implications
for the development of sport in Victoria. Its
purpose is to establish an advisory body to
the Government on sport that is representative of the sporting community. The Bill
will ensure that a wide range of interests will
be represented before decisions are made
regarding the Government's commitments
to sports development programmes. It will
further articulate the responsibilities of the
State Sports Council.
The establishment of such an advisory
body has the support of the sporting community. It will be representative of sporting
organizations at the State and regional
levels and will permit representation from
other affected bodies and organizations.
The original Youth, Sport and Recreation Act 1972 allowed for the Minister to
appoint a nine-member Sports and Recreation Council. The Act was amended in 1977
to allow the Minister to appoint separate
recreation and sports councils. The State
Sports Council, as amended, consisted of
not more than fifteen members selected as
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persons having a special interest in the
administration or promotion of sporting
activities. The original Bill and its subsequent amendment allowed for the Minister
to use his discretion in appointing such
councils.
The Bill guarantees that sporting organizations will be directly represented on the
State Sports Council. The council will consist of twelve members appointed by the
Governor in Council, of whom six shall be
persons having a special interest in the
administration or promotion of sporting
activities nominated by the Minister, four
shall be persons nominated by the Sports
Federation of Victoria and two shall be persons nominated by regional sports assemblies. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. H. R. WARD
(South Eastern Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.
STATE BANK (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 3)
The debate (adjourned from September
5) on the motion of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Minerals and Energy) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)-This small Bill introduces what
appear to be minor amendments to the State
Bank Act. The proposed changes will better
equip the bank to trade, deal and proffer
services to the people of Victoria at a time
when banking is in turmoil throughout
Australia because of the advent of the potential introduction of overseas banks. If
the State Bank is to trade successfully, it is
essential that it update its procedures and
be equipped with the weaponry that is now
available to the banking system. It is important that the Bill is passed. It has the support of the Opposition, which wishes the
Bill a speedy passage.
Before I comment briefly on the effect of
the Bill, I shall put down a furphy that has
been brought up in another place and was
repeated in the second-reading speech of the
Minister when he indicated that when the
Opposition party becomes the Government, which will happen within a short
period, the Liberal Government may be inclined to sell the State Bank. I state unequivocally that the Liberal Party will not, under
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any circumstances, be involved in any sale
of the State Bank; it will protect the bank's
interests and the services it provides to the
people of Victoria.
A Liberal Government will ensure that a
new Act is brought before Parliament as
soon as possible so that the State Bank is
able to function properly in this modem
age. It currently operates under an archaic
Act that was put together in 1958 from bits
and pieces of other Acts. It is long overdue
that a completely new Act be written, instead of amending the old Act in a piecemeal fashion, as is happening now. I note
that the Treasurer has given an undertaking
that a new Act will be provided, but if he
does not have the time to do so prior to the
next election, the Opposition, as the new
incoming Government, will proceed with
that proposed legislation.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What will you be
doing?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I will be enjoying myself in a private enterprise business,
unencumbered by being a member of Parliament. Clause 5 of the Bill provides an
important amendment to section 26A of the
principal Act in that it allows the bank, at
long last, to enter into contracts with trusts,
partnerships and individuals, whereas hitherto it has been totally restricted to entering
into contracts only with companies. For the
bank's capacity to deal with the entire
financial community, both here and overseas, it is vital that this amendment be made.
Proposed new section 26B will allow the
bank to extend the Government guarantee
that it currently gives to borrowers to any
contract or any borrowing that it may be
able to negotiate successfully overseas. This
section will also allow the State Bank to
open subsidiary operations or extend itself
into overseas and interstate areas. In the
first place, this will allow State Bank services to be offered to Victorians who travel
or who live interstate, so that their banking
arrangements can still be handled through
their bank which they may have dealt with
for many years.
In the United States of America, where
many borrowings are available to the banking community, the State Bank has been
operating under a major disability. It has
been unable to set up any of its own subsidiaries anywhere other than in Victoria.
Some borrowing and lending institutions in
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the United States of America, under their
charters and under United States of America Government legislation, are allowed to
lend moneys only to corporations based in
the USA. That stipulation enormously restricts the area in which the State Bank has
been able to arrange and negotiate loans. As
a result of these provisions, the State Bank
will be able to set up its own arm in the
USA and, as a result, make itself available
to attract loans within that country, which
hitherto would have been unavailable to it.
This will have a material effect on the rates
at which it can borrow. The more it broadens its capacity to borrow, the better the
rate it will be able to achieve.
Proposed new section 27B relates to the
capacity of the Treasurer to extend the capital of the State Bank by contributing to the
capital funds from State Treasury. One of
the major requirements of a financial institution being able to borrow is its equity-toassets ratio. The narrow capital base on
which the State Bank currently operates restricts its capacity to attract overseas loans
at a reasonable rate. By extending the capital base of the State Bank and thereby increasing the equity-to-assets ratio of the
bank, it will enable the bank to attract loans
at much better rates of interest. These provisions will better equip the bank to function in a modem world. It is for that reason
that the Opposition offers the Bill its complete support and wishes it a speedy passage.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The National Party strongly
supports the Bill, as it has supported the
State Bank throughout its existence. As a
Victorian, I have always been amazed and
a little ashamed that Victoria's State Bank,
of which we can be proud, has been so limited in the services it can provide to people
and has been hogtied by legislative requirements with which we have not been prepared to come to grips.
The National Party strongly supports the
proposition that the State Bank should be
allowed to compete freely within the Victorian community and that the existing legislative restrictions on the bank should be
removed. The National Party has indicated
that it would like to see a complete rewriting of the Act relating to the State Bank.
That will take perhaps a little more time
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than the introduction of this measure, but I
hope it is not too far away.
The Bill now before the House represents
a step in the right direction. It removes some
of the restrictions, and I am particularly attracted to the prospect relating to the bank
establishing a closer tie in the United States
of America and being able to attract from
that area money that would not normally
come to it because it has not been able to
establish itself there.
On a recent visit to the United States of
America, I found there was tremendous interest in Australia, not only in its people
and the country generally, but also as an
investment proposition. I am sure that this
move will meet with great success.
The details of the amendments have been
more than adequately explained by the
Minister, and again by Mr Block. I do not
intend to reiterate the points they have
made, except to say that the National Party
supports the Bill; it supports the bank, and
it hopes that the bank will be competitive
across a whole range of banking activities
in this State in the years ahead.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mr Block and the Opposition, and
also Mr Dunn and the National Party for
their support of the amendments.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
ETHNIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from September
5) on the motion of the Hon. D. E. Kent
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-The basic intention of this important Bill is to confer legal power upon the
Minister for Ethnic Affairs and the Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission to
make proper arrangements with respect to
the involvement of this State in the incorporation of a company to be registered in
the Australian Capital Territory which will
be the vehicle for the operation of the new
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National Accreditation Authority for
Translators and Interpreters.
The Opposition does not oppose the
measure. In fact, I believe it will have a
tremendous impact on the ethnic community in Victoria. I am sure that every honourable member in this House is aware of
the difficulties faced by newcomers to Australia in trying to understand the Australian
version of English. We all have our ockerisms and various expressions, which really
do not fit into the true meaning of the English language. That makes it extremely difficult for new arrivals to this country,
particularly to Victoria, to understand exactly what the Australian language is all
about because there are many variations of
what may be the correct English expression.
The intent of the Bill is to enable the
Government of Victoria to enter into these
arrangements for the new National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters through the Ethnic Affairs
Commission. The Opposition wishes the
Bill a speedy passage. Through this measure
it will be of great advantage to have properly trained translators and interpreters who
will properly impart the language and overcome interpretation difficulties in all manner of activities, whether it be to interpret
and translate in court proceedings or purely
to assist newcomers to Australia in understanding exactly what the forms of Government are in this country, whether they be
local, Federal or State. The ability of these
translators and interpreters to impart that
responsibility through the National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters will be warmly welcomed by the
ethnic community. The Opposition supports the measure.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-As I understand it, the Bill is a
fairly technical amendment to the Ethnic
Affairs Commission Act to cover a particular requirement, and also the appointment
of certain people and their payment. The
National Party accepts that Australia now
has many people from many different countries within its shores. It accepts and believes that it is good for the nation that
people who come to Australia as new settlers obtain all the assistance that it is possible to give them to become citizens, and
not to become simply groups of displaced
people from other countries. Anything that
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can be done to assist in that process will be
welcomed by the National Party.
The National Party wants Australia to be
one nation and not a conglomeration of 40
or 50 nations, nor does it want to be the
Balkans of the South. That will not be to
the advantage of Australia or the south west
Pacific region. Therefore, the National Party
has no objection to the passage of the measure.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-I support the measure. As has
been stated, the Bill will enable the Ethnic
Affairs Commission to participate in the
formation of a company for the purpose of
accrediting and registering translators and
interpreters. As honourable members would
be aware, prior to my becoming a member
of Parliament, I practised as a solicitor. It
was certainly essential that adequate and
proficient translating facilities were available for my clients, who were from countries other than Australia, to gain the full
benefit of the justice that is provided in Victoria. Unfortunately, on a number of occasions, obtaining those translators and
interpreters was not always easy and this
placed newcomers in particular at a disadvantage.
They needed the assistance of interpreters just to make themselves feel at home
with the system. That was the primary objective-so that they could have explained
to them a system that is daunting and
frightening to anybody. Also, they needed
the assistance of translators to ensure that
they conveyed their case adequately enough
for a court to understand and for them to
appreciate that they were, getting a fair
hearing.
It has been a matter of concern for a number of years that Victoria has not had adequate and proper translating facilities. I
know that, on occasions, I suffered difficulties in obtaining these facilities, as did a
number of other practitioners. It was of
concern to judges in courts; and it was of
concern to doctors who sometimes had to
treat and examine ethnic people who had
been involved in accidents at work or motor vehicle accidents and who had to explain in some detail the injuries they had
suffered.
I t is essential, if people from other nations are to reap the benefits of our legal
system, that they should always be prov-
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ided with adequate interpreting and translating facilities.
In addition, many occasions have arisen
where members of ethnic communities have
suffered from the administration of government in obtaining a full measure of their
rights in society because <;>f a lac~ .of proper
interpreting and translatIng facIlItIes. T~e
provisions in ~he. Bill will e~~ble t~e Ethnl.c
Affairs CommIssIon to partIcIpate In a proJect that is long overdue. I support the Bill.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North
Province)-I support the Bill, not because
there were not enough interpreters in the
past, but because there were not enough
qualified interpreters. I remember ma.ny occasions when doctors, lawyers and Judges
have had to request cleaners or anyone else
who was available to translate for people,
and that was a terrible thing to do.
The Bill deals with people. As honourable
members know, approximately 25 per cent
of the Australian population was born overseas. Proper translation facilities are long
overdue. Many people believe translat!ng a
document or evidence given in court IS an
easy job, but it is not. It is a professional job
and for the first time, the Government,
thr~ugh the Ethnic Affairs Commission, has
seen the need to appoint professiona~ people as interpreters. In the past, the ~ohcy of
having anyone carry out translatIon has
done more harm than good.
Many years ago when I used to attend
court cases, translations would be made by
people who just happened to be present. In
many cases, the translation was not ~~ect
and the judge would make a wrong deCISIOn
because an incorrect interpretation of the
evidence had been given. I am certain that
many problems will be overcome in the future and that professional people will be
available to translate for those needing such
facilities. The Bill will be of benefit to the
public.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank members of the Opposition, the National Party and my colleagues for their
support of the Bill. I hope it will prove to be
extremely effective.

Ministerial Statement
The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read a third time.
'
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Portland aluminium smelter project
The Ministe~~l statement relating to the
Portland alUmInIUm smelter project, made
by the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Planning and Environment) on September
5, was taken into consideration.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I look forward to
~his ~pportunity of responding to the MinIstenal statement and to some of the remarks that were made by Mr Crozier and
members of the National Party as well as
some of the comments that have appeared
in the press which were made by the Leader
of the Opposition in another place Mr
Kennett, and some statements that 'were
made during question time.
The Portland project is important for the
State and no one would deny the significance of the event. The comment has been
~ade that ~t is not appropriate to try to
Isolate specIfic aspects of the negotiating
settlement and deal with the merits of those
in isolation from the total project. It is imp~rtant for those who are contributing to
thIS debate-~ refer specifically to Mr Hayw~rd who wIll make a contribution later
thIS day-to understand that the merits of
what has been entered into should not be
examined other than by treating each part
of the negotiated settlement as part of the
total package.
I~ one tries .to isolate one aspect of the
proJ~ct, one ':"111 run into difficulties in presentIng a lOgical and coherent explanation
or critique of what has occurred. The rea~ons for ~hat ~re simple. For example, durIng questIon tIme last week members of the
OPl?osition took the opportunity of concentratIng on the flexible tariff. Mr Bubb and
Mr Crozier were endeavouring to indicate
that a type of subsidy existed and that a
favourable deal had been negotiated for the
company. The flexible tariff cannot be examined in abstract without taking into rega~d the base tariff. However, two other
POInts should be made about the flexible
tariff.
It is correct that world aluminium prices
are currently depressed. Without the notion
of the flexible tariff, it would have been extremely difficult to achieve a resumption of
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the project at Portland this year. For those
people who are endeavouring to argue that
the flexible tariff was too good a deal for
Alcoa of Australia Ltd, I point out that if it
were such a good deal there would have
been no reason for the company not to have
taken up 100 per cent of the equity involvement. The flexible tariff is an important and
positive contribution. It was important in
bringing about a resumption of the smelter
construction project, but it is not something
that can be examined in isolation.
I have noted comments that have been
attributed to Mr Hayward and also com~ent~ made by the Leader of the Opposi~Ion In another place about the equity
~nvolvement. The principles of that equity
Involvement must be understood. As I have
indicated in answers to many questions and
comments over the past two years-and as
Mr Crozier correctly mentioned last week
during the debate-the existence of the
smelter was not a decision that the Government made in isolation. The Government
inherited the project from its predecessor.
Mr Crozier was correct in saying that the
project had its genesis in late 1978 and early
1979.
When the Labor Party came into govern~ent, it became involved in a de facto eqUIty arrangement because Victoria had
heavily invested in a power line to Portland
an~ the construction of a power station.
WIthout the smelter at Portland proceeding, there would not have been an adequate
market for the third and fourth generations
of the power station. In that context, the
Government pointed out that if it were of
assistance to Alcoa in bringing about a resumption of the project, the Government
would look favourably on the merits of having an equity involvement as part of the
negotiating framework. That was done on a
commercial basis. The corollary follows
that, as it becomes a marketable security in
the future, consideration will be given to
retaining or discharging the equity involvement on a commercial basis.
The debate that took place over the past
few days included a commitment by mem~rs of th:e Liber~ ~arty in opposition. They
WIll ~tay In OPPOSItIon. for a l~ng time if they
contInue to look at Issues In the way in
wh.ich Mr Kennett and Mr Hayward are
dOIng because they have to examine the
merits and the equity involved.
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One cannot make a pre-emptive decision
on how that equity involvement will be discharged at this stage because the first thing
one has to do before discharging the 25 per
cent equity involvement is to find a suitable
purchaser. When that occurs, consideration
can be made on a commercial basis.
What the Liberal Party, in opposition, is
tending to do with that equity involvement-which has a sound commercial basis and no ideological overtones-is to say
that it is like a flexible tariff, an important
part of bringing about the resumption of the
smelter to which we have all been a party.
If the Liberal Party makes that statement at
this stage, without giving proper consideration to the merits of what is in the document and to the associated issues, it will be
making a pre-emptive strike and will get rid
of the equity involvement forthwith without saying who might be the prospective
purchaser of that equity. That should not be
done in 1984.
By making that commitment now, largely
as a result of ideological views-shortsighted rather than commercial-the Liberal Party has commenced to create a climate of uncertainty.
It would be helpful if Mr Hayward were
present in the Chamber, as he is to be the
Liberal Party spokesman for this debate. Mr
Hayward has a habit of not being present
during all contributions to debates in which
he is participating. He was not present during Mr Crozier's contribution to the debate
on this matter last week. I agreed that the
debate be resumed on the basis that Mr
Hayward would be contributing to it later,
and, therefore, he should be present now.
In respect of that equity involvement, Mr
Hayward should understand-as he apparently does not-that by making a pre-emptive decision without thinking about the
merits of what has taken two years of considered negotiation to produce, he has been
a party to creating a climate of uncertainty
about the project. Small businessmen and
other people who are trying to get on with
business in Portland and who are seeking
loans are having difficulty in obtaining them
because of statements attributed to Mr
Kennett and Mr Hayward.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Mr Kennett has
written to all banks.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I am aware of
what Mr Kennett has done. A statement
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made by Mr Kennett was reported in the
Sun newspaper. Mr Kennett went to some
lengths to say he was in the business of protecting the people of Portland and small
businesses.
The pre-emptive strike by the Opposition
has created uncertainty in the community
about the views of the Opposition on the
merits of the resumption of work on the
Portland smelter.
The only constructive role the Opposition can play is to endorse Mr Crozier's
remarks of last week when he stated that he
wanted to get on with the business of the
smelter construction at Portland. A constructive contribution would be to speak
about those issues that the Liberal Party
and the National Party want to bring forward that will assist all Victorians in the
process of bringing about the resumption of
the construction of the smelter as expeditiously as possible. Any other tack adopted
by the Opposition is not in the best interests
of all Victorians.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Do you canvass the option of the public being involved?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-If there is any
remaining equity after third parties have
been considered, and there are expressions
of interest, the Government will consider
going public on the remaining equity. The
Government has also stated that when the
smelter becomes operational at some stage
in future, consideration will be given to
floating some of the Government equity
publicly. That is different from saying that
forthwith, without a willing and able purchaser, one is going to dispose of the Government's equity. The problem about saying
one is going to dispose of it forthwith is that
one does nothing but try to unstitch something that has been fundamental in bringing
about the resumption of the work at Portland.
I should have thought that what we are
all in the business of doing-and what this
Government has been in the business of
doing since April 1982-is negotiating. I
have enjoyed being a party to those negotiations. I have also enjoyed the spirit in
which they were conducted.
Many matters were resolved earlier than
31 July but it was not appropriate to make
a public announcement about any part of
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the negotiations until the whole issue had the Government in this House, in the Minbeen resolved.
isterial statement. Nor do I wish to canvass
It is important that we now have the basis all the matters raised by the Opposition,
for putting into effect a commitment that except to reiterate that it is important to
was made on behalf of the Government. examine the project as a whole on a conGiven the fact that the transmission line structive basis, to put forward views that
was half built, and given the fact that the will assist in bringing about a resumption of
Loy Yang power station was under con- the smelter, rather than take any other
struction, it was necessary to proceed with course that is detrimental to the economic
the construction of the transmission line, interests of the State.
which we did.
Mr Hayward has canvassed a view that I
The Government also entered into nego- have not heard him state, that he has sectiations with the South Australian Govern- ond thoughts about the future of the alument which commenced with discussions minium industry and its potential world
between Mr Goldsworthy, the responsible wide. The Government has already made a
Minister under the previous Administra- significant investment in the capital intention and me and continued with the emerg- sive industry, as did the previous Governence of the Bannon Government. Those ment. It goes back to Point Henry in 1981
negotiations were brought to a successful and to 1978 under the previous Governconclusion. The South Australian security ment in respect to Portland.
market played a key part in recouping part
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-No, 1979.
of the cost of the transmission line. As Mr
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The GovernCrozier suggests by interjection, that was ment is aware of some Cabinet discussions
always intended. It was also intended that that took place in 1978 with a formal decithere would not be any deferment of the sion being made with the company in 1979.
smelter project.
I am sure Mr Hayward was not taken into
It is also true that the economic viability account in those discussions as he did not
of the transmission line did not become sat- become a member of the House until 1979.
isfactory until the negotiations with South The important thing that he must underAustralia had been concluded.
stand is that the Government is making it
This Government brought about the sat- clear that the commitment to the aluminisfactory resolution of that matter-namely, ium industry in the State both at Portland
that there will be an interconnection to and Point Henry is part of the GovernSouth Australia which will not only im- ment's economic strategy-a natural extenprove the economics of the transmission sion of what the previous Administration
line but will also leave sufficient capacity was involved in-and that both projects are
for potential further industrial expansion in important to the future of Loy Yang. To
Portland and other areas that are serviced endeavour to bring those major policy
by the transmission line. It will also provide questions into debate at this late stage can
the opportunity, at some stage in the future, do nothing but create a climate of uncerof contemplating an expansion of the tainty and undermine the project.
smelter, as alluded to by Mr Crozier.
In respect of the matter raised by Mr Long
It is an unproductive exercise to examine and the penalties referred to by Mr Crozier,
one or two aspects of the negotiated settle- I can say it involves no subsidies by any
ment in isolation. Sir Arvi Parbo of Alcoa consumer. The Department of Managehas stated publicly that it is not appropriate ment and Budget will reimburse the State
to isolate specific features of the negotiated Electricity Commission for any penalties
settlement but that each should be exam- that are imposed. The Government has
ined on its merits as part of the total pack- made a decision on the rate of return on the
age. That is how the flexible tariff and all investment in Portland, taking into account
the key components of the over-all package not only the equity component made to AIwhich are instrumental in bringing about a coa as part of the arrangement for investing
successful resumption of the smelter should in that project, but also the amount paid by
be regarded.
way of penalties to the commission. Adding
I do not wish to canvass all the matters the two figures together one obtains a total
introduced by my colleague, the Leader of of approximately $400 million. The Gov-
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ernment determined its investment and rate
of return based on the total figure of $400
million. It believes it will receive a real rate
of return on the smelter of 7 per cent which
will more than recover, in real terms, the
amount that will be invested at Portland
and paid to Alcoa, plus the amount by way
of penalty that the Government has contributed to the State Electricity Commission.
That is seen as the total investment and rate
of return.
The rate of return on that investment will
be more than sufficient to provide a real rate
of return to taxpayers. As I said at the outset, when the Labor Party came to Government, it already faced a defacto equity role
at Portland. It invested in a partly-constructed power line and partly-constructed
power station.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-The power station was planned in 1976, before Alcoa.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-It was clear by
the manner in which the contract had been
let at Loy Yang that there was no flexibility
about the timing of the construction. The
commission would incur penalties if it did
not take delivery of each unit at a certain
time. In 1981 there was a shortage of base
load power-but by 1986, as the third potline came on stream and a year later when
the fourth potline would come on stream, it
was ascertained that there would be a surplus of base load generating capacity which
would have a detrimental effect on tariffs. If
Portland had not resumed, there would not
have been a market, and I am endeavouring
to establish, in response to Mr Crozier's interjection, that the third and fourth potlines
at Loy Yang were and are intricately linked
to the resumption of the smelter at Portland.
That method was considered in the contracting of Loy Yang HB" so that, based on
the considerations at that time, the type of
priority, whether it will be this year or next
year, a decision will be made when Loy Yang
"B" should concluded. This will take into
account the state of the industry and the
economy as well as the need to have construction work in the valley.
Completion can occur at any time between 1989 and 1993. If economic conditions had been detrimental and certainly
they have not been under the State and Federal Governments, and if the smelter had
not been resumed, there was even a cancel-
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lation option available in the Loy Yang "B"
contract, but the need to exercise that is
diminishing day by day. When one examines the reimbursement of penalty payments that are built into the base
investment, and the Government has indicated that there will be a real rate of return
on the investment to the taxpayers of the
State-The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Will you reveal
to the House how you arrive at those conclusions, and include the price of alumina?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I am prepared
to take up that matter with the Treasurer to
obtain those details and I shall respond to
the honourable member after that. The
Government believes it has a favourable
contract for the price of alumina. I do not
believe anyone in the industry would have
doubts about that because one of the major
features of Australia's suitability for being
involved in the aluminium industry is the
availability of cheap alumina.
Members of the Opposition have not
commented on the fact that the Government has been instrumental in bringing
about a major change in the management
and focus of the State Electricity Commission. Over recent months, the Opposition
has concentrated a great deal on the tariffs,
but it has not been prepared to reflect on
the fact that not only have there been tariff
increases in the past two years which are
less than movements in the consumer price
index, but also the Chief General Manager
of the commission has made it clear that he
believes, and I have every reason to have
confidence in his view, a great opportunity
exists to keep movements in electricity tariffs below movements in the consumer price
index over the next two to three years. The
reason for that is clear: The work force at
the commission is approximately 23 000.
There is a growth in sales revenue of 2 per
cent to 3 per cent each year.
Whereas the Labor Party had thought in
the previous five years before coming to
government that the commission was in-.
creasing its tariffs, resulting in extensive
moves in the consumer price index, because
of Loan Council restrictions that necessitated the commission increasing its internal
level of funding, in fact the internal level of
funding was not being increased significantly to finance an internal works programme: The commission was increasing
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tariffs because of increases in the work force,
which meant that there were no productivity improvements.
Mr Hayward has referred often to the
need to consider productivity and the Government has brought this about in a way
which the previous Administration neither
contemplated nor addressed. Mr Crozier
was Minister for only a short time but, under the long administration of Mr Balfour,
it is clear that essential policy questions were
not being addressed.
For instance, whether there would be
productivity improvements as a result of
the successful closure of smaller uneconomic power stations such as Yallourn "C",
which this Government brought about
without industrial difficulty; the construction of new units such as Loy Yang "A"
which brought great productivity benefits,
even taking into account the cost of the closure of Yallourn "C" power station; the
benefits through savings with the introduction of new base load capacity such as Loy
Yang which has provided a major cost saving even taking into account the settlement;
and the creation of major opportunities for
productivity improvement which will be
passed to the consumer.
Under the Balfour administration those
questions were never addressed. They were
never put to the commission by the Government. This Government was fortunate
in procuring Mr Jim Smith from Telecom
Australia as Chief General Manager of the
commission. He is a first-class manager. The
Government has renewed the confidence of
Alcoa and other companies in the commission.
Alcoa had had a long association with the
commission at Point Henry but in the past
four or five years had lost confidence in the
capacity of the commission to keep costs
under control and to produce commercial
and economic tariffs which would not be
brought into doubt.
This Government, with the new administration of the commission, has brought
about a new confidence. That confidence is
partly a product of its industrial relations
policy in which the Government has significantly reduced, firstly, under Mr Landeryou and, secondly, under the Minister for
Industrial Affairs in the other place, a number of avoidable industrial disputes. Disputes have been kept to a minimum.
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Mr Bubb, who is interjecting, recognizes
the contribution made to the reduction of
avoidable disputes because that is exactly
the way in which he would have handled
those disputes had he been allowed, but the
Leader of the Opposition does not agree with
Mr Bubb. There is a significant difference
between them on how to address the question of industrial relations.
The Leader of the Opposition would recreate a climate that existed in the valley in
the past, most of which was avoidable. Although there may be a benefit in political
point-scoring by taking on some union in
the valley, if the outcome is to create serious
doubt in the business community about the
commercial viability of the State Electricity
Commission and its capacity to deliver economic tariffs as a result of provocative industrial relations stands, which was a feature
of the former Administration, the ultimate
outcome is not only ever-escalating tariffs
but also a climate of uncertainty, which reduces significantly the potential for expansion and new investment in the State.
Quite clearly, as a result of the substantial
changes that have been made at the commission, there is now a renewed confidence
in the business community about the capacity of the commission not only to deliver a
base tariff but also a tariff relating to the life
of the smelter.
The Government has enjoyed being part
of the constructive change that has occurred
with the management of the commission,
which has been a hands-on approach to the
major policy issues leaving the utility free
in a day-to-day sense. The Government has
not intruded in day-to-day management but
has made sure that a proper management
structure has been in place. It has been a
partnership in addressing the major policy
questions of which the former Administration lost sight.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-The commission had only to deliver the base tariff but
the Government is making up the difference between the base and flexible tariff.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The Government has made it clear that without that
flexible tariff it would have been extraordinarily difficult, given the current setting in
world aluminium prices, to bring about the
resumption of the smelter construction. It
has been a feature of bringing about the resumption of the smelter. Not too many in-
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vestments are occurring in the world for
new aluminium smelters. The flexible tariff
happens to be unique and a policy issue of
which the Government is proud.
It is true that-and I cannot reiterate this
too strongly, as I have in the House on many
occasions over the past two years-the basis on which the Government contemplated
and entered into the equity involvement was
as a result of a commercial decision and
putting the issue of a Government equity
involvement on the table to see whether
Alcoa and any other prospective equity
partner considered that would assist in
bringing about the resumption of the smelter
project. If it had been said at any stage over
the past two years that it was not necessary
to have an equity involvement, it would
have been taken off the table. It was brought
forward only on the basis that it would assist in an expeditious resumption of the
smelter project. It was on that basis alone
that it was introduced.
It means also that in future, as it becomes
a commercial security, when the smelter
construction is finalized and when it commences to operate, it will be-as the Government is clearly of the view-an effective
marketable security. In being an effective
marketable security it will be available for
the Government of that day to consider the
merits of whether it wants to dispose of it
or whether it wants to continue.
Obviously, if it is a profitable investment
and if it assists the project in retaining that
investment, consideration should be given
to that; alternatively, if it is a profitable investment and prospective purchasers of a
part or a whole of that equity involvement
come along in years to come, the Government is clearly able to contemplate disposing of that equity. Certainly, the
Government would favour that if it were
the most appropriate action to take.
It is not appropriate today, to do anything else on behalf of the people of Victoria-whether proposed by the Opposition
or by the National Party-other than assist
in bringing about an expeditious resumption of the project. It is dangerous to introduce any extraneous policy issue which may
put that in doubt, as has already occurred,
not from anything either the Government
or the National Party has done but simply
as a result of statements made by the Leader
of the Opposition and Mr Hayward.
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There is an ambiguity associated with the
Opposition's position. Mr Crozier has made
his views known. He believes quite clearly,
as expressed in his address last week, that it
is not this Government that should be taking credit for the smelter at Portland but the
former Administration to which he was
linked. He believes he should be taking the
major kudos, whereas the Leader of the Opposition and Mr Hayward are saying that
many components of it should be brought
undone as soon as possible. There is a certain ambiguity in the public's mind about
the Opposition's position. The Opposition
wants to take the issue of the flexible tariff
in isolation on the one hand and on the
other hand to take the issue of equity in
isolation. It is not considering the interests
of the people of Victoria.
There is no doubt about what is in the
best interests of the public, whether one
considers the work force at the valley or the
average consumer of electricity, who needs
to be assured that there is a market for third
and fourth units at Loy Yang and that those
requirements are kept at a minimum.
There is no doubt that, to ensure that
they have sound tariffs in the domestic and
commercial areas, there should be a market
for the third and fourth units. It is also clear
that the only basis upon which to go forward is to work towards an expeditious resumption of the construction and the
operation of the smelter.
The Government has been a constructive
and willing party to that effort over the past
two years of negotiations. Now, in respect
of industrial relations, it looks forward to
being further involved. The Cain Government, more than any other group, has been
responsible for restoring investor confidence in Victoria.
On the motion of the Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION BILL
The debate (adjourned from May 2) on
the motion of the Hon. J. H. Kennan (Attorney-General) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-The Bill has had a long
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history. For many years, commercial arbitrations in Australia have been covered by
the provisions of various Acts-in Victoria,
by the Arbitration Act 1958 and by similar
Acts in other States. Years ago the desirability was recognized of having uniform legislation covering commercial arbitrations in
Australia so that Australia could proceed to
build up the ability to conduct commercial
arbitrations both locally and from overseas.
The Attorney-General, in his secondreading speech, outlined the history of the
attempts that were then made by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General to
bring about a uniform Bill. As I said, the
process began many years ago and, in the
meantime, reports have been made by various law reform bodies from around Australia, including two by the Chief Justice's
Law Reform Committee. This led to a Bill
being agreed upon by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General and being tabled in the Victorian Parliament in 1981I think it was tabled in the New South Wales
Parliament the following year-with the
idea of obtaining the views of those persons
concerned. Comments were received, and
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General considered the comments and eventually agreed upon a Bill that was to be
reintroduced for further exposure.
At the end of the last sessional period, the
Attorney-General introduced that Bill which
was held over until this session to enable it
to be studied by interested parties and their
comments to be considered by the Standing
Committee of Attorneys-General before the
Bill was passed. I am informed by the Attorney-General that some comments have been
received, as a result of which he will move
some minor amendments to the Bill but,
basically, it has been well received and Victoria is finally in a position, after approximately ten years, of proceeding with the Bill
so that it can become law. It is hoped that
the other States will then pass complementary legislation so that Australia will have
uniform legislation.
The Opposition supports the Bill and is
pleased that the Attorney-General has pursued its introduction with a view to arriving
at uniform legislation. The Bill has a number of features that the Attorney-General
outlined in his second-reading speech. It
covers the whole field of commercial arbitration: It provides for the appointment of
arbitrators, the conditions that will apply
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and the sorts of arbitrations that may be
made, including provision for interim
awards to be made; it deals with costs and
with interest that may be payable on awards
made by an arbitrator; it provides that there
shall be no right of appeal from the award
of an arbitrator, although the court has a
supervisory power to ensure that arbitrators
'act properly. One important feature is that
the Bill provides power to enforce overseas
arbitral awards. This is important because
a great deal of international arbitration takes
place today and Australia does not have its
share of international arbitrations.
The Law Institute of Victoria has pointed
out that active promotion of Australia, and
Victoria in particular, as a place for the conduct of international arbitrations needs to
be undertaken by the Government, and I
join with the institute in urging the active
promotion of Australia as a place for the
holding of international arbitrations. A regional arbitration centre has already been
established in Kuala Lumpur, in Malaysia,
and steps are being taken to attract international arbitrations in the Asian-Pacific area
to that centre. Australia can equally provide
the facilities for such international arbitrations. We have not only the physical facilities but also the people who can conduct
those arbitrations and, with the passing of
the Bill and uniform legislation throughout
Australia, we will provide the legal framework for the conduct of such arbitrations. I
urge the Government to consider the establishment of an internationl centre in Australia for dealing with such arbitrations and
the promotion of the centre to attract arbitrations to Victoria.
It is often said that arbitrations are good
because they deal with issues expeditiously
and at lower cost than litigation in court.
However, that is not always true. If the
courts overcome their backlog, they will be
able to deal with matters expeditiously and
offer the same facility to hear arbitration
issues quickly. On the one hand, parties do
not have to pay costs to the court in the
same way as when matters are heard by an
arbitrator, so there are incentives for people
to go to court rather than to arbitration. On
the other hand, an arbitrator may have expertise in a particular field, and that certainly provides an ability to deal with issues
more expeditiously than they can be dealt
with by a court where the judge may not
possess the same expertise as an arbitrator.
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There is, perhaps, not as much arbitration as there might be in Australia, and part
of the reason for that may be the lack of
modern legislation in this area.
I shall now refer to submissions I have
received from the Law Institute of Victoria.
Clause 3 (2) makes the Bill retrospective. It
provides that the Bill will apply to an arbitration agreement whether made before or
after the commencement of the Act, and to
an arbitration under such an agreement.
Clause 3 (3) provides that where an arbitration was commenced before the commencement of the Act: it should continue
under the law as it eXIsted before the Act
was enacted. Parties who have entered into
arbitration agreements prior to the commencement of the Act will find that their
agreements will be governed by the law as
set out in the Bill rather than the law which
existed at the date on which they entered
into their arbitration agreement. The Law
Institute of Victoria has pointed out that
that is changing the rules of the game after
the agreement has been made and is therefore retrospective and undesirable. If parties who have already entered into an
arbitration agreement want their agreement
dealt with under the new law, they can
amend the agreement to give that effect.
There is a great deal of force in the submission of the institute. In 1981 I introduced a similar Bill.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-I will not make
any point on this; Mr Arnold will.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-I
thought I should get in first. I introduced
for public comment, a Bill which contained
the very clause that I am now criticizing
and which had that retrospective aspect.
I introduced that Bill to obtain public
comment on it. Therefore, I was entirely
ready to accept any constructive criticism
and to seek amendments to the Bill should
that be necessary. I know the present Attorney-General will have exactly the same open
attitude to this and, I hope, every other Bill
he introduces.
Although the Bill I introduced did contain an identical clause to this one, I am
persuaded by the argument of the Law Institute that it is undesirable to leave the
clause in its present form because it would
have a retrospective effect. I foreshadow that
during the Committee stage I will move an
amendment which, if agreed to, will make
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the proposed legislation apply only to agreements entered into after the Bill comes into
operation.
Another matter raised by the Law Institute deals with clause 20 of the Bill, which
restricts the right of parties to have legal
representation before an arbitrator. It may
be said that the Law Institute has a vested
interest because it would be opposed to any
provision which restricts the right of legal
representation and therefore its submission
should not be given any credence or weight.
That would be an unfair criticism.
Arbitration hearings are not like hearings
before the Small Claims Tribunals. Arbitration hearings may deal with small matters,
but they may also deal with substantial
matters, difficult questions of fact and law
and may often involve substantial sums of
money. In those circumstances parties ought
to be entitled to have legal representation
and there ought not to be any real question
on whether they should have it.
Although clause 20 does not absolutely
prohibit parties from having legal representation, it makes it difficult to obtain. The
Attorney-General has foreshadowed
amendments to the clause which, if agreed
to, will go some way towards meeting this
concern.
The Bill, subject to the minor qualifications that I have mentioned, is worth while.
It will help to foster commercial arbitration
in Victoria and it is to be hoped that it will
attract parties from overseas and Australia
generally to have their arbitrations heard
here. The Bill will help to improve the commercial and legal infrastructure of the State.
For those reasons, the Opposition supports
the Bill.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The National Party, together with the Opposition, is pleased to
support the Bill. As has been indicated, the
Bill has been around for some time and its
predecessor was introduced by the former
Attorney-General, Mr Storey, while he held
that portfolio.
Notwithstanding the remarks Mr Storey
made on the costs involved in arbitration, I
believe it should be a mechanism that is
used much more widely to avoid resort to
the courts. It appears that Victoria is rapidly approaching a day and age when persons cannot afford to appear before the
courts of the land because of the extraordi-
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nary costs that attend such appearances and visions. I applaud that move because one of
the fees that members of the legal profes- my constituents in Benalla has had some
sion are able to command. Although I agree difficulty with that matter and has camthat the arbitration procedure contains an paigned widely for changes to the Scat! v.
inherent cost that the courts do not have, Avery situation. That person will be suitably
the huge costs oflegal representation should, pleased.
by and large, be avoided, except in those
The National Party supports the Bill and
instances where clause 20 applies.
looks forward to the amendments that have
Over the years I have had some concern been foreshadowed by both the Governabout the operation of the arbitration sys- ment and the Opposition.
tem, particularly as it has related to the
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
house builders' liability provisions of the Province)-I support the Bill. As has been
Local Government Act. There has been stated by previous speakers, the Bill has had
much comment in the press, and the Min- a long gestation period. I understand that it
ister for Police and Emergency Services in was discussed as far back as 1969 by the
another place brought some cases before South Australian Law Reform Commission
both this Parliament and the previous Par- and since has been through various State
liament alleging that horrendous arbitra- law reform bodies and Chief Justice law retion decisions had been made and that some form bodies in Victoria and in other States.
apparent conflict of interest existed with the
The former Attorney-General, the Honpersons appointed by the house builders' ourable Haddon Storey, introduced a model
liability companies in cases brought under Bill into Parliament in December 1981. I
the provisions of the Local Government appreciate that at that stage the Bill was
Act.
introduced for public consideration and
I agree that, as the Attorney-General said public comment but it is probably somein his explanatory second-reading speech, what regrettable that the Bill was not
the Institute of Arbitrators of Australia has brought to fruition prior to now. Those who
on hand a list of persons who are qualified have practised in commercial law in Vicin certain matters, whether it be building, toria have expressed grave concern about
engineering or whatever, and who may be the hearing of matters arising from comappropriate to be appointed to arbitrate a mercial disputes. There was always a long
certain dispute. However, it should be borne delay in Victorian courts in the resolution
in mind at all times that there must be an of those matters. It was for a variety of reaarm's length approach to the situation; it sons but probably one in particular was the
would not be fair for one of the parties to complexity of a number of matters involvthe dispute to be under the belief, whether ing commercial disputes and often the exreal or imagined, that the arbitrator, be- isting court situation was not flexible enough
cause of his expertise in the particular mat- on occasions to deal with the matters.
ter at hand, could in some way be biased.
Recently, with the introduction of the
In some of the arbitration procedures un- commercial causes list in the Supreme Court
der the house builders' liability provisions, under the supervision of Mr Justice
the arbitrators, by their actions, remarks and O'Bryan, commercial matters have been
some of their decisions, have at least given dealt with more expeditiously. Under his
the appearance of being biased. I hope such supervision they have been dealt with exmatters can be avoided under the proposed tremely well. It is to the benefit of the comlegislation.
mercial community to have disputes
It is pleasing to note that the Scott v. Av- resolved as expeditiously as possible. Like
ery sections are being attended to in the Bill. any matter, if one goes to law over a dispute
In the past that matter has caused a good and there is any unnecessary or undue dedeal of trouble in terms of arbitration by lay, justice is denied to the parties. Often in
preventing a resort to the courts in certain business matters, immense losses can be
cases where it may have been abused be- sustained if there are long delays in their
cause the matter happened to be under ar- resolution.
No doubt, as Mr Storey mentioned, if the
bitration and the Scat! v. Avery provisions
prevented appearance before the courts. To Supreme Court were provided with other
that extent the Bill will abrogate those pro- facilities, it may lead to a quicker resolution
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of commercial matters. The Government
certainly agrees with that and with the principles of the Bill because it will provide a
more flexible, simpler and speedier process
under which commercial disputes can be
resolved.
I was interested to note the interest taken
in the proposed legislation. I refer honourable members to an address by Mr Alan
Goldberg, QC, who spoke recently at a seminar on commercial causes. He referred to
the proposed legislation, which was then before the House, as continuing "a number of
radical alterations to the court-supervised
arbitration system." He also stated:
On a quantitative basis, the old 1958 Arbitration Act
of 23 sections has been replaced by an Act of 65 sections which also incorporates the 1958 United Nations
Convention on the recognition and enforcement offoreign arbitral awards.

He believed that when the Bill was passed
into legislation it would become a boon, a
great tool for those involved in commercial
litigation and commercial practices.
Referring to the fact that the United Nations Convention considerations are incorporated into the Bill, it provides a good
opportunity of establishing Melbourne as
the arbitration centre. The measure has attracted considerable attention throughout
Australia and overseas, and could form part
of Victoria's economic strategy to develop
the State as an arbitration centre. Considerable interest has been shown in the Bill by
the Institute of Arbitrators of Australia
which believes Victoria could be able to
capture a huge volume of this work if the
centre were introduced. I urge the AttorneyGeneral to take that idea into consideration.
The Bill will change a number of existing
situations. Briefly I shall touch upon a couple of matters. Clause 23 enables an arbitrator to make an interim award. One of the
difficulties that has been facing people involved in commercial disputes that were
before arbitration was that an arbitrator did
not have the power at that stage to make
interim awards. That involved unnecessary
delays and incurred undue costs. Part of the
disputes may have been settled which might
have facilitated the settlement of the whole.
Clause 23 will now allow arbitrators to make
interim awards, which will be welcomed by
practitioners and others involved in the
commercial community.
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The Bill provides streamlined machinery
to enable the arbitrator to exercise a range
of powers which will enable them to subpoena evidence and to call witnesses. As I
said, this will greatly speed up the determination of those matters. Clause 22 is interesting because it will allow the parties, if it
is agreed, to have the arbitrator make a determination by reference to consideration
of general justice and fairness.
The Hon. Haddon Storey-I thought you
might have pronounced that in Latin.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-It was said in
English so that I could understand it!
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-By way of
interjection, Mr Storey has referred to my
not attempting to use the Latin phrase. I
advise Mr Storey that I threw away the old
Latin primer shortly after I finished my
higher school certificate and, in view of the
fact that the Attorney-General probably has
not had the benefit of the cultural education
that many honourable members have received, I decided to use English.
Clause 25 is for the benefit of those involved in commercial disputes it will enable arbitrators to extend the scope of
arbitration proceedings to include other
disputes. A situation could evolve where a
particular dispute is before an arbitrator and
one of the parties may believe he or she
should be able to bring a counter-claim or
some other dispute which may have arisen
out of the matter before the arbitrator. In
that situation, the arbitrator will have the
power to widen the scope of the initial arbitration. Previously, the arbitrator did not
have such power and one could have been
faced 'with the situation where the arbitrator
could be called upon to make two separate
determinations on matters which really
arose out of the one dispute.
Mr Storey touched upon two matters
which possibly needed attention; namely,
the matter of retrospectivity, and legal representation before an arbitrator.
The shadow Attorney-General admitted
that the retrospectivity clause existed in the
model Bill, but was gracious enough to acknowledge that, like us all, we can learn as
time passes. We are certainly benefiting from
having proposed legislation lie on the table
so that community and expert comment can
be obtained, which helps us all.
The shadow Attorney-General has foreshadowed amendments that are acceptable
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to the Attorney-General. The AttorneyGeneral will accept amendments to the Bill
to empower the arbitrator to allow legal representation in certain circumstances. That
will probably satisfy the requirements of the
Law Institute of Victoria, which is not acting out of any vested interest. If the more
difficult matters that arise are to be resolved
satisfactorily, it is essential that legal representation be available to the parties to enable a proper resolution of a dispute.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I shall refer briefly to the matters
raised by Mr Storey and Mr Arnold. I thank
Mr Storey, Mr Arnold and Mr Baxter for
their comments and indicate that the Government recognizes the important role
played by Mr Storey when he was AttorneyGeneral in making progress in what could
be described as the saga of the proposed
legislation. Victoria is the first Parliament
to introduce such a Bill, and it seems that
other States are likely to follow in reasonable succession. I indicate that I will accept
the amendments to be proposed by Mr
Storey.
As to the creation of an arbitration centre
Mr Storey and Mr Arnold urged me to take
up, I indicate that the Law Department recognizes some merits in having an arbitration centre in Melbourne. That is consistent
with the economic strategy' of the Government. The Government wlll investigate the
matter in consultation with the Department
of Management and Budget.
The Institute of Arbitrators of Australia
is of the view that there is scope for arbitrations being dealt with in Victoria not only
in relation to arbitrations in Victoria and
Australia but also those that may affect other
countries in our region. The Government
will take on board the comments made by
Mr Arnold and Mr Storey in relation to
that.
I could not agree more with the comments made by Mr Arnold and Mr Storey
regarding the reduction of delays in the
courts. It is true that many people have gone
to arbitration and other tribunals almost in
frustration with the courts. A general recognition exists both within Parliament and

within bodies such as the Institute of J udicial Administration that the courts must
make themselves more attractive to those
people in the community who are likely to
use them so that they present a fair and
reasonable alternative for matters such as
arbitration and so that they can be judged
on their merits in terms of reducing delays
and in examining the question of costs.
The legal profession is much more cognizant of the fact that these days one barrister's fee rise may be another barrister's brief.
Recognition exists that restraint must be
practiced and that there is a wider responsibility to the public when examining fee
rises in relation to the legal system.
As Mr Arnold pointed out, the commercial causes list conducted by Mr Justice
O'Bryan and Mr Justice Marks in the Supreme Court has done much to reduce delays. If the bush-fire litigation, which was
brought on expeditiously in London, had
been brought on under the commercial
causes list, it would have been brought on
at the same time as it was in London.
That experiment indicates that Professor
Scutt's theory about judge control of lists
being a key part of delay reduction is important. I know that the Legal and Constitutional Committee has been examining that
question, and I am sure that honourable
members will see further developments in
other lists in the future.
The development of a commercial causes
users list, which is being explored by Mr
Justice O'Bryan, to draw not only practitioners but also the business community
into a user group to consult with the court
in the proceedings and the running of that
list, and which will meet late this month for
the first time, is an important development.
I hope it is an indication of the shape of
things to come, as is the work carried out by
the Legal and Constitutional Committee
and the Institute of Judicial Administration. Considerable scope exists for all parties involved in this type of litigation being
drawn together to discuss solutions and to
form improvements regarding delay reduction.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I move:
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1. Clause 3, lines 6 and 7, omit "(whether made
before or after the commencement of this Act)" and
insert "made after the commencement of this Act".
2. Clause 3, line 8, omit "and".
3. Clause 3, after line 8 insert:
"( ) this Act applies to an arbitration provided for
in any other Act being an arbitration that commenced
after the commencement of this Act; and".
4. Clause 3, after line 16 insert:
"( ) The law governing an arbitration agreement
made before the commencement of this Act and an
arbitration under such an agreement shall be that which
would have been applicable if this Act had not been
enacted.".

The amendments provide that the Act will
apply to arbitrations under agreements
made after the commencement of the Act
and not· to arbitrations commenced under
agreements made before the commencement of the Act. One qualification is involved and that is where another Act
requires an arbitration. In that case, the law
applicable to the arbitration under the other
Act will be the law set out in this Act because it is quite possible for the Parliament
to change the provisions of that Act, and
that is the effect of the third amendment. It
does not interfere with an agreement made
between the parties.
The amendments were agreed to.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 3, page 3, line 5, omit "or section 22 of the
Hire-Purchase Act 1959" and insert ", section 22 of the
Hire-Purchase Act 1959 or section 130 of the Credit
Act 1984".

This amendment follows from the introduction of the Credit Act 1984.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 4
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 4, line 12, omit "and bias" and insert ", bias
and a breach of the rules of natural justice".

There was a dispute about whether the term
"misconduct" would automatically include
a breach of the rules. Naturally, in order
that there be no dispute, it has been extended.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses. 5 to 19.
Clause 20
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The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 20, line 25, omit "agent" and insert "representative".

The purpose of this amendment is that it
has been considered that the words, "or
other agent," in clause 20 (1) (b) are inconsistent with the word in clause 20 (1) (a),
hence the substitution in (b) of the word,
"representative" .
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 20, lines 26 to 28, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert:
"( ) Where by virtue of sub-section (1) (b) an arbitrator or umpire has power to grant leave for a party to
the arbitration agreement to be represented by a duly
qualified legal practitioner or other representative then,
without limiting the power of the arbitrator or umpire
to grant such leave in any circumstances, the arbitrator
or umpire shall grant such leave where the arbitrator
or umpire is satisfied that the granting of leave is
likely(a) to shorten the length of the arbitration proceedings; and
(b) to reduce the costs of the arbitration.
( ) Where but for this sub-section an arbitrator or
umpire does not have the power to grant leave for a
party to the arbitration agreement to be represented by
a duly qualified legal practitioner or other representative, the arbitrator or umpire may, on the application
of that party, grant such leave where the arbitrator or
umpire is satisfied that the granting ofleave is likely(a) to shorten the length of the arbitration proceedings; and
(b) to reduce the costs of the arbitrationand, where such leave is granted to a party, that party
is entitled, notwithstanding any contrary agreement
between the parties to the arbitration agreement, to be
represented before the arbitrator or umpire by a duly
qualified legal practitioner or other representative.".

The effect of this substantial amendment is
that it changes the basis on which representation is to be granted and the arbitrator or
umpire under the amendment will have
general discretion to grant leave for representation and will be directed to grant leave
where the conditions in clause 20 (1) (b), as
amended, are satisfied. The arbitrator or
umpire can override a provision to enable
leave to be granted for representation. This
goes some part of the way to counter the
concerns of those in the House who consider that legal representation is not always
necessary. It also goes some part of the way
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towards meeting the objections made by the
Law Institute of Victoria, which is generally
concerned with the tendency of measures
passed by governments to increasingly exclude legal representation. It would wish to
have legal representation in situations such
as this as a right.
The Bill, in its original form, was too restrictive. It posed a positive onus to be discharged with regard to unfairness or
disadvantage. While the amendment will
not necessarily satisfy all the demands of
professional bodies, I believe it is a fair
compromise between the competing interests to have the right oflegal representation
and to satisfy the concern that legal representation may not be appropriate in every
case.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 21 to 25.
Clause 26
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 26, line 3, after "Court" insert "upon the
application of all the parties to those proceedings".
Clause 26, after line 21 insert:
"( ) Nothing in this section shall be construed as
preventing the parties to two or more arbitration proceedings from agreeing to consolidate those proceedings and taking such steps as are necessary to effect that
consolidation." .

The original draft omitted to provide a
manner in which matters before arbitration
can be brought before the court. Clearly, it
must be with the consent of the parties to
those proceedings. The first amendment will
enable this to occur. This proposed subclause in the second amendment is a signpost to indicate that two or more arbitrators
can be consolidated by consent where it is
clear that no order is necessary to enable
that to happen.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 27
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 27, after line 39 insert:
"(3) The time appointed by or under this Act or
fixed by an arbitration agreement or by an order under
section 48 for doing any act or taking any proceeding
in or in relation to an arbitration shall not be affected
by a conference conducted by an arbitrator or umpire
pursuant to sub-section (1).
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(4) Nothing in sub-section (3) shall be construed as
preventing the making of an application to the Court
for the making of an order under section 48.".

The question was raised that the Bill was
silent on whether a conciliation conference
under this clause would prevent any time
limit applying. It was agreed that a conciliation conference should not prevent time
limits applying. This clause provides that
time should continue to run and an application be made under proposed section 48.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 28 to 33.
Clause 34
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 34, page 14, after line 24 insert:
"( ) Where(a) an arbitrator or umpire has under section 27
(I) ordered the parties to a dispute to attend at a
conference to be conducted by the arbitrator or umpire; and
(b) there is a refusal or failure by one or more than
one of those parties to attend at the conferencethe arbitrator or umpire shall, in exercising the discretion as to costs conferred on the arbitrator or umpire
by sub-section (I), take that refusal or failure into account.
( ) An arbitrator or umpire shall, in exercising the
discretion as to the costs conferred on the arbitrator or
umpire by sub-section (I), take into account any refusal or failure by a party to the arbitration agreement
to comply with the provisions of section 37.".

Sub-clause (6) introduces a consensus to encourage parties to attend the conference and
sub-clause (7) introduces a cost sanction to
encourage parties to abide by clause 37 and
not wilfully delay the making of an award.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 35 to 37.
Clause 38 was verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted, as were clauses 39
to 52.
Clause 53
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttomeyGeneral)-I move:
Clause 53, line 35, after "proceedings" insert "other
than the entry of an appearance".

The purpose of this amendment is to correct an omission which prevented proceedings in a court from being commenced if
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the defendant had made an entry of an appearance.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
the remaining clauses and the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and passed through its remaining stages.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SPORTS COUNCIL) BILL
The debate (adjourned from earlier this
day) on the motion of the Hon. D. E. Kent
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-The Minister, in introducing the
Bill, referred to it as a small Bill which had
implications for the development of sport
in Victoria. Section 3 of the principal Act
dealt with the participation of people in
sport, judging their performance, assisting
sporting education facilities, particularly
those with voluntary organizations, helping
with facilities and general co-operation and
co-ordination of those facilities. The Bill has
not created any great comment in the sporting world except amongst people who are
likely to be involved with it. One of the
reasons is that the Bill discusses what it will
enable the State Sports Council to do but it
does not state what is to be undertaken by
the council. It also mentions that sport ought
to determine its own direction and discusses the need for help.
A number of major sports organizations
in the State are struggling to obtain decent
facilities, and have been doing so for the
best part of a century, particularly national
sports standard facilities in the City of Me1bourne. Buildings are either too big or they
have to be shared with another sporting organization. In the sport in which I am interested I have had to direct that no
international events be conducted within the
building because it is not good enough.
A good example in relation to the need
for helping sport is with the Albert Park
Committee of Management. Four major international sports have had buildings on the
northern end of the lake for some 40 years.
A number of promises have been made that
international facilities would be provided
and at present those buildings could fall
down. They were old garages used by the
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American forces during the second world
war that were turned over after some modification to the committee of management.
The sporting organizations in the area are
concerned about whether they should spend
more money to try to prop up the wrecks or
wait for the Government to determine what
it will do about the proposal to build international sports facilities at that part of AIbert Park.
A similar situation applies to a number
of sports that exist around the metropolitan
area. It is unfortunate that there seems to
have been a hold up over the past two or
three years in the development of sport facilities in this city. It is interesting to note
that some of the facilities provided in the
country areas by councils or municipalities
are outstanding. I refer the House to cities
such as Ballarat and Bendigo, where development of the table tennis stadium and
badminton centre has recently been completed. Considerable work has been done by
both the Shire of Corio and the Shire of
Bellarine in developing their facilities.
The functions of the State Sports Council
are set out in proposed new section 12. Proposed new sub-section (a) refers to the attainment and objects listed in section 3 of
the principal Act. Proposed new sub-section (b) states:
... to act as the advocate for, and provide a focus for,
the development of sporting activities in Victoria;

This will depend a great deal on the calibre
of the people appointed to the council. Reference has been made to some possible appointees but the House has no knowledge
of their background in sport.
I am also concerned about the consultation and liaison that will take place with
various bodies and persons conducting and
participating in sporting activities. I hope
the sports council will have wide discussions
with municipalities, particularly regarding
the changing role of the municipal recreation officer. Proposed new sub-section (e)
refers to the need to advise the Minister on
the distribution of funds, what funds are
being established and how much is there at
the present. Will the council advise the
Minister and tell him how to spend the
funds granted from the Department of
Management and Budget, from foundations or from other sources? If that is the
case there is a need for greater expertise on
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the State Sports Council than is presently
proposed.
Proposed new sub-section (f) states:
... to identify major policy issues relating to sport in
Victoria and, in conjunction with the Minister, to advise the Minister on the best and most appropriate
ways to deal with these issues.".

Some sports people have identified that subsection as being negative. They do not see
themselves getting anywhere in discussions
with the council because they may not be at
the head of their particular sport or in the
forefront of its development.
I am also concerned about the comprehensive sport development plan for Victoria. I hope that it is better prepared than
the Australia Games planned to take place
from 26 January through to the first week
in February. Very little support has been
given to those organizers other than providing some money and some sponsorship for
promotion. The organization of such a large
event as the Australia Games takes more
than seven months. The sports involved in
that are now having considerable difficulty
in obtaining international representation.
A good example of the difficulties of some
of the sports is that organizers of the hockey
thought at one time they could obtain six
international teams to be represented at the
games but they will now be fortunate if they
have four teams. It has been discovered that
the badminton tournament will clash with
another major international event overseas
and at present endeavours are being made
to bring eight nations to participate in the
games but there are only three or four likely
participants.
However, the problems that have been
created by the lack of a sports development
plan for that event-and the Australia
Games internationally is a second rate
event-are difficult to overcome. Delays
have occurred in organization because no
specific directions have been given and this
has created more problems. One can only
pray that the Australia Games will be a success despite the lack of guidance. I do not
believe the proposed sports development
plan will receive the support that has been
anticipated.
The composition of the State Sports
Council will include six persons nominated
by the Minister, four persons nominated by
the Sports Federation of Victoria Inc. and
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two persons nominated by regional sports
assemblies. I understand that there WIll be
a proposed amendment to try to give representation to some country areas, and that
is an absolute necessity. In the list of proposed names that was bandied about, I did
not see any representation from the Latrobe
Valley, north eastern Victoria, Warmambool, Ballarat, Wimmera or Geelong. It is
essential that there be a wider representation of sports from groups outside the metropolitan area. I hope the Minister will
accept some of the proposed amendments
to give a wider representation from Victorian country areas.
Other matters will be raised in the Committee stage. However, other than give support to a proposed amendment which I hope
will be accepted, the Opposition rather reluctantly supports the provisions contained
in the Bill. The Bill really is a nothing and
does not provide sport with the support that
it should receive and provides none of the
money that is derived from sales tax on
sporting goods.
Every Government that I have known has
spoken about relief from sales tax. From my
studies of the history of sports in Victoria,
the same queries were put forward in the
1920s. I do not believe any Government
will give the sporting public relieffrom sales
tax on sports goods.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-The proposed legislation is an
interesting nonentity because it simply establishes an organization to assist the Minister in making decisions on sporting
matters in Victoria. Its actual functions are
set out in clause 7 for proposed new section
12 which includes paragraphs (a), (b), (c),
(d), (e) and (f). These paragraphs clearly delineate the responsibilities of the proposed
new council. The council will advise the
Minister how best to promote sport in Victoria and Mr Ward hit the nub of the question on the head by stating that it comes
down to dollars and cents and how those
dollars and cents will be distributed.
Regardless of what the Government does,
sport in Victoria flourishes, particularly in
country areas. There is an enormous amount
of voluntary effort and fund raising put into
various sporting organizations every day of
the week and certainly every week-end.
There are two main categories of sport:
Professional and amateur.
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The fully professional area is as much an
entertainment as a sport. Many footballers
in the Victorian Football League are paid
high salaries or wages. Some of them are
responsible for high transfer fees being paid
by clubs and this can extend interstate. Certainly there is an opportunity for top Victorian footballers to obtain good positions
and large amounts of money from sponsorship and advertising. These men, unlike
amateur sportsmen, are very well-paid entertainers. Other sportsmen who participate
in professional foot running, tennis and
other high profile sports in Victoria are
highly paid professionals.
If one considers athletics in its many facets, our top Olympians and other elite
sportsmen in athletics can scarcely be said
to not have an advantage because of their
ability, and that should be the case. They
can capitalize on their abilities in more ways
than can other members of the general public. In amateur sport there is no monetary
prize to win but the side benefits are considerable. One has only to watch the advertisements on television or observe other sport
sponsorship to realize that some of these
top sportsmen can put substantial amounts
of money aside.
The Bill excludes harness racing, horse
racing and greyhound racing from the control of the State Sports Council. Many
professional sportsmen and sportswomen
earn substantial amounts of money from
sport in Victoria. However, I suspect that
those people and their sponsors and organizers are capable of managing their own affairs without the advice of the State Sports
Council, although from time to time they
do ask the Government for assistance in
some areas, one being the development of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground lights. In
referring to the Melbourne Cricket Ground
lights, one should not forget cricketers who
are also professionals at the top level. Enormous amounts of money are made available to cricket and, no doubt, to the top
cricketers who delight the public with their
expertise. Those sportsmen have the opportunity of making substantial amounts of
money because of their ability. The professional side of sport is certainly well catered
for.
Perhaps honourable members should be
interested in the ordinary person, you and
I, Mr Ward and others who enjoy sport on
Saturday or Sunday. Some people do not
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participate in an active sense but they do
passively. Mr Ward may say that he is a
bowler, but bowls is a disease rather than a
sport. Nevertheless, I am sure that it is a
pleasant activity.
Sports activities can be taken on in our
leisure time; they are good for us and encourage us to take part in outdoor exercise.
This approach has been developed in Victorian schools and in the many sporting organizations in this State. I have been
involved in Australian rules football all my
life. I started off as a club secretary when I
was 19 years of age and that involvement
led to my going into Parliament after a
period because I would not have been a
member of a political organization if I had
not been secretary of that football club. I
am sure most honourable members can
point to similar involvement in their early
years.
In the small country football league with
which I was associated, ten clubs each had
three teams-firsts, seconds and under
age-which played football every Saturday.
That league, ifit had a full round of fixtures,
had approximately 600 people taking an active part in sport every week. That involvement would be repeated around the country
not only in Australian rules football but also
in soccer, hockey, netball, tennis, cricket and
many other sports. It is certainly an important part of our day-to-day living and it
would be wrong for Governments to ignore
that fact.
I hope the State Sports Council to be established by the Bill will provide the Minister with good advice. If it does that, the
measure will be a good one.
Like Mr Ward, the National Party is concerned that the whole community is well
represented. The tendency of some Ministers has been to think that the yellow lines
painted alongside tram tracks lead to the
end of the earth and that beyond the tracks
is only the black stump. I am not referring
to the Premier, because I know that in the
past three years he has been outside Melbourne. I am sure of that because I saw him
outside Melbourne. I understand that he is
out of Melbourne now, but he flew interstate and thereby passed over the rest of
Victoria. I understand that he waved as he
flew over! The tendency of Ministers not to
move beyond the tram tracks concerns
many people in country regions. Some of
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Victoria's and Australia's best sportsmen
and sportswomen come from beyond the
tram tracks where the air is fresh and the
opportunity of developing muscles and
bones is better. Some top sports people develop talents, skills and abilities in country
areas. It would be wrong not to recognize
that potential and make provision for it in
the proposed legislation, particularly in view
of the myopic view of some Ministers and
back-benchers.
It may be wise to enshrine safeguards in
the proposed legislation. Mr Ward has indicated that he is in favour of safeguards. I
shall be moving amendments in the Committee stage to ensure that that is brought
about. I am not prepared to accept assurances from the Minister. If honourable
members acceptassurances, what is the need
for legislation? Serious assurances must be
written into the measure. The National
Party considers that the proposed legislation will generally do no harm. To coin a
phrase, it was a good idea at the time, and
the National Party will support it.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-No Victorian Government has
done more for sport than the present Cain
Government. Its efforts have been matched
in recent times by the Hawke Government,
which has followed the example of the Victorian Government. As usual, Victoria leads
from the front and the Federal Government
picks up and develops its policies in tandem
with the Victorian Government. The Victorian Government has been conscious of
the sporting requirements of all Victorians,
both men and women, and both metropoli·
tan and rural people. The reason why the
Government has indicated an interest in
sport is due to the fact that it has so many
sporting activities in its make-up. Government members have participated in sport
in one way or the other. Despite the fact
that we may not all have muscle and bone
these days-some of us may have turned
more to flab than muscle and bone-we remember the days when we were able to participate in sport and we are conscious that
our children will participate in sporting activities.
In the past, a variety of associations, usually based on voluntary labour, have had to
canvass for ad hoc support from previous
Victorian Governments. Those Governments have had no defined or central policy
for sports administration. For the first time,

the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation is addressing this issue by the establishment of a State Sports Council. The
council will be able to develop a policy, deal
with a range of sports, provide liaison between sporting activities and bodies ~tld ensure equality in the allocation of funds to
sporting activities between men and women
and between people from metropolitan and
rural communities.
I have been involved with the Victorian
Amateur Football Association, which is an
example of a body of men and women that
provides sporting activity in the best possible circumstances. In the past, the association has operated with little Government
assistance. In 1982, for the first time, the
association received assistance from the
State Government through the medium of
the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation to assist in the establishment of a
complex at Elsternwick Park. This is an example of the Victorian Government becoming involved in sporting activities that
are at the grassroots level.
There has been no lack of attention by
the Government to sporting bodies in the
country. I acknowledge, as Mr Evans said,
that some of the best sports-people come
from the country and participate in sport in
the country. The Government has realized
that factor and has been generous in its attitude to country sports people.
With the establishment of the State Sports
Council, the Government will be able to
demonstrate, in a concrete way, its intentions towards country sporting people and
bodies. I have been concerned in the past at
the lack of attention given to women's
sports. They seem to have been left in the
shade to a considerable degree. The establishment of the council, in line with legislation the Government passed recently on
equal opportunity, will ensure that women's sports receive an equal share of the
cake.
The Hon. G. P. Connard-It should be
on a per capita basis.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Connard objects to the suggestion that sports
women should have a chance to an equal
share of the cake. Ifthere is a need for money
to be expended on an equal basis, the Government will have no hesitation in doing
so. The Government regards women's
sports as equally as important as men's
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sports. The tendency in the past has been
for Governments to provide funds for those
only in elite sports, which generally can afford to carry out their own activities. Since
the Labor Party has come to government,
the wheel has turned. It has been concerned
about dealing with sports that are participated in by the majority of Victorians. I
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-As a sports administrator of some years, I am prompted to
speak on this Bill, although it has been described by the Minister as a small measure;
perhaps it is.
I was also taken with Mr Arnold's speech
and his statement earlier today that he was
a solicitor and that he had had a bit to do
with people of ethnic background. I believe
he will return to "Exploration Lane" and
maintain that office at a very early date if
he speaks the way he did tonight, because
he must have made his remarks with tongue
in cheek when he said that the Labor Government has done so much for sport
throughout Victoria.
Apparently, he did not know or did not
read about the efforts of the Bolte, Hamer
and Thompson Governments for sport
throughout the State, because what they did
over the years was magnificent.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-That was for
horse racing.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-It was not
for horse racing. I direct Mr Arnold's attention to a ma$nificent stadium in Warracknabeal-whlch I had the pleasure of
opening-which was built from funds that
the Bolte or Hamer Government provided.
That is one example of a former Liberal
Government taking action to build sporting
facilities, and many more such facilities
have been provided throughout the State.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-It was all Federal
money.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-It was not
Federal money; it was money provided from
Totalizator Agency Board funds. That is
where the funds originated, and locals also
played their part. There are magnificent
stadiums in Bendigo and Heathcote, and
there are similar facilities in almost every
town in the Central Highlands Province and
other areas that have sports. The one that
has missed out, so far as I am concerned
and so far as you will be concerned, Mr
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President, is Seymour, but I believe that
will be attended to very soon.
I pay tribute to a former Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation, Mr Brian
Dixon, who established the State Sports
Council. I thought that this council had been
established only in the past year or two, but,
in fact, it was established in, I think, 1972,
and I believe the second-reading notes make
reference to that.
There are many great athletes, such as Mr
Ward, who is a good sports commentator,
whether it be bowls or badminton; he is a
critic of sports, whether they be for men or
women, and also of the organizations. In
his remarks during the debate today, he
criticized some of the organizations, and he
was no doubt correct in doing so.
Mr Arnold mentioned that facilities exist
only for elitist sports activities or sports
people. That is not true. There are facilities
for everyone throughout the State today, and
Victoria has been the leader in the development of sports centres in Victoria. New
South Wales was envious of Victoria for a
long time and I believe it has endeavoured
to catch up a little in recent years. However,
New South Wales has nowhere near the sorts
of facilities that exist in Victoria.
The amendment which will be introduced by the National Party during the
Committee stage deserves support because
country people play a big part in sport. One
could say that the Victorian Football League has virtually raped country football by
taking away the stars from the country, no
doubt paying them good salaries-and
everyone must have the opportunity of advancement. However, I do not believe the
Victorian Football League returns an
amount commensurate with what it takes
from the country.
If my memory serves me correctly, the
Carlton Football Club paid the Bendigo
Football League a small sum of some $3000
a year as a development fund. This amount
is small compared with what Bendigo gives
to Carlton and the Victorian Football League.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-It gave them
the premiership.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-Many Bendigo players participated in that premiership.
Many good administrators come from the
country, and I believe the amendment that
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will be moved by the National Party should
be supported. I am not sure what will be
proposed in that amendment, but I understand that it will be that two representatives
of the State Sports Council should be country persons. A possible representative that
comes to mind is a Mrs Anne Howe from
Bendigo who participated for three years on
a sports council in Victoria and made a tremendous contribution to it. She is an outstanding country-week and interstate golfer
in her own right. In addition, she is prepared to coach young golfers. This sort of
person I commend to the Government and
to the Minister for a position on the State
Sports Council. I believe such a person has
much to contribute and would be of real
assistance to the Minister.
The Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation has said in another place that he will
guarantee that two representatives will come
from country districts. I do not believe that
is good enough; it should be written into the
proposed legislation that two representatives from the country will be on the sports
council.
I shall be interested to learn of the National Party's amendment in detail, but I
am sure that the House should support it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and committed.
The sitting was suspended at 6.27 p.m.
until 8.3 p.m.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I thank Mr Ward, Mr Evans and
Mr Granter for their general support of the
Bill, which proposes to establish the State
Sports Council. There is no doubt that the
honourable members who have spoken on
the matter are well qualified to do so because of their keen interest and participation in sport. For the record, I should
mention that Mr Ward has a distinguished
sporting record. I believe he was an outstanding bicycle rider and on occasions in
this place he is still known to get on his bike!
He is also well-known as an administrator,
both on the local scene and at the internationallevel, as well as being a commentator.
There is no doubt about his interest in sport
in general.
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I emphasize that the Bill covers a wide
range of sporting activities. Today there is a
tendency to see sport as a rather commercial operation. However, as one ofits objectives, the proposed council will seek to
encourage active participation in sport. It is
important at this time to emphasize the need
to encourage, as much as possible, participation in sport rather than to encourage
people to be spectators.
I also take the opportunity of recognizing
the obvious athletic skills of Mr Granter.
He played football in the Wimmera League
with some distinction and in company with
some of the finest footballers who ever
played in the country. Many of those with
whom he played in the Minyip Football
Club some years ago would have achieved
outstanding success in the Victorian Football League. That was a time when the incentive to come to Melbourne was not as
great as it has been in recent years because
it was the beginning of a time of substantial
prosperity in the area. I am aware that
country areas have been noted for the degree of participation of the general public in
sporting activities.
Time will not permit me to outline my
sporting career, although I have played on
grounds at Anzac Park, Warracknabeal,
Minyip, Dimboola, Bangarang, Carron and
many other places. Further modesty prevents me from supplying more details. If
Mr Dunn were present, perhaps he might
be interested in examining the records of
the Warracknabeal Football Club. I played
as No. 11. At that time, almost every young
person in the country took the opportunity
of becoming involved in sport and there
was no commercialism. Through the population decline, most of the sporting grounds
I mentioned have ceased to exist because
there are no clubs functioning in most of
the country areas. That is a matter of regret.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-Were you ever
best and fairest?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I was best and
fairest in Bangarang in 1948, if Mr Amold
wants to know. For many years I played
both tennis and cricket. An honourable
member suggested that mention should be
made of some of the distinguished country
sportsmen. In the last cricket match in which
I played at the Bangarang ground in the
Wimmera, Mr Ken Smale bowled a maiden
over to me. This gentleman distinguished
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himself by being the leading goalkicker for
the Collingwood Football Club on the occasion of its last premiership. Some people
might remember back that far!
At this stage the Government is trying to
encourage the community to participate in
more sporting activities. Some sports attract non-commercial participation. It is interesting to note that more people play lawn
bowls in Australia than in any other part of
the world. I have not yet qualified to play
lawn bowls because of my age. Last year the
world bowls championships were held in
Frankston.
The Hon. F. J. Granter-Will you take it
on next year?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I do not think
that I am mature enough yet to consider
that.
Encouragement has been given to those
who participate in sport and the Government wishes to continue that development.
Substantial indoor sporting facilities have
been developed in many areas. Some country areas have been fortunate enough to have
sporting facilities provided, especially when
one considers the relative populations of
country and city areas. It is interesting and
pleasing to note that the public golf courses
and tennis courts in the outer suburbs are
almost always fully occupied.
Tonight the House is endeavouring to
implement the formation of a State Sports
Council which will enable the participation,
as an advisory body to the Minister, ofpeopIe from different regions of Victoria who
are concerned in the administration of a
wide range of sports.
It has been suggested that the proposed
council should include regional representation, but I suggest-and I believe Mr Ward
would agree-that the prime consideration
for membership should be experience and
administrative capacity in the sporting area.
I am sure no honourable member would
disagree when I say that there is no more
obliging Minister than the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Except you.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Modesty prevents me from agreeing! The Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation is willing to
consult all sections of the community. Any
fears that there may be inadequate repre-
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sentation of Statewide interests are not justified. Due consideration will be given to
amendments that may be proposed.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
3 and 4.
Clause 5
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I move:
Clause 5, line 14, after "six" insert, ", two of whom
shall reside more than 80 kilometres from the General
Post Office, Melbourne".

Clause 5 sets out the persons who shall be
members of the proposed State Sports
Council. My colleague in another place, Mr
Bill McGrath, was one of the better sportsmen who became involved in politics. Other
distinguished sportsmen who have been or
are members of Parliament include Sam
Loxton, Brian Dixon and Pat McNamara,
who was a rowing champion.
The amendment was suggested by Mr
McGrath. His comments are based on wide
experience in the sporting field in Victoria
and should be heeded. A number of speakers tonight have referred to the need to recognize the requirements of people living
outside the metropolitan area. It does not
seem unreasonable to recognize those requirements in legislative form. Many
speakers have referred to the high quality of
the talents and ability displayed by persons
living in far country areas of the State.
One should consider how these people
have developed their talents. No doubt if
we lived in a controlled economy and controlled State, those who showed ability
would be provided with conditions that
would enable them to get to the top of their
field. However, in a free society one must
take opportunities as they come without
forced development. Young people can develop their skills better if they have the best
possible food, exercise and fresh air. That is
why some persons living in country areas
develop their talents more fully than do
those in city areas.
If we are to advance the cause of top-line
sport in Victoria that fact should be recognized. The amendment will ensure that
people from far-flung regions, beyond the
tramlines and out towards the black stump,
are included in the proposed legislation, because it provides that at least two of the
twelve council members shall reside more
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than 80 kilometres from the General Post
Office, Melbourne.
I am certain that all political parties will
support the amendment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-I support the amendment
moved by Mr Evans because there is no
doubt that a high proportion of our very
capable sportsmen and women come from
the country, where sometimes they live under very difficult circumstances. Those who
live in far-flung areas do not have the same
support and backup that those living in the
metropolitan area receive. I have always believed Victoria's cricket team could be bette~ if there were more opportunities for
cncketers fro~ the country to participate in
some area WhICh would lead to automatic
passage into the Victorian cricket team. For
a number of years in New South Wales, a
system has been developed so that cricketers ~rom ~ou~try areas can get easier passage Into dlstnct and State teams.
Sports persons from country areas should
be represented on the State Sports Council
so that the merits of sportsmen and sportswomen from country areas are properly
represented.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-I support the proposed amendmen~. I ho.pe the Minister will give serious
conslderatlOn to women being included on
the council.
Currently, I am writing about the ability
of women to contribute to sport and on what
they have done in administration. Some of
the great administrators in sport were urged
on by.the late Kitty McEwan and, of course,
there IS an a~a~d named the Kitty McEwan
Award that IS given to women competitors.
There have been other journalists who have
been contributors in this area, such as Peg
~cMahon from the Age and Judy Joy Davles from the Sun.
In.t~e pa~t, women who were pioneers in
admlnlstratlOn were overlooked when it
came to general discussions in this area.
Burtta Cheney and Elva Bloomfield also
have been contributors. Eunice Gill has
given great support to physical education
and only recently has been recognized. She
~as been a remarkable women in the sportmg area. One may ask who is Louie Mills?
There is the Louie Mills pavillion in Albert
Park, but there is nothing there to say who
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she was. She was a woman who fought hard
to ensure that women were recognized in
sport and that proper sporting facilities were
provided at Albert Park.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Perhaps the honourable member
may wish to address the subject of women
on the council when the amendment is disposed of and the Committee is discussing
clause 5. The amendment refers to persons
outside a radius of 80 kilometres from the
General Post Office.
The Hon. H. R. WARD-On a point of
order.
The CHAIRMAN-We are discussing
Mr Evans's amendment.
The Hon. H. R. W ARD-That is what I
am discussing.
The CHAIRMAN-No, you are not.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-I support the
amendment proposed by Mr Evans. I believe this is an amendment that the Government should adopt. I take it from the
remarks made by Mr Arnold that the Government will adopt it, but I await the Minister's comments in that regard.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I do not believe there is any special ability that a person may have because
he resides 80 kilometres from the General
Post Office but, nevertheless, in consideration of the persuasive comments made by
honourable members and especially by my
colleague, Mr Arnold, I am prepared to
make this concession.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Western
Province)-I thank the honourable'members who have supported the amendment
that I proposed on behalf of the National
Party, and especially those comments ofMr
Arnold which have convinced the Government to include this worth-while amendment in the proposed legislation.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-An honourable member was
reported in the Bendigo Advertiser as saying
that women should not be included on this
council because they cannot make difficult
decisions. That is as male chauvinistic as
one can get. Not enough opportunity has
been given to women to contribute to the
development of sport.
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I hope as many women as possible will be
included on the State Sports Council and
especially those who have shown ability as
administrators. I hope consideration will be
given to younger administrators, such as
country women who work hard to develop
sport in their areas. I ask the Minister to
give serious consideration to the appointment of some women on the council. Many
women contribute much to sport, such as
running clubs and small country associations, whether it be football, little athletics
or cricket in country areas.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-Mr Ward has made a pertinent
and sensitive point that women should be
included on the State Sports Council. Although it is difficult to differentiate, with
equal opportunity it should not be said that
one sex or the other should be represented
in certain proportions but rather that the
most capable person should be appointed
regardless of sex.
In proposed new section 11 (4) the words
"Chairman of the State Sports Council" is
used. I am wondering whether it should be
"chairperson". I raise that matter for the
Minister's attention although I believe
"chairman" is more appropriate because
"man" is generic rather than a determination of sex. There has been a move throughout the community that "chairperson"
should be used instead of the word "chairman".
Mr Ward has made a pertinent and correct point that women should be considered
for election to the State Sports Council. I
believe if that is not done, the council will
be deficient.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I appreciate the remarks made by
Mr Ward and I assure him that women will
be given consideration for this position not
because of their sex but because the Government does not consider people or their
sex, but recognizes people according to their
ability to perform of function to which they
have been appointed. I shall raise the other
question in the appropriate quarters.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to, as
were the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House with
an amendment, and passed through its remaining stages.

Ministerial Statement

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Portland aluminium smelter project
The Order of the Day for the resumption
of the debate on the motion that the Council take note of the Ministerial statement
was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-On behalf of Mr Hayward, I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until the next day of
meeting.

I give the undertaking that the Opposition
will proceed with the debate tomorrow. It is
noted that last week the Minister for Minerals and Energy, after hearing what Mr
Crozier had to say, adjourned the debate in
effect for six days. The Opposition, after
having heard the honourable gentleman, is
asking that the debate be adjourned until
tomorrow.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and it was ordered
that the debate be adjourned until the next
day of meeting.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Ministerial statements
The debate (adjourned from March 30,
1983) was resumed on the motion of the
Hon. Haddon Storey (East Yarra Province):
That this House requests the Standing Orders Committee to review and report upon past practices with
respect to Ministerial statements and to prepare for
consideration by the House recommendations as to
guidelines for the future and any necessary amendments to Standing Orders.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I have not spoken previously
on this matter but on the Ministerial statement which gave rise to this matter. All this
item seeks to do is to refer the practices
relating to Ministerial statements to the
Standing Orders Committee for review.
The heat of the circumstances which gave
rise to the motion has passed and the item
is no longer of current concern. The issue of
whether there should be some change in the
rules or practices, however, is still as valid
as it then was, although in perhaps a less
heated fashion. I suggest the motion be
agreed to if there is no further speaker to it.
The question of the rules will then be referred to the Standing Orders Committee
for consideration in due course.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I have no opposition to the motion. The Standing Orders Committee could undertake that work.
The motion was agreed to.

pal authorities, other Government departments, including the Ministry for Planning
and Environment, and landowners. These
are the basic steps in considering pipeline
permit applications.
There is now a need for legislation to clarify and formalise the relationship between
permit procedures under the Pipelines Act
and the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act, particularly as regards
major transmission lines of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation as well as other pipelines constructed by private industry. The Bill is designed to achieve the following objectives,
namely:
To provide a streamlined mechanism
under the Pipelines Act covering pipeline
permit applications and advertisements
which will be integrated with and will satisfy planning requirements; and
to provide that the Minister for Minerals and Energy will remain responsible
for the determination of pipeline permit
applications after taking into account
planning and other considerations and the
advice of the Minister for Planning and
Environment as to whether he is satisfied
that the establishment of a pipeline is not
detrimental to planning interests.
I shall turn now to the Bill itself and deal
with its major provisions. Clause 4 provides that the Minister shall not determine
an application under section 9 for a pipeline
permit until all the relevant processes under
the Act have been carried out.
Clause 6 inserts a number of new sections
into the Act, the basic aim of which is to
integrate the requirements of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1961 and the Pipelines Act.
Proposed section 12c provides that applications under section 9 of the Act shall be
referred to the Minister for Planning and
Environment. If the Minister for Minerals
and Energy is of the opinion that the grant
of a permit may cause substantial detriment
to any person, then, under the proposed
section 120, the Minister may require or
may himself give notification of the application to Government departments,
municipalities and other persons he considers necessary. He may also direct that notices of the application be placed along the
proposed route of the pipeline.
Proposed section 120 (3) provides for any
person to lodge with the Minister submis-

CONSTITUTION (REFORM) BILL
The Order of the Day for the resumption
of the debate on the motion for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-It would appear unlikely, in
view of what has occurred with respect to
the Constitution (Duration of Parliament)
Bill (No. 2), that this measure will proceed.
However, until the Bill which I first mentioned has passed all its stages in the House,
the Opposition would wish this Bill to remain on the Notice Paper.
On the motion of the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Planning and Environment), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.
PIPELINES (PERMITS) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Pipelines Act 1967 sets down a number
of procedures to be followed in the course
of processing an application to own and use
a pipeline. One of the principal objectives
of the Bill is to streamline those procedures
by the introduction of one integrated mechanism which will deal with pipeline permit
applications and at the same time satisfy
planning requirements. The Bill represents
another initiative of the Government in
bringing about the consolidation and
rationalization of diverse but related regulatory procedures.
The Pipelines Act currt=ntly requires a
permit applicant to notify each municipality in which any part of the proposed pipeline will be situated, and the Minister for
Minerals and Energy publishes notices in
daily newspapers notifying receipt of the
application. Before making a decision on an
application, the Minister takes into account
a number of matters including planning
considerations. Indeed, all permit applicants are obliged to carry out full discussions and negotiations with interested
parties, for example, regional and municiSession 1984-7
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sions concerning the application and under
sub-section (4) the Minister is empowered
to determine the application but not inconsistent with anything requested in submissions, or refer submissions to a panel for
report. Sub-section (5) allows the Minister
an ability not to refe~ any particul~r sU.bmission to the panel If the matters In dISpute are resolved, the submission is
withdrawn or the submission does not relate to planning or environmental matters
but relates to matters he believes do not
warrant consideration by a panel.
Sub-sections (6) to (1 7) established the
panel, its con~titution, its ~et~od o~ op~r~
tion and the tlme frames Wlthln WhICh It IS
to report.
Proposed section 12E sets down the matters to be taken into consideration by the
Minister in determining an application.
Moreover, new sections 12F and 12G provide that, before the Minister is able to proceed with granting a permit, the Minister
for Planning and Environment is to be ~at
isfied with the proposed route of the pIpeline. When he is satisfied with the route, he
is then to use the powers under the Town
and Country Planning Act to amend relevant planning controls to accommodate the
pipeline.
Proposed section 12H provides that an
applicant who has complied with the new
provisions shall be deemed to have co.mplied with the Town and Country PlannIng
Act 1961. In an endeavour to collate all steps
in setting pipeline projects in train, proposed section 121 provides that? when~ an
environment effects statement IS reqUIred
in relation to a pipeline application, the
public exhibition period of the statement
should coincide with the advertising period
under the Pipelines Act. Nevertheless, the
environment effects requirements would
proceed as an independent exercise.
The measure will be of great benefit to the
industry requiring pipelines, in that it will
streamline the application process and at
the same time ensure that planning issues
receive full consideration in determining an
application. The Minister for Minerals and
Energy will remain solely responsible for
the issue of pipeline permits after taking
into account the views of planning and local
government authorities.
The over-all effect of the Bill will be to
provide a single, integrated process for deal-

Pipelines (Permits) Bill

ing with pipeline permit applications. I
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Any legislative measure that
simplifies administrative procedures deserves unanimous support, and the Opposition would be the first to agree that any
such objective 0l;lght to have ~ts support: In
saying that a~d In comme~dlng the obJ.ectives of the BIll, my only shght reservatIOn
is that, in the consultative process, those
local authorities that are most concerned
should be involved, not in a perfunctory
manner but in a proper and meaningful way.
If there is criticism from the Opposition,
it is perhaps that local government is not
specifically required to be involv~~ in t~e
consultative process. The OppOSltlon WIll
not push this criticism, but I simply ~ag it
to the Minister and would welcome hIS assurance, perhaps during the Co~mittee
stage, that the views oflocal auth~ntles and
certainly of local government WIP b~ ful~y
taken into account where apphcatIOn IS
made for a pipeline permit on land in its
own municipal district.
With that important reservation, which I
hope will be responded to satisfactorily by
the Government, I reiterate that the Opposition supports the Bill and. hopes it wi~l
improve the procedure for pI{!ehne permIt
applications in a way that Wlll not cause
friction or disharmony with local government.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-The proposals contained in the Bill will result in more efficient effective and less time-consuming
proc~ssing of pipeline permit applications,
without reducing the opportunity of the
community, municipalities and local organizations to participate in discussion and
negotiation concerning those applicatio,?-s.
The National Party does not oppose the BIll.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank Mr Crozier and Mr
Wright for their support of the measure.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.

Fundraising Appeals Bill
FUNDRAISING APPEALS BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Bill is to provide
protection to members of the public and to
respectable fundraising organizations
against the risk of fraud and malpractice in
connection with fundraising appeals.
It sets up a system for the supervision of
fundraising which will involve minimal interference with bona fide fundraisings but
will enable the Government to prevent,
control or penalize fundraisings where the
bona fides of the relevant fundraiser are in
question.
Existing controls over fundraising are
contained in sections 86 to 88 of the Hospitals and Charities Act. The deficiencies in
that legislation led to the appointment in
1979 of an interdepartmental working party
to review charities legislation. That committee was broadly based. It comprised representatives of the Health Commission, the
Law Department, the Department of Community Welfare Services, the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs and the Public Service
Board. It produced its first report in 1980
and its second in 1982. It recommended the
establishment of a system for regulating the
collection of money from the public.
After the report of the interdepartmental
committee was received, discussions took
place between the Law Department and the
Health Commission to settle the details of
an appropriate supervisory scheme. Both the
Victorian Council of Social Service and the
Australian Institute of Fundraisers have
been involved in those discussions and have
provided valuable advice to the Law Department, particularly on the practical aspects of the scheme which the Bill seeks to
establish. The Bill is much narrower in scope
than the system proposed by the interdepartmental committee, but it is fully in accordance with its philosophy. The
interdepartmental committee indicated that
the regulation of fundraising may have to
be undertaken in stages. The present Bill is
the cautious first stage of that regulation.
Whether further controls are necessary will
be able to be determined only after considerable experience of the operation of the
system now proposed.
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The Bill was introduced in another place
shortly prior to the end of the autumn sessional period. It lay over during the winter
recess and a number of valuable comments
were received. Charitable and other voluntary organizations were generally supportive of the scheme outlined in the Bill.
The system proposed in the Bill has been
designed to achieve its purposes at minimal
cost to the community and the Government. With one exception, the system is
based not on the granting of permits or licences, but on a power of objection and related powers conferred on the AttorneyGeneral. The exception is that an application may be made for a permit in cases of
urgency, that is, cases where a person wishes
to conduct a fundraising within a time frame
which prevents that person complying with
the usual procedures.
The system allowing for objection by the
Attorney-General operates on an inertia
principal, an applicant being entitled to
proceed with a fundraising if objection is
not made within a certain period after prescribed information has been supplied to
the Attorney-General. The aim of adopting
such a principal is to minimize unnecessary
bureaucratic control over respectable fundraising appeals while ensuring an ability to
intervene and take appropriate action where
suspicion is aroused. Conditions may be
imposed on a fundraising, further information may be called for, and, in extreme cases,
a fundraising may be prohibited. Failure to
comply with the procedures or with any
conditions set by the Attorney-General will
constitute an offence.
Bureaucratic controls are to be further reduced by a careful definition of fundraising
eliminating, for example, collections from
members of the collecting organization, and
also by a system of exemptions. These exemptions are of two main types. The first
set of exemptions, Part I, Part 11, Division
2 covers groups of organizations-for example, bona fide political parties; schools
covered by the Education Act 1958; religious bodies entitled to celebrate marriages
under the Marriage Act 1961; and associations recognized pursuant to the provisions
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. These
are called "exempt" organizations. They are
exempt from all requirements of the Act,
except for the provisions conferring power
on the Attorney-General to bring an indi-
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vidual body under the Act in an appropriate
case, as set out in clauses 20 and 22, and the
provisions relating to the conduct of an appeal on behalf of another organizati~n, as
set out in clause 37, and the carryIng of
identification badge by collectors, as set out
in clause 38.
The principle followed in exempting
groups of organizations in this way is t~at
all organizations should be exempted WhICh
are, for other reasons, registered or established under the State or Commonwealth
legislation or otherwise already have a form
of official recognition. In many cases, there
is an independent requirement of audit or
bookkeeping.
The second set of exemptions covers such
individual organizations as are named in
the regulations to be made under the Act.
These are called "prescribed" organizations, Part 11, Division 3. To be named in
the regulations, an organization will have to
make application to the Attorney-General
providing a wide range of information. '"fhe
Attorney-General may grant the applIcation for exemption absolutely or, subject to
conditions, may seek further information
or may refuse the application. An organization which is made exempt in this way is
not exempt from the Act, but it need not
comply with those provisions requiring it
to apply in connection with a fundraising
appeal. None the less, it will be required to
provide annual returns in connection with
its fundraising and its status as a prescribed
organization may be reviewed at any time.
The Bill constitutes a valuable means of
reducing the risk of fraud in connection with
fundraising. It should help to eliminate fundraisings in which money is collected for
supposedly charitable causes, only to be siphoned off for the exclusive or nea~ exclusive benefit of those who orgamze the
fundraisings. Honourable members may recall press reports of the Universal Life
Church Limited and its offshoot Let's Be
A ware of the Disabled and Handicapped.
According to those reports, of roughly
$158 000 known to have been raised by the
organization, only $9200 was distributed to
charities, and then only after a media investigation of the organization. Other similar
cases have been reported. The time has
come to provide a means of controlling and
preventing such conduct.
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By helping to eliminate bogus collections
and malpractice, the Bill will pr9vide. va.luable assistance to bona fide bodIes wIshmg
to raise funds for community purposes.
Malpractice in connection with fundraising
raises community suspicions and red~ces
the willingness of members of the pu.blI~ to
give money to worthy causes. MonItol!ng
the proposed legislation will be a hi~ pnority in the Law Department. To assIst III the
process, I intend to appoint an honourary
advisory committee composed of persons
knowledgeable in fundraising to liaise with
the Law Department and to advise me on
matters deserving administrative or legislative attention.
In the debate on the Bill in another place,
the Opposition members made a number of
useful comments on ways in which the Bill
might be improved. The Government foreshadows certain amendments during the
Committee stage, and the comments. made
in another place will be carefully conSIdered
in preparing those amendments. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. HAD DON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, September 18.

ADJOURNMENT
State Electricity Commission poles-Oakleigh Technical School-Portland police
district communications-Axedale Youth
Camp-Industry in Shire of Healesville-Regional library services-Replies
to correspondence to Ministers-Bushfire Review Committee's report-Rents
for unused roads-Ethnic Affairs Commission-Alienation of Crown landsResearch funds for tobacco industryQueen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre, Sebastopol-Dolphin area at KeysboroughHousing Commission estate at Cranbourne
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Minerals and
Energy. I ask the honourable gentleman to
institute an investigation into a matter that
I do not raise in a critical fashion but as one
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of public interest. It concerns an unfortunate event that occurred on the Kiewa Valley
Highway on the evening of 20 August this
year when a well-known local identity was
killed in a motor car accident. The car he
was driving struck a State Electricity Commission concrete pole which had fallen
across the road and because it was resting
on the cross-arm when the car struck the
pole the windscreen made contact with the
pole with disastrous consequences for the
driver of the car.
The apparent cause of the pole falling
across the road was that the powerlines had
been struck by a falling tree during the
course of a storm and that impact had
caused the concrete pole to snap off and fall
across the highway.
It appears to me and to other people in
the district that ifit had been a wooden pole
with a degree of flexibility, it may be that
the tragedy would not have occurred because the tree falling against the powerlines
would have caused the wooden pole to give.
A concrete pole does not have that flexibility. If it had been a wooden pole the tree
may have fallen harmlessly to the ground
without bringing down the powerlines.
I ask the Minister whether he will undertake an investigation into the likelihood of
poles fracturing in these circumstances to
determine whether it is appropriate that
concrete poles should be used in locations
where this situation might occur because
the accident has caused a good deal of concern in the district. People are saying that if
it had been a wooden pole the tragedy may
have been averted. Will the Minister institute an appropriate investigation?
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province)-I direct a question to
the Minister for Planning and Environment
representing the Minister of Education. I
draw his attention to the Oakleigh Technical School. I have interviewed the chairman
of the school board and the two vice-principals and they are most concerned about
the future of their school.
The Oakleigh Technical School is the
principal school in Victoria for the teaching
of horticulture. The school trains a large
number of students in horticulture. All of
the students who pass the test in horticulture go straight into jobs. There is intense
competition for the graduates from the
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school and they have no difficulty in obtainingjobs.
However, at present the school has two
or three teachers in excess. The school has
argued that if these teachers are transferred
the entire horticulture faculty will collapse.
After a great deal of difficulty the school
obtained a block of land in the hills. There
is a long history connected with that but I
will not bore the House with the details in
case I am prevented by the President from
doing so.
The teachers in excess are needed in the
hills to provide the students with instruction in practical horticulture. For this reason, the school has two campuses, and it
follows that the school needs more teachers
than would be necessary if the horticulture
classes were taught only on the campus at
Oakleigh. The school is most concerned at
the threat of the teachers in excess being
transferred. Therefore, I ask the Minister
for Planning and Environment to approach
the Minister of Education and put in a good
word for the Oakleigh Technical School.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I direct the attention of the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands to police communications in the
Portland district. The Minister may well
wonder how this affects matters related directly to his portfolio.
The matter concerns an automatic relay
station which the Victoria Police Force has
established at Mount Richmond to improve the radio network in the Portland police district. When the relay station is
functioning properly it does the job it was
intended to do and extends the range of
police communications north and west of
Portland. Those areas could be blanketed
out by Mount Richmond, which is a national park. There have been some difficulties in augmenting the power supply for the
relay station, which is powered by solar energy which works well in the summer
months but not so well in the winter months,
and that is a problem.
Recently, as I understand it, the Police
Department desired to extend mains power
to this station but the National Parks Service refused permission for the necessary underground main to be laid. That is carrying
the conservation tenet to the extreme. I
should like the Minister to investigate the
episode which I have recounted. If the Min-
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ister verifies the situation, I hope he, on
behalf of the Government, will take the necessary steps to ensure that the much-needed
facility will have a source of supply to guarantee its operation all year.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-The matter I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands concerns the Axedale Youth Camp which is run by the Rotary
Club of Bendigo under a lease held by the
National Trustees Executors and Agency Co.
of Australasia for the Rotary Club. This is a
fine and popular camp which is administered by the Rotary Club.
The matter of concern to the club is the
increase in the rental, which is currently $10
per annum, but under a formula of review,
the rental from 1 July 1985 for a three year
period would be $500 per annum. The area
that is leased is 9·91 hectares or approximately 24· 5 acres. The club co-operates very
much with the community in the district. I
ask the Minister to review the matter and
to make a more reasonable rental available
to the Rotary Club for the youth camp. In
doing so could he also inform me whether
this is common inflation or Cain inflation.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province)-The matter I raise with the
Leader of the House is on behalf of the Shire
ofHealesville which has been attempting to
attract industry into its area for some time.
The municipality had some hope that the
Government, on releasing a document
called "The Next Ten Years. An Economic
Plan for the State," would assist. However,
when the shire endeavoured to elicit information from the Government, it faced brick
walls and a wall of silence. It was given no
information. Many complaints have been
received from the municipality-the people
concerned, the officers and the councillors-that there is little substance in the
document.
It all boils down to the fact that the municipality is looking for incentives to establish industry in that area. The shire looked
to the document that was supposed to set
out the future economic development for
Victoria; a large segment of which was set
aside for emphasis on development of industry and commerce in the State, yet there
is little concrete evidence of anything forthcoming.
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I should like the Minister to furnish me
with the various steps the municipality can
take and which will be supported by the
Government in real and concrete terms to
assist in the development of industry in the
Shire of Healesville.
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
Province)-The matter I raise for the attention of the Leader of the House, who represents the Minister for the Arts, concerns
serious criticisms from various municipalities of the Cain Government's cutbacks for
regional library services in Melbourne. I direct his attention, in particular, to the comments received from the cities of Box Hill
and Doncaster and Templestowe. The present library subsidy from the Cain Government is $3.70 a head. There was no increase
in that figure in the last Budget and no indication has been given of one in the forthcoming Budget.
This has caused a drop in the provision
of services for regional libraries. The total
expenditure on library services in Box Hill
and Doncaster and Templestowe will be approximately $2 million in 1984-85 but, on
the basis of the present Government subsidy, the Government will contribute a mere
$537000 of that sum. The previous Liberal
Governments established a 50-50 cost-sharing basis which, under the Cain Government, has been reduced to a ratio of 36-64.
Local government is forced to pick up the
cost.
Given that the growth in library services
in the past two years alone has been around
82 per cent, I would be interested in the
Minister's comments on how those libraries
will cope with the rise in costs and demands
without a commensurate increase in Government funding. If this money is not provided, libraries in Victoria will suffer.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and
Environment who represents the Minister
of Education in this House. I am concerned
about letters that I write to the Minister of
Education which never seem to reach him.
Some months ago, I wrote to the honourable gentleman about educational facilities
in the T AFE College in the electorate I represent, and also about the access roads to
that college. I also wrote to the Minister
about the Beaumaris North Primary School
and the bulk purchase of bike helmets.
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In both instances I received replies from
the Minister's secretary who indicated that
my letters had been drawn to the attention
of the Minister. Both letters were in need of
replies which have not eventuated. Two
months later, my secretary contacted the
Minister'S department and I have since received a reply from the manager of the Ministerial correspondence unit.
This is yet another instance of the barrier
that has been placed between constituents,
members of Parliament and 'Ministers.
There is not only the Premier's media unit
but also now Ministerial correspondence
units. The two basic important principles
remain unanswered. I have a sinking feeling
that there is no point in directing my letters
to the Minister, to the department or to
anyone else.
The Hoo. J. H. Keooao-Then stop writing the letters.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I am finding
it increasingly difficult to hear the honourable member who is raising the matter.
Those on the Ministerial bench ought to be
listening or enabling the Minister who will
answer the question to hear the matter
raised.
The Hoo. G. P. CONNARD-There appears to be an ever-increasing trend for
members of Parliament not to obtain information from the Ministry. I ask the Leader
of the House to request the Minister of Education to at least correspond with the Ministerial correspondence unit so that I may
eventually receive a reply.
The Hoo. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I was nearly as slow rising to my feet
as the Minister was with releasing the report
of the Bushfire Review Committee. I direct
a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands. The Minister for Police and Emergency Services received that report in April 1984 and did not
release it to interested organizations until
last week.
The Government has placed great credence in saying that last year it had allocated $508 000 in total to the Road
Construction Authority and V/Line for fire
protection measures and fire protection
work. I ask the Minister, who is responsible
for Crown lands in Victoria?
Has the Minister indicated to the Treasurer that the municipalities throughout Vic-

toria require additional funds for fire
prevention works on roadside reserves and
Crown land within municipalities? Further,
has the Minister made representations to
the Treasurer for additional funds for fire
prevention work in the forthcoming Budget?
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The Hoo. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I raise a matter with
the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands regarding the proposals to increase
the rents for unused roads or, alternatively,
to sell pieces of land to farmers. Incorporated in that sale price is a charge of$750 for
a survey fee, which makes the price of the
land almost exhorbitant.
When the Minister was recently at the
Hattah-Kulkyne National Park to perform
an official opening, I arranged for him to
meet Councillor Bert Holland of the Shire
of Walpeup. Councillor Holland was to
bring to the attention of the Minister that,
~ith the probable destruction of bush and
trees which causes erosion, valuable wind
breaks could be destroyed. Will the Minister indicate any decision he has reached following those discussions?
The Hoo. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
Province)-I raise a matter with the Minister of Agriculture who is the representative
in this place of the Minister for Ethnic Affairs. It has been drawn to my attention by
a number of individuals and groups in the
province I represent that, yesterday, Professor Geoffrey Blainey, who is fairly well
known in this country as a local academic
and historian, responded in rather disparaging terms to the latest paper issued by the
research division of the Ethnic Affairs Commission.
In his remarks, he claimed that the commission had "done more than any other institution in Victoria to inflame discussion
on the immigration issue". Professor Blainey was speaking in response to the newlyreleased report of the commission entitled
"Indo-Chinese refugees in Victoria-An
Analysis of Social Support Networks." He
may also have been referring to other papers released by the research division of the
commission.
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The commission's papers have been acknowledged by workers in the field throughout Victoria, and certainly by the people
who contacted me, as complex and sensitive reactions to what are extremely difficult
questions of settlement as well as sensitive
responses to the structural inequalities in
Australian society that face new arrivals.
Those documents have been hailed
throughout Australia as calm, rational and
informed papers that assist in creating the
kind of climate in which the immigration
debate can be held.
The Ethnic Affairs Commission is certainly acknowledged by groups in the province I represent as functioning extremely
well. The commission was eagerly anticipated as an election promise; it was quickly
established and it is acknowledged as doing
a good job not only in the disbursement of
grants but also in the community relations
and research divisions.
It would be in order for the Minister to
congratulate officers of the commission,
particularly four young Employment Initiatives Programme-Indo-Chinese people
employed on that programme rather than
being forced to react to the disparaging remarks made by Professor Blainey.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I ask the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands whether
he is aware of the criticism of Mr Justice
Gobbo on 30 August of the Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands in the
context of the case Wightman v. McKimmie. That was a case where a couple
found that a house they had purchased some
years before was partly built on Crown land.
Accordingly, they were then unable to give
good title to a subsequent purchaser.
In the Age of 31 August, it is reported that
thejudge was critical of the State authorities
and said that:
Although the owners were now allowed to use the
hOlise until it became obsolete, it is perhaps unfortunate that the relevant authorities did not consider a
partial alienation of the Crown land to provide title, or
a licence to give security of occupation.

I ask the Minister whether that case has
been brought to his attention and whether
he has taken any action to remedy the situation in which Mr and Mrs Wightman find
themselves.
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The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I raise a matter with the Minister of Agriculture regarding research funds
for the tobacco industry in north-eastern
Victoria. It is clear to all honourable members that research funds for an efficient tobacco industry are clearly distinguishable
from the separate issue of smoking and any
hazard that smoking may have to health.
I refer to research funding for an industry
which brings between $25 million and $30
million of primary income into north-eastern Victoria; $80 million into the State coffers, and $1000 million into the coffers of
the Federal Government. The industry has
sought to have restored to it some $200 000
in research funds for the Tobacco Research
Station at Myrtleford, which the Government indicated in press statements some
months ago would be phased out. On a
number of occasions, the tobacco industry
has sought to meet with the Premier. Prior
to the last State election, the endorsed candidate for the Australian Labor Party for
Benambra, Mr Joseph Murphy, wrote to
members of the tobacco industry.
I have seen the letter, which is written on
paper purporting to be official Australian
Labor Party paper. It is from Mr J. B. Murphy, a solicitor in Wodonga, who is a respectable citizen. The letter states:
A Labor Government will place greater emphasis
upon research which it is felt is not adequately catered
for at the present time. In your industry greater amounts
will be provided for research into crop damaging diseases and the improvement of productivity on a tonne/
hectare basis.

I ask the Minister whether that was an accurate statement of Australian Labor Party
policy prior to the last State election; if not,
why do candidates of the Australian Labor
Party make those statements purporting to
be accurate? If the statement is accurate,
why has the Government changed that policy and why will it not honour its promises
and commitments to the tobacco industry?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-I direct a matter to the Leader of the
House regarding the Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre at Sebastopol for which capital
funds are available from the Federal Government-some $2·5 million-over which
there is an argument about who will pick up
the tab for the $105 000 shortfall in the recurrent expenditure each year?
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Currently, it appears that there is a dichatomy between the Federal and State Governments in the sense that neither wishes to
pick up the shortfall. The Federal Government is suggesting, quite properly, that it is
the role of the State Government to pick up
shortfalls in recurrent funding and the State
Government is suggesting to the Federal
Government that it may be appropriate if it
picks up the shortfall. The $2·5 million
project at Sebastopol will provide a service
to the elderly community at Ballarat and
will provide up to 100 jobs in the construction phase, and up to 50 jobs in its operational phase. The dilemma is that neither
Minister is prepared to make a decision.
I ask the Leader of the Government
whether he is prepared to intercede and ask
the Minister to make a final decision.
This matter has continued for more than
two years and still no decision has been
made.
The Hon. D. R. White-How many
years?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Two years. It
rests with the Government to examine the
situation and I ask the Minister to intercede
with the Minister of Health in this matter.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province)-I refer to the Minister for Planning and Environment the matter of cetaceans in captivity. The Minister will be
aware that an application has been made
for the establishment of a dolphin area at
Keysborough. The Minister will also be
aware that there has been much community
concern about the principle of keeping dolphins in captivity. Up to this time, the Minister has rejected all approaches made to
have a general inquiry on this issue and he
has indicated that the Government will
confront the issue through the examination
of the application for the specific project.
The Minister, in correspondence to me,
indicated that the Government would take
outside, independent, expert advice on the
matter and, by pursuing it in that manner,
he has backed away from the issue. It is my
understanding that Project Jonah, which is
also concerned about the issue, has requested that there be an opportunity for
outside, independent experts to verbally put
their case to the Government on the issue,
but the Minister or certainly others in his
department, have indicated that that will
not be accepted and that only the outside
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experts that the department considers are
appropriate will be called upon to put their
case.
I seek a direction from the Minister that
those concerned about this issue will have
the opportunity of presenting their case,
both to the Minister and to his departmental officers.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-I raise with the Minister representing the Minister of Housing a matter
concerning Mr and Mrs Matchatt of No. 14
Marklin Street, Cranbourne, who for the
past two years have been endeavouring to
obtain satisfaction from the Ministry of
Housing regarding flooding in their backyard.
I inspected the property last week and
again on Monday, and I noted that more
than half of the backyard was under water.
The same situation applies to the backyard
in the property at No. 12 Marklin Street.
Both properties are owned by the Housing
Commission. It appears that the Housing
Commission has not paid much attention
to the land in the area, because the flooding
may have come from the railway line.
Mrs Matchatt, a woman in her middle
years, has stated that she has frequently
raised the matter with the Housing Commission but that it has ignored her complaint. I ask the Minister to request the
Housing Commission to forthwith take
some action to relieve the flooding and also
to assist residents in Marklin Street.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Mr Lawson
asked a question with reference to opening
technical schools and about teachers in excess. Since he is not in the Chamber, it is
not encumbent on me to answer those questions.
Mrs Baylor addressed a question to me
that is a matter for the Minister for Industry, Commerce and Technology, which referred to attracting industry to Healesville
and information in that regard. This seems
to be a matter where the Minister should
visit Healesville and I shall pass the question on to him. If there is any issue that
relates to planning, I will take that up.
Mr Birrell asked a question relating to
regional library funding, which is a matter
for the Minister for the Arts, and I shall pass
that question on to the honourable gentleman.
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Mr Connard directed a question to the
Minister of Education, and his major complaint was that he did not get a response to
his correspondence. I shall pass this matter
on to the Minister for his attention.
Mr Bubb raised a matter which should
properly be addressed to the Minister of
Health, but he asks that I intercede with the
Minister. This is a serious issue relating to
the Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre in
Sebastopol, which has been proceeding for
two years. I am interested in that issue and
I shall take up the matter with the Minister
of Health.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-Mr Baxter raised an
issue of a car striking a State Electricity
Commission concrete pole causing the pole
to fall, and resulting in a fatality.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-The wires were
struck by the telephone pole.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The honourable member suggested that the accident may
have been avoided if the commission had
installed a wooden pole as opposed to a
concrete pole. I shall take the matter up
with the State Electricity Commission and
provide the honourable member with a response to his question in due course.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-A question
raised by Mr Ward referred to a problem
with backyard flooding in Housing Commission properties at Cranbourne. I am
rather tempted to make reference to similar
land at Pakenham which was subject to
flooding, but I have decided not to do so.
Mr and Mrs Matchatt who live at No. 14
Marklin Street, Cranbourne, and a neighbour nearby, have similar problems. I shall
be happy to refer this matter to the Minister
of Housing so that it can be dealt with.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-Mr
Crozier raised a matter "with regard to a police radio relay station in a national park at
Mount Richmond and the problems associated with the provision of power. I shall
take up that matter with the National Parks
Service as there should be some way of installing underground power without creating environmental problems.
Mr Granter raised a matter regarding the
Axedale Youth Camp which has had its rent
increased recently. The Government inher-
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ited from the previous Liberal Administration a total mess with Crown land rentals
where inequalities existed. A large number
of organizations were paying peppercorn
rents and many other organizations were
paying substantial rentals. The Government has established a formula whereby all
organizations are treated equally. The land
is valued, and it is taken into account
whether it is a reservation and cannot be
developed for any other purpose. The rental
is then struck on 2·5 per cent of the valuation of that land a year. As I have in the
past, I shall examine instances where it can
be shown that this formula creates hardship
or where the organization provides a significant community service.
I shall investigate whether there is an
anomaly in this case and, if it can be shown
that there is a need for a reduction in rental,
I assure Mr Granter that that will occur.
Mr Reid raised a matter regarding the
Bush-fire Review Committee report and
whether the Department of Conservation,
Forests and Lands intended to apply for additional funds this year for fuel reduction
burning and road access work. I remind Mr
Reid that the Government made available
$1· 5 million to my department for fuel reduction burning following the Ash Wednesday bush fires last year. Additional funds
were also provided for the provision of access tracks. Fuel reduction burning has been
carried out this year to 777 000 hectares.
Given the right weather conditions, sufficient funds will be provided in the Budget
to continue the normal programme of fuel
reduction burning.
Mr Wright raised the matter of purchasing unused roads and the difficulty encountered by some people who purchased those
unused roads in paying the survey fee of
$700. I remind the champions of private
enterprise that they can obtain a private
surveyor who will charge a minimum rate
of $1100 to do that. At a cost of $700 my
department is barely breaking even.
That matter was brought to my attention
recently by Councillor Holland ofWalpeup
Shire who had a concern that if the land was
transferred into private ownership, the owner
might remove some important species of
trees on that section ofland and there would
be the possibility of erosion along the
boundary. I assure Mr Wright, as I assured
Councillor Holland, that before the parcel
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of land is allowed to pass into private ownership each case is investigated to see
whether it has any conservation value and
should be retained and this would include
the problem of soil erosion. If officers felt
the removal of those trees could cause soil
erosion, the parcel of land would not pass
into private ownership.

department who will be involved in animal
welfare areas. The panel, after viewing the
submissions, will report to me and I shall
make a decision on the matter. I shall also
view the submissions and shall have further
discussions with the honourable member at
a later date.

Mr Chamberlain raised a matter referred
to in a newspaper report of a case of a young
couple who had inadvertently built over the
boundary of a property they had bought. I
read that report in the paper and have taken
action on it. The department was justified
in the action that it took because it is the
responsibility of people buying land to have
these matters investigated by their solicitor
and to have the lot surveyed before purchase. Occasionally problems do occur
where this does not take place and some
people get caught up. I believe the department has taken the correct course in not
allowing any excisions to take place but in
cases of hardship the department has allowed excisions. In reading that report, I
instructed my department to investigate the
matter and indicated that it was my view
the department should examine excising
that piece of land for the young couple. It
may be possible to include it in a Bill to
come before Parliament this sessional period.

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-Mrs Hogg raised a matter which
illustrates clearly the reasons for the rapidly
declining credibility of Professor Blainey. It
is unfortunate that a previously-respected
academic is seeking cheap notoriety at every
opportunity to raise the issue of ethnic communities in this country.

Mr Knowles raised the matter of the proposal to establish a dolphinarium in Keysborough that has been put forward by a
private company. It is the subject of a great
deal of controversy and the company has
made an application for the capture and
keeping of dolphins. There is a 30-day period while the application is before the
Government so that interested parties can
prepare submissions on the establishment
of a dolphinarium. In preparing these submissions, individuals and organizations
such as Project Jonah can use the services
of outside consultants and the Government
will take that into account. After the 30-day
period expires, the Government will examine the submissions that have been put before it, and it is my intention to set up a
panel of people to review those submissions. The panel will comprise some members of the department together with one or
two independent people from outside the
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It is quite obvious and I know from the
dedication and involvement of Mrs Hogg
in the work of ethnic communities, that
what she has stated is absolutely correct;
that a tremendous amount of work has been
done most obJectively by the members of
the Ethnic Affairs Commission. U nfortunately, their desires to study the situations
which involved them in their attempts to
become accepted members of the Australian community are being thwarted and discouraged by the discriminatory attacks that
are being made on their credibility. I thank
Mrs Hogg for raising this matter. I shall
discuss it with the Minister for Ethnic Affairs and endeavour to take every opportunity to ensure that the situation is portrayed
accurately to the public.

Mr Evans raised the question of tobacco
research funds for the Myrtleford Tobacco
Research Station. He talked of money which
is derived from the tobacco industry. He
misrepresents the situation of the phasing
down of funds. The Government has not
withdrawn funding from the Tobacco Research Station; it has decided to phase out
funding over a three-year period and that
implementation begins in the current financial year.
He refers to a statement made by a candidate of the Australian Labor Party for the
electorate of Benambra who, as Mr Evans
rightly states, is a most respected member
of the community and a solicitor, and who
wrote to the tobacco industry prior to the
last election stating that there was no reason
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to believe otherwise than that research
funding would be maintained and strengthened.
Obviously, he was interpreting the overall policy of the party which still favours the
continued emphasis on research and extension services to agricultural industries.
There was no specific statement about the
tobacco industry in the policy that the party
put forward at the election and there is no
specific promise that needs to be honoured.
In any circumstances, the Labor Party is
a Government that views the situation as it
becomes obvious in any industry or aspect
of social responsibility and it has been the

decision of the Government that it is inappropriate to continue to fund tobacco research ad infinitum at Myrtleford.
The Government has assured the industry that the phasing out will be a gradual
process which will be negotiated with the
industry and considerable attention will be
paid to research into alternative crops for
the area.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.44 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MULTI-PURPOSE ART CENTRES
(Question No. 195)

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) asked the Minister for Minerals
and Energy, for the Minister for the Arts:
(a) How many mUlti-purpose art centres have been
built in Victoria with State Government assistance in
the past ten years, and where are they located?
(b) In respect of each of those centres, what have
been the contributions by the State in that period by
way of capital grants and recurrent assistance?
(c) In respect of both capital grants and recurrent
assistance, how much has been contributed to each
centre from Federal and local government sources,
respecti vely?
(d) To what extent are such centres expected to be
self-funding?
(e) Does the Government determine any guidelines,
as a condition of assistance to those centres; if so, what
guidelines?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer supplied by the Minister for the Arts is:
(a) Portland, Geelong, Warragul, Warmambool,
Ararat, Wonthaggi, Robinvale, Echuca, Kyneton,
Warburton, Traralgon.
(b) Refer attached Schedule A in relation to State
contribution by way of capital grants and refer to attached Schedule B for State recurrent assistance.
(c) There has been no Federal assistance in relation
to capital or recurrent expenditure for any multi-purpose art centres.

The local government contribution for capital works
is indicated on Schedule A while the local government
contribution towards recurrent expenditure is detailed
on Schedule C.
(d) Centres are expected to make every effort to generate income from a wide variety of cultural programmes and activities; and to promote the role of
centres within the community. At the same time,
standards of professional management and direction
are maintained under the supervision of advisory
boards representative oflocal community and agencies
groups.
(e) The capital assistance given for the erection of
these multi-purpose art centres has always been conditional upon the Ministry's contribution being acknowledged by the particular local government.

While the general formulae for capital assistance was
initially $2 : $1 and later $1 : $1, there were exceptions
where in some instances a one-off grant was given to
the constructing authority or in the cases of Geelong
and Warragul where the State Government contributed more than $1 : $1. The Geelong project was actually undertaken by the State Government through
the Geelong and District Cultural Institute where local
government made a contribution towards the total cost
ofthe centre as detailed on Schedule A.
In relation to recurrent assistance the Ministry grants
are conditional upon the submission of an annual report covering artistic activities and financial results for
the year. An acknowledgement ofthe Ministry'S support
is also required in any publicity or promotional materials. The State Government contributes to the annual
professional staffing costs of each centre and towards
cultural activities in each centre: monitoring procedures have been developed in consultation with the
Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres.
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SCHEDULE A
CONTRIBUTIONS

Pc~rormillg Art

Ararat
Warrnambool
Warburton
Warragul
Portland
Wonthaggi
Kyneton
Traralgon
Echuca
Robinvale
Geelong

Centre

State Government r.-Vorks and
Services
$
672 464.93
1434578.00
187904.00
3200000.00
124665.56
650000.00
86140.00
133000.00
476000.00
257000.00
6546315.00

TaUs Proceeds

Local GovernPublic Fund ment ContribuRaising
(ion

Total Amount
$
1008697.09
2368632.72
283758.00
4200000.00
187047.84
1501 799.00
129700.00
199500.00
713500.00
380000.00
8824813.00
19 797447.65

915000.00

863498.00

$
336232.16
934054.72
95854.00
870000.00
62382.28
851 799.00
43560.00
66500.00
237500.00
123000.00
500000.00

1045000.00

863498.00

4 120882.16

$

$

130000.00

*

13768067.49

* Includes a commitment for 1984-85.
SCHEDULEB

SCHEDULE C-continued
REGIONAL PERFORMING ART CENTRES
Local Government Recurrent Funding

REGIONAL PERFORMING ART CENTRES
Ministry for the Arts Recurrent Funding
1982-83

Geelong
Warragul
Echuca
Ararat
Portland
Kyneton
Warrnambool
Warburton
Mildura
Robinvale
Wonthaggi
Traralgon
Total

1983-84

$

$

350000
35000
30000
35000
27 500
10200
35000
27 500
12800

380000
39000
30000
35000
27500
25641
35000
27500
57200
3500
11 635

----

----

563000

671 976

1982-83

Echuca
Ararat
Portland
Kyneton
Warrnambool
Warburton
Mildura
Robinvale
Wonthaggi
Traralgon
Total

1983-84
(Estimated)

$

$

27090
31 668
13707
8437
74258
15522
2642
Not knowncould be surplus
25445
19220

28628
33 100
39175
14764
102557
58038
51020
10000

----

----

298458

525994

9815
46350

SCHEDULEC

OFFICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

REGIONAL PERFORMING ART CENTRES

(Question No. 405)

Local Government Recurrent Funding

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) asked the Minister of Agriculture:

Geelong
Warragul

1982-83

1983-84
(Estimated)

$

$

80469

132 547

(a) How many offices of the Ministry of Agriculture
are there within North Western Province (1983 redistribution), and where is each located?
(b) How many persons are employed at each location, and what services are provided at each office?
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The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-The answer is:
(a) Department of Agriculture-These are:

Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute-Eleventh Street, Irymple.
Mallee Research Station-Walpeup.
Regional Veterinary Laboratory, Bendigo-Taylor Street, Epsom.
Regional Veterinary Office, Bendigo-Taylor
Street, Epsom.
Mildura District Office-253 Eleventh Street,
Mildura.
Robinvale Sub-District Office-corner Perrin
Street and Bromley Road, Robinvale.
Walpeup Sub-District Office-Walpeup.
Bendigo District Office-Midland Highway, Epsom.
Kerang Sub-District Office-26 Wellington Street,
Kerang.
Swan Hill District Office-McCallum Street, Swan
Hill.
Citrus Fruit Marketing Board-I, located at:
58 Pine Avenue, Mildura.
Rural Finance Commission-2, located at:
31 Deakin Avenue, Mildura; and
270 Campbell Street, Swan Hill.
Victorian Dried Fruits Board-I, located at:
87 Orange Avenue, Mildura.
(b) Department of Agriculture

Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute-42
providing research services for horticultural
crops appropriate to the Sunraysia area and for
the grape improvement scheme.
Mallee Research Station-29 providing research
services for field crops and pastures appropriate
to the Mallee.
Regional Veterinary Laboratory, Bendigo-38,
providing laboratory diagnosis, investigation
and research services for the treatment, control,
eradication and prevention of animal diseases.
Also provides services for meat inspection.

Questions on Notice
Regional Veterinary Office, Bendigo-8, providing veterinary field services for the North-West
Region.
Mildura District Office-I 7, providing services for
extension in irrigated horticulture, horticultural
inspection, fruit-fly control and veterinary field
services.
Robinvale Sub-District Office-3, providing services for extension in irrigated horticulture and
for meat inspection.
Walpeup Sub-District Office-3, providing services for extension in field crops and livestock.
Bendigo District Office-26, providing services for
extension in field crops, pastures, sheep, beef
cattle, pigs and pOUltry. Also provides veterinary field services.
Kerang Sub-District Office-12, providing services for extension in field crops, dairying and
irrigated agriculture. Also provides veterinary
field services, dairy quality assurance and meat
inspection services.
Swan Hill District Office-l 9, providing services
for extension in field crops, livestock and irrigated horticulture. Also provides horticultural
inspection, fruit-fly control and veterinary field
services.
Citrus Fruit Marketing Board
The board does not directly employ any person. All
services appropriate to the board's functions, including
the provision of services to citrus producers, are provided through its administrative company-The Citrus
Management Coy Ltd.
Rural Finance Commission
The commission has four employees based in Swan
Hill, supplemented by staff, as required, from its Melbourne office or the local area to provide a full range of
services at its offices in Mildura and Swan Hill. These
services relate to the financial needs of farmers and
other country people, and include consideration of loan
requests as well as the administration of various financial assistance programs.
Victorian Dried Fruits Board
The board has one full-time and three part-time employees at its Mildura office which provides services to
growers and packing sheds in relation to dried fruits.

Business o/the House
Wednesday, 12 September 1984
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read
the prayer.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment) (By leave)Before making an announcement about the
Business of the House today, I preface my
comments by indicating to honourable
!Ue~bers tha~, althou~ they may not realIze It, today IS a specIal day. I am sure all
~onourable .members will join me in wishIng Mr PresIdent a happy birthday.
. !he bul~ of today will be spent on OppoSItIon bUSIness. A motion will be debated
followed by further debate on the Minister~
ial statement on the Portland aluminium
smelter project. The House will then proceed with Government business although I
indicate that little is to be done'. I am sure
honourable members will be able to make
plans for this evening as the House will not
be sitting after dinner.
The P~SIDENT-Or~er! I thank you
all collectIvely for your bIrthday wishes. I
hope it will be a happy day for me.
DAIRY INDUSTRY BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. D. E. KENT
(~inister of Agriculture), was read a first
tIme.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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the honourable member last week, steps will
be taken to provide the honourable member with details of the matter. They will be
provided to him in due course.
RENTAL OF CROWN LAND
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-In addition to the steep increases that the Government has imposed
on the rental of unused roads and water
frontages, is the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands now proposing to introduc~ ,~hat might be termed a "security dePOSIt upon all the lessees of those pieces of
unused Crown land and, if so, what is the
purpose of the security deposits and what
does the Government propose to do with
the funds so acquired?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-On
numerous occasions in the House, I have
made the point that for many years reform
has been needed in the area of unused roads
3;nd ~ate~ frontages. In carrying out investIgatIons Into reforms, the Government has
discovered that one-third of those people
who have unused roads and water frontages
have not been charged. It is our intention to
propose that people who have the benefit of
using this land as part of their property-in
some cases for twenty years-will have to
pay licence fees, and rightly so, in the same
way as other people do.
I am not aware of security deposits being
requested. So far as I am aware, those who
have unused roads and water frontages will
have to be charged and accounts will be sent
out annually. Some of them will be receiving accounts for the first time, admittedly,
but I am not aware of security deposits being
requested as indicated in the question.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
Th~ Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
COURT TRIALS
Pr~vInce)-A week ago the Minister for
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia ProvMmerals and Energy demonstrated the importance to the Government of the State ince)-Will the Attorney-General advise the
Electricity Commission overseas borrowing House when the pre-trial hearings in crimipro~amme and keeping tight control over nal cases and speedier trial time limits, as
foreIgn exchange losses. In answer to my provided for in the Crimes (Procedure) Act,
question about multimillion dollar ex- will come into operation?
change losses for the year and half year to
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney30 June 1984, the Minister promised that gen~rap-In relation to pre-trial hearings
he would provide the details. Does he now In cnmInal cases and speedy trial time limknow the important details and will he give its which are provided for in the Crimes
them to the House?
(Procedure) Act, I am in a position to report
:rhe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for to the House that the judges of both the
MInerals and Energy)-As I indicated to Supreme Court and the County Court have
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now made identical rules relating to pretrial hearings in criminal cases. The rules
provide for the regulation of pre-trial hearings in criminal cases so that orders may be
made relating to the future disposition of
criminal cases, and safeguards are contained in the rules to ensure that an accused
person's rights are adequately protected.
It is anticipated that, as with the use of
pre-trial conferences in civil cases, in criminal cases, where they are used, these conferences will assist the expeditious
disposition of liti~tion in the criminal area,
as has happened In the civil area.
I should also inform the House that the
time limits proposed to be prescribed for
the filing of presentments and commencements of trials in criminal cases in this State
have now been set. The time limit for the
filing of a presentment is within nine months
following committal, and the trial shall take
place within eighteen months of committal.
These time limits are generous.
The Government believes the delays have
now been reduced; previously, there were
delays of up to four years. They have now
been reduced, whereby the prosecution can
now meet these time limits. The Government will monitor the operation of the time
limits. The court has power to extend those
times where appropriate, but that does introduce the matter of judicial control over
the cases, which is essential to maintain the
delay reduction programme.
LIVE SHEEP EXPORTS
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-The Minister of Agriculture will recall that on 5 September last,
I addressed a question to him regarding live
sheep exports from the Port of Portland.
Has the Minister obtained the information
I requested of him? It is important that I
have that information at a very early hour
today, and I ask that it be forthcoming.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of AgricuIture)-1 shall endeavour to obtain the
information for him at a very early hour
today.
PLANNING IN GRAMPIANS AREA
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I ask the Minister for Planning
and Environment whether the Government
is considering placing interim development
orders on any private land within or on the
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fringe of the Grampians National Park in
the near future; if so, when is this action
likely to take place and for what reasons?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I thank Mr
Dunn for his question and also for ~ving
me short notice that he would ask It, because I now have some notes from officers
of my Ministry and shall go through them
briefly.
At present there are eight municipalities
in the Grampians sub-region, each with its
own planning controls. I have no present
intention of superseding any of these
schemes with Ministerial interim development orders or any other form of Ministerial control, and I give Mr Dunn that
assurance.
The Grampians Co-ordination Committee was set up to co-ordinate planning between the Shires of Arapiles, Ararat,
Dundas, Kowree, Mount Rouse, Stawell,
Wannon and Wimmera. The objectives and
policies prepared by the committee provide
a guide for local councils and prospective
developers in future, and these controls may
be incorporated later by local councils in
their planning controls.
Through its offices, the Ministry is giving
substantial assistance to the Shire ofStawell
in a review of the Lake Bellfield planning
scheme. The shire is the responsible authority under the Town and Country Planning
Act, and this review is likely to culminate
late next year in new planning controls for
that area.
Assistance was given to the Shire ofStawell through a community employment programme grant, which enabled the
employment of a person in the Ballarat office of the Ministry. The review is being
conducted in the spirit of common objecti ves between those shires and was agreed
to last year by all of the municipalities within
the Grampians sub-region.
I also indicate to Mr Dunn that I have a
nice little pamphlet with me that was prepared by the Ministry. He might appreciate
examining it because it outlines planning in
the Grampians area.
COAL CORPORATION OF VICTORIA
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province)-My question is directed to the
Minister for Minerals and Energy. In early
July, I attended a meeting at Kernot Hall at
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Morwell where discussion occurred about
the formation of the proposed Coal Corporation of Victoria. There is continuing interest in the development of that
corporation. Can the Minister inform the
House of the progress that has been made
since that date?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-As honourable
members will be aware, the Government
sought expressions of interest from the corporate sector and intends to make available
5 million tonnes of brown coal from the
Loy Yang open cut, which provides the best
and cheapest brown coal currently available. Significant progress has been made in
this direction. The Coal Corporation of
Victoria was incorporated as an unlimited
company on 10 July 1984 so that activities
could commence immediately.
Proposed legislation is to be introduced
during this sessional period to establish the
corporation as a statutory authority which
will be an arm's length subsidiary of the
electricity business of the State Electricity
Commission and directly accountable to the
Minister for Minerals and Energy. The selection and appointment of a general manager is proceeding.
Officers seconded from the commission
and the Victorian Brown Coal Council are
actively pursuing the marketing of the 5
million tonnes of coal per annum which is
currently available from the Loy Yang open
cut. Registration of interest from organizations with proposals for the use of the available Loy Yang coal are to be lodged by 30
November 1984.

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-The honourable member makes
inaccurate statements and, on the basis of
the statements made, no review of the situation is warranted.

LIVE SHEEP EXPORTS
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-Will the Minister of Agriculture advise when he and the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services intend urgently to
review the outrageous procedure currently
applying to the export of live sheep at Portland, where the transport operators and
others must cross the union picket line on
the docks? Will this stupid situation be reviewed as a matter of urgency, because at
least six or eight times a day the stock contractors must stop and be subject to union
abuse? Vehicle registration numbers are
taken by unionists and contractors are subject to harassment at a later stage.
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PLANNING PERMITS FOR
BROTHELS
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
Province)-During the last sessional period
in the debate on the Planning (Brothels) Bill,
the Minister for Planning and Environment
said that he would treat on their merits any
amendments to planning schemes proposed
by councils that would seek to ban brothels
within their municipalities. I should like to
know whether this is still the position and
whether the Minister has received any such
proposal from councils.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-This is an
important question and confusion has been
created about the issue by Mr Chamberlain,
who persists in preparing press releases
which suggest that there is a change in the
view that I expressed at the time of the debate in this House. I consider that to be
irresponsible behaviour.
Councils are aware of my position, which
has been consistent and firm throughout. I
said that I shall treat on their merits, all
requests for amendments to planning
schemes. Amendments to schemes where
councils want to ban brothels from their
municipalities will be treated on their merits. I have already indicated that total bans
on brothels are inappropriate in circumstances in which a council may receive an
application for a planning permit for a
brothel. It would be far preferable-and I
continue to say this-that councils take the
matter seriously and themselves treat those
applications on their merits. In those circumstances, I am not prepared to recommend a ban. I am prepared to approve an
amendment banning brothels if the circumstances suggest that any application for a
planning permit for a brothel is both unlikely and inappropriate, such as in a small
country town or municipality.
I assure the honourable member that I
am prepared to do that. To my knowledge,
the Ministry has so far received eighteen
requests for approval of amendments which
would ban brothels and each is currently
under careful consideration on its merits.
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For Mr Chamberlain to claim otherwise is
irresponsible and incorrect. I direct the attention of the House to two references which
reinforce what I say. The first reference is
reported at page 2231 of Hansard of 17 April
1984 when a question without notice on the
subject was asked by Mr Chamberlain prior
to the debate on the Bill.
He finished his question by asking:
Will the Minister recommend that amendment to
the Governor in Council?

Mr Chamberlain was referring to the fact
that I will be requested to amend the planning scheme. My answer was short:
The answer is quite simple, "No",

Mr President, I draw your attention to the
term "recommend~~. The question was answered correctly.
At page 2575 of Hansard of 1 May 1984,
when the matter was being debated in this
House-it was thoroughly debated; the record shows that-I gave a number of assurances to Mr Chamberlain that matters of
this type would be judged on their merits.
However, in response to his question
whether, if no objections were made to an
amendment of this type to a planning
scheme being exhibited, I would then take
that as a situation in which I should simply
allow the plan, I stated:
Mr Chamberlain asks that, if there are no objections
to the advertisement of an amendment, will I agree to
the amendment and give it the rubber stamp of approval? I indicate that I will not because I believe,
regardless of whether there is an objection, it is still
incumbent on the Minister to follow through his proper
duties having regard to hearing the matter.

Then Mr Chamberlain interjected:
But the fact that there is no objection would be a
factor?

I replied:
Absolutely.

It would be a factor.
No objection would represent quite a strong piece of
evidence that there is widespread support for an
amendment. However, that does not warrant my stating in this House that I would ipso facto agree to a
rubber stamping of the amendment. I do not think that
would be responsible.

That is the position I took then and it is the
position I now take. It is an absolutely consistent position. I suggest that Mr Chamberlain desist from putting out press releases in
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an endeavour to confuse the issue. In a very
difficult and important issue like this, I
should prefer that he take the kind of supportive line that he and his party took in
the House, because this is necessarily a bipartisan issue that requires support from all
quarters.
WESTERN METROPOLITAN
MARKET ACT
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-Can the Minister of' Agriculture provide the House with an up-todate account of his administration of the
Western Metropolitan Market Act 1938?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I shall endeavour to provide an
account to Mr Storey.
SOIL CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-My question to the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands is related to one of the authorities
under the control of the Minister, namely,
the highly regarded Soil Conservation Authority. The Minister will be aware that the
Federal Government has provided increased funds for soil conservation. Can the
Minister outline what effect this will have
on the Soil Conservation Authority and his
plans for the use of this money?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I am
very pleased that the Federal Government
has allocated $3·75 million in the Budget
this year to a national soil conservation programme. This is a threefold increase on last
year~s allocation. The Federal Minister is to
be congratulated on his continuing commitment to the national soil conservation programme. The programme was initiated by a
Federal Labor Government, which indicates that the Federal and State Labor Governments are endeavouring to tackle the
enormous problem of land degradation
throughout Australia.
It is unfortunate that the Commonwealth
level of involvement in soil conservation
was allowed to run down by previous Federal Administrations. It is the view of the
Victorian Government that soil erosion and
land degradation are perhaps the most significant environmental problems facing
Australia. Victoria's share of the $3·75 million will be $500 000, and no final decision

Petition
has been taken on how the money will be
used.
~owever, it will be <:listributed to projects
wh1ch tackle the major land degradation
problems in the State, such as dry land salting, wind erosion in cropping land and so
on.
lt is expected that the national soil conservati.on programme will be an ongoing
comm1tment of the Federal Government
which will allow Victoria and the other
States and Territories to address the serious
~ommunity. problems ~f land degradation
In a co-ordinated fash10n. The Cain Government, which is whole-heartedly behind
the soil conservation programme will continue to assist in its development.'
BENALLA TECHNICAL SCHOOL
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I direct my question to the
Leader of the House in his capacity as the
representative of the Minister of Education.
I refer the House to the problems that are
occurring at the Benalla Technical School.
Is the Minister aware that, in one of a series
of anti-social acts, certain teachers at the
school, after meeting in a private house,
moved onto the lawn of the house next door
which was occupied by a teacher who did
not support their views, yelled obscenities
to his wife and when she came to the window, urinated on the lawn in front of her?
Will the Government take action to ensure that the credibility of the school and
staff in the community are restored?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I am not
aware of the facts that the honourable member has put forward. The question is clearly
one for my colleague in another place and I
shall bring those details to his notice.
WESTERN BORDER DISTRICT
SHEEP FARMERS
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I direct my question to the
Minister of Agriculture and I preface it by
saying that honourable members would be
aware of the problems that exist with sheep
farmers in the western border districts of
th~ State because of the very stringent requrrements of the South Australian footrot
legislation and the fact that there are not
enough inspectors adequately to service very
large areas on this side of the border. In
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view of the statement made to the House
recently by the Minister in which he indicated that no downgrading of that service
occurred and that the department would be
able to continue the service that farmers
have come to expect of it, can the Minister
give an assurance that he will consider providing more inspectorial staff to handle
properly the demands that exist in those
border areas to which I have referred because farmers are being inhibited commercially because of the requirements in the
South Australian legislation for sheep on
the Victorian side to be inspected prior to
being offered for sale in sale-yards in South
Australia?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I give the honourable member an
assurance that I will ensure that adequate
staff are provided to carry out the important
footrot inspection that 1S necessary in the
interests of the industry.
PETITION
Therapeutic Goods and Cosmetics Bill
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) presented a petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the Therapeutic
Goods and Cosmetics Bill be not proceeded
with.
He stated that the petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore 244 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Beverage container deposit legislation
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province) presented a report from the Natural Resources and Environment Committee upon beverage container deposit
legislation, together with appendices, minutes of evidence, extract from the proceedings and minority reports.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province)-1 move:
That these papers do lie on the table and that the
report, appendices, extract from the proceedings and
minority reports be printed.

Deposit . legislation is a very complex
problem and the committee has been in-
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volved for two years in the examination of
the subject. The committee became aware
of wide and strongly held views within the
community on this subject.
In many cases these views are in strong
conflict. I believe the committee has undertaken a very complex task. Its report was
adopted at a meeting where the voting was
actually six for and two against.
I mention that because at page 228 of the
report there has been a printing error that
indicates the voting was six in favour and
five against; it should be six in favour and
two against. The report will be a significant
contribution to consideration of this matter, taken as a whole with its minority report presented by Mr McDonald, the
honourable member for Evelyn in the other
place, and Mr Pullen.
The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. R. I.
KNOWLES (Ballarat Province), it was ordered that the reports be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.
LIVE SHEEP EXPORT TRADE
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) (By leave)-Before I move the
motion under Notice of Motion, General
Business, No. 8 on the Notice Paper, I point
out that the Minister of Agriculture, who is
the direct target of the motion, is not present in the House. I know that the Government does not have a very good record, Mr
Leader of the House, of conforming to normal practices and traditions. As the Minister of Agriculture is absent, I have a good
mind to respond to the contempt that he is
showing for Parliament by recommending
that this motion be adjourned sine die.
Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I ask the
Leader of the House: Will the Minister of
Agriculture be present in the House?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment) (By leave)-I
have asked the Whip to request the Minister of Agriculture to be present in the House.
I add that this circumstance was not uncommon during the life of the former Government.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-That is quite
untrue.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Do you
not realize this is a censure motion?

Live Sheep Export Trade

The Hon. E. H. WALKER-When the
Liberal Party was in government, during
debates on motions of this kind the responsible Minister commonly came and went
during the course of the debate. I do not
believe Mr Crozier has the right to cause
the fuss that he has done. In fact, the Minister of Agriculture has returned now to the
House.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Now that the Minister of Agriculture has joined honourable members, I
am happy to proceed. I move:
That this House censures the Minister of Agriculture
for his persistent failure to effectively support the live
sheep export trade from Portland and to take adequate
steps to protect the livelihood of those associated with
it.

On 28 March the House resolved as follows:
That this House(a) recognizes the importance of the live sheep export trade to the rural community, the port of Portland
and the economy of Victoria; and
(b) calls upon the Government to ensure that this
trade is supported and maintained free from interference.

The motion was supported by the National
Party and it was not opposed by the Government. Certainly, no division resulted,
which at least suggests a tacit, if grudging,
acceptance. Regrettably, in the interim,
there has been little or no demonstrable evidence that the Cain Government recognizes the importance of this trade and that
it is prepared to take any effective action
against those who are hell-bent on disruptingit.
Bland assurances, such as that provided
by the Minister last week in answer to a
question by Mr Dunn, simply do not ring
true and they do not measure up with the
facts. I remind the House of the Minister~s
answer: That the Government will continue
to take all possible steps to ensure the continuation of the loading of live sheep for
export, while preserving the rights of persons who have an objection to put their
case. To the uninitiated this may sound a
reasonable statement of policy.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It did not fool us!
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-But the
Government's translation of it is extraordinary and, as Mr Bubb indicated in a question to the Minister this morning-to which
he did not receive an answer-it is possibly
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unprecedented in the long and chequered
history of industrial confrontation in this
country.
In the previous debate, Mr Chamberlain
revealed that on 6 July last year the Minister of Transport wrote to the Chief Commissioner of Police. In the course of that
letter he stated, inter alia, that picketers have
the right to put their point of view to the
(~ri ver of a vehicle seeking to cross a picket
hne. As anyone knows who is familiar with
what happens on the Portland waterfront, a
bizarre pantomime is acted out every time
a sheep ship ties up.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-He has
gone again.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-And it is on
again.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-I said that
the Minister has gone again.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-Yes, and it
will be on again soon, because I intend to
visit Portland later this week, and I expect
that the same thing will happen.
This bizarre pantomime occurs as a direct result of the Minister's directive every
time a vehicle crosses the picket line, regardless of how many times the same vehicle or the same driver has already crossed
this so-called picket line. That picket line is
an unofficial one, being endorsed by neither
the Australian Council of Trade Unions nor
the Trades Hall Council, and it is certainly
disregarded by members of other unions
whose livelihoods depend on work on the
waterfront.
The action depends on the time of day
and the mood of Mr Wally Curran's shock
troops who man this so-called picket line,
which is on land owned by the Port of Portland Authority. If the troops there feel tired
and bored, they may wave the driver on,
but, if stopped by the policeman on duty, a
driver is likely to be subjected to a lengthy
harangue and a torrent of abuse that is
clearly designed to threaten and intimidate.
Any honourable member on the Government side of the House who doubts the veracity of what I am saying is invited to be
present when next this panto mine is repeated.
The Government's insistence on perpetuating this nonsensical procedure is hardly
consistent with the Minister's assurance that
all possible steps are being taken to ensure
the loading oflive sheep for export.

An even more serious problem, and one
that presents a stronger indictment of the
Government and of the Minister who ought
to be looking after the interests of rural industry-the representative of a Government which, in the words of its Premier,
prides itself on leading the economic recovery-is the collective failure of members of
the Government to act in regard to the continuing black bans on transport operators
and other businessmen.
This has become so serious and the concern so widespread that one of the leading
newspapers in south-western Victoria, the
Hamilton Spectator, decided to run a series
of informative articles under the heading
"Sheep exports: The forgotten men". I quote
from an editorial of the Hamilton Spectator
of Saturday, 23 June. It states:
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The Spectator today begins a series of articles resurecting the bans on transport operators involved with
the live sheep exports as an issue to be addressed, not
conveniently forgotten, by people in authority who believe in fair play. The bans on truckers ai'e the antipathy of fair play. Despite distressing meat industry
unemployment, the meatworkers' fight is with government, live sheep exporters and producers if, indeed,
the justice for such a fight exists. Their fight is not with
transport operators whose livelihood is from transport
charges, not the profits of sheep trading.

That was an even-handed editorial. However, it indicates the importance of this issue to the people of Portland. Incredibly,
the response from the Secretary of the South
Western Trades and Labour Council, Mr
Allan Sargent, was to deny the very existence of these bans. I took issue with him, as
did a number of others. One knows perfectly well that this is a total distortion of
the facts. It appears that Mr Sargent believes in operating under the Goebbels principle that the bigger the lie the better chance
it has of being accepted.
It is common knowledge that some years
ago the Australian Meat Industry Employees Union, backed by the South Western
Trades and Labour Council, imposed black
bans on anyone having the temerity to defy
its unofficial picket line. Much disruption
and personal distress has resulted. To illustrate that point I shall recount one small
~necdote which is typical of what is happenmg.
The anecdote concerns 3 part-time waterside worker whose father is a full-time
waterside worker and who obtained some
casual employment on the Portland water-
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front at the time of the loading of one of
these sheep ships. When that employment
ceased, he obtained a job in the employment ofa local butcher.
The butcher was approached by one of
the bully boys of Mr Curran's union and
told that, because of this young man's casual work on the waterfront as a waterside
worker, he was not acceptable and that, if
the butcher did not sack him, his business
would be black-banned. No doubt reluctantly, and perhaps not very courageously,
the butcher took the advice of the union
heavies and this young man was out of a
job.
Therefore, the problem is a real one which
has divided Portland. It has caused a great
deal of concern, heartache and unemployment, most of which affects members of
unions other than the Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union, whose members'
livelihoods are held in little regard by Mr
Curran and his union.
Another example of the impact of these
black bans and boycotts was explained again
in the Hamilton Spectator of 28 July under
the heading "Truck Firm Jobs Blown". The
article goes on to describe how five drivers
employed by Kalari Pty Ltd, which is a local transport company, had lost their jobs
in the previous ten days. The principal, Mr
Tony Noske, is reported as having said,

inter alia:
. . . the picket lines had also caused the company to
dispose of two of its trucks.

Those two illustrations demonstrate the serious economic and social impact which has
occurred because of these continuing black
bans and boycotts.
Again because of the situation, the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association felt
it necessary to send to its members on 13
June this year a circular headed, "Live Sheep
Exports-Transport Operators". The circular points out, "that this trade has been
put in jeopardy". It goes on to state:
(1) In South Australia farmers were forced to load
sheep on to ships.
(2) In 1980-81 truck drivers were forced to cross
union picket lines at Portland.

The circular then points out that there were
27 truck operators who put their incomes
and assets on the line to ensure the trade
continued. At the bottom of the circular
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there is a list of those 27 truck operators.
From time to time the list changes.
It is hard to obtain any direct information from the union, which treats everybody else, including the press, with complete
contempt. Mr Sargent has denied the existence of these bans and boycotts. Mr Curran
has refused even to speak with the press
and, despite a number of attempts by various local journals to elicit a response from
him, Mr Curran has simply refused to say
anything. That is uncharacteristic of him
because anyone who knows Mr Curran
would agree that he is not the most reticent
of performers; indeed, he is one of those
people who would normally speak without
being invited to do so.
I now refer to the Hamilton Spectator of
1 September when, in response to attempts
by the Hamilton Spectator to contact Mr
Curran and ask him to comment on the
threatened strike at the abattoirs and the
continuing black bans, Mr Curran is reported as having said:
I am sorry, but the standard of journalism at the
Hamilton Spectator does not meet the standard required by the AMIEU.

Whatever his attributes, Mr Curran is hardly
recognized as a master of English usage, although I could qualify that and say that
some would perhaps describe him as a master of current Australian usage. Anyone who
has had the experience of having any dealings with Mr Curran would know that his
conversation is likely to be punctuated with
some pretty torrid invective. The attitude
of the union is again illustrated by this
newspaper article which makes it clear that
Mr Curran has threatened to call his troops
out and further damage the industry when
the fat lamb sales reach a flush a little later
in the spring. Mr Curran has threatened a
three-day stoppage, in his words, "immediately the young southern lambs start to
move".
This is all part of an industrial sabotage
that is not being addressed by the Government, which has not made any concerted
move to take any initiatives to end the industrial idiocy. The ships are still being
loaded, with difficulty but in the face of industrial threats and tactics which have so
disrupted and damaged Portland. The article further states that the union never expected to stop completely all live sheep
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exports, but has cost the exporters money
through its delaying tactics.
If the union cannot stop the live sheep
export trade-and it has had a pretty good
go at doing that-its aim is to damage it in
any way it can and eventually, because of
these tactics, hope that the shippers will become fed up with the disruption and the
extra cost and move somewhere else.
Because of these industrial tactics Portland is a divided town which has suffered
serious social impact. As if Portland had
not had enough to put up with-demoralized by the long deferment of the Alcoa of
Australia Ltd project and the continuation
of this insane industrial dispute-it has had
to suffer through its unsought and unwelcorned reputation as the confrontation capital of southern Australia.
In support of that description, I remind
the House of an editorial that appeared in
the Age on 24 November 1982 headed "Fear
and terror in Meat Town". It begins:
Dogs cringe, men slink behind corners, women bolt
the doors and the bad guys in black watch from the
saloon:
Wally Curran is back in town.

That is poetic journalism and no doubt
Wally Curran read the article and relished
that description. It would perhaps be quite
a joke if it were not so serious.
Honourable members are not debating the
merits of the live sheep export trade; we are
debating the failure of the Government to
act. As the Age editorial pointed out:
v ictoria needs something better than this.
The editorial continues to point out the vulnerability of the meat industry and agrees
that it is not caused through live sheep exports. That fact has been clearly established.
The editorial concludes by saying:
They need a negotiator who can end this costly ego
trip and get people back to work.

That is exactly what is required. An echo of
that view was revealed to the House yesterday when I presented a petition signed by
194 concerned citizens of Portland who were
calling on the Government to take such action as was "necessary to prevent the harassment, intimidation, and interference of
Portland citizens going about their lawful
business". That is what the Government
ought to be doing. I refuse to accept the
response-if the Minister intends to re-
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spond this way-that the Government has
taken initiatives and cannot do anything
more.
No effective initiatives have been taken.
The situation has simply been allowed to
drift along. Consequently, a continuing state
of guerilla warfare prevails with a maverick
leader of a maverick union and a few bully
boys in its hierarchy. The situation is intolerable and would be an indictment on any
Government. It should be an indictment on
this Government, which claims a special
relationship with the unions.
I see Mr Sandon is nodding his head. I
concede that he has had a great deal of experience in this field and, if the Government saw fit to send Mr Sandon to Portland,
complete with scuba diving gear, I should
be delighted. I make that suggestion, but I
do not know whether the Minister will take
it up.
It is important to emphasize that the debate is not about the merits of the live sheep
export trade. That matter has been debated
almost ad nauseam. There was a mission to
the Middle East in 1982; an evaluation by
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics; a
number of comprehensive and in-depth
studies made of the matter; and every
authority agrees that the live sheep export
trade is not responsible for the decline and
troubles being experienced in the meat
processing industry.
This view is certainly now the view of the
Federal Government. In substantiation of
that opinion, I shall quote briefly from a
copy of a letter supplied by my colleague,
Mr Chamberlain, from the Federal Minister for Primary Industry, Mr John Kerin,
which is dated 8 May. It states, inter alia:
Although the Government's policy is that it prefers
the carcass export trade to the live sheep trade in most
circumstances, we recognize the enormous benefits
which live sheep exports have conferred on the Australian sheep industry over the last decade.
A great deal of research has been undertaken on this
matter and the clear message from this work is that
restricting the live trade would be self-defeating, ultimately resulting in a smaller national flock and fewer
slaughterings in Australia.
Live sheep restrictions would exacerbate the unemployment problems facing abattoir workers and diminish long-term employment in the substantial ancillary
industries which have developed to support the live
trade.
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I am sure all honourable members, espe- Police Association extremely succinctly by
cially those on the Opposition side of the saying:
House, would entirely agree with that stateRecent events at Portland and at the MCG have
ment. I might be forgiven for thinking that highlighted the function and role of the Police at scenes
Ministers and other members on the Gov- where picket lines have been a central part of industrial
ernment side of the House may also agree turbulence and dispute. The present policy seems to
with that statement after having heard their require the Police to abandon the traditional role of
comments during the previous debate on 20 impartial enforcers oflaw and order and, instead, comMarch. The Federal Government is not pri- mit large quantities of personnel and resources, tomarily responsible for the local situation. gether with the necessary diversion of precious funds,
Certainly, the Federal Government must to the task of enabling groups of dissidents to impose
views on workers who are doing nothing more
spell out the broad policy determinations of their
than trying to go about the business of earning a living.
this sort which are now beyond doubt.
One might ask: What can be done about The president reminds his readers that:
Our oath of office requires us to serve "without fait? The first thing that has to be done, if the
Government is determined to do some- vour or affection" ...
thing positive, would be to revoke the ab- He concludes the article with these words:
surd instruction of 6 July 1983 which is -any interference by our political master to lessen
perpetuating this nonsense and causing a that standard is political policing.
great deal of disquiet. The instruction· is
helping to give the Australasian Meat In- The directive of 6 July last year is responsidustry Employees Union the credibility that ble for this view and what has followed. The
it does not deserve. Recently, the President Government has to wear it. If the Minister
of the Victoria Police Association felt it nec- of Agriculture was doing his job, months
essary to remind the Government of the ago he would have taken to Cabinet a subresentment welling up in the membership mission calling on the Government to reof the association because of this and simi- voke that instruction so the police could do
lar policies relating to demarcation disputes their job in the way in which they carried it
at Portland and at the Melbourne Cricket out when the previous Liberal Government
was in office.
Ground.
I shall quote briefly from the Age of 3
The Minister may have done that, and he
September 1984. An article, which is headed may have been rolled again-that is the lot
"Police union calls for clear policy on pick- of some Ministers! However, honourable
ets", states:
members are reminded of the famous reMany police were disgusted and angry after inci- mark by President Harry Truman, "If you
n
dents at the MCG light towers site and at Portland, the don't like the heat, get out of the kitchen.
president of the association, Detective Senior Sergeant
Regardless of whether the Minister of AgBob Splatt said.
riculture was rolled in Cabinet, he must wear
"Our members are close to the point of erupting," the responsibility for what has happenedhe said. "We're been pushed and shoved and spat upon the apparent walking away from an indusby dissident unionists who think they have the protec- trial situation which, as time passes, is less
tion ofthe Government.
and less justified and which continues to be
So far as the Opposition can tell, the unions divisive, debilitating and thoroughly damhave the protection of the Government. The aging for Portland and the people involved
article continues:
in the live sheep export trade.
"We are responsible for ensuring that pickets who
The Minister should let the Police Force
jump in front of a semi-trailer are not hurt. Their atti- handle the situation in its normal fashion
tude to our members is arrogant and flagrantly provoc- without political direction. If that occurred
ative.
at Portland, it would not necessarily mean
.. And our members are expected to cop this sweet, an end to the reception committee every
to adopt a low profile, and even-handed attitude.
time a sheep ship docks, but the truck drivThe same Detective Senior Sergeant Bob ers could pass freely without the nonsense
Splatt felt it necessary to devote an editorial of being required to stop while the picketers
in the August edition of the Victoria Police put their point of view. As I mentioned durAssociation Journal to the same subject. ing a previous debate on this matter, I have
Again he sums up the view of the Victoria ridden in one such truck, so I know at first
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hand what happens. It is a nonsense; it
should not be allowed to occur. The police
are demeaned and degraded by being required to fulfil that type of function. The
instruction could be countermanded forthwith if the Government were really sincere
about doing something.
As to the black bans, I agree that this
insidious type of industrial action has been
particularly damaging in the Australian
scene over recent times. It was one of the
reasons why the previous Federal Government introduced sections 450 and 45E to
the Trade Practices Act -which the Hawke
Government wants to repeal. I do not know
what it is going to insert in their place or
whether it has any intention of addressing
this type of industrial blackmail but, if the
Victorian Government wanted to buy into
this situation, it could do so with effect.
The Minister of Agriculture should suggest to his colleagues, particularly the Premier, that a special meeting be called in
Portland for union members. The Government would not have to worry about reactionary politicians such as myself; I do not
expect to be invited. However, a meeting of
the meat unions and members of the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of
Australia-the watch keepers who have
been denied work on the waterfront for
months because of this nonsense-should
be called. The Minister should hear what
they have to say and ascertain whether he
can reason with the unreasonable. Ifhe cannot, and I suspect that would be the case,
the Government should try a bit of oldfashioned muscle.
The situation is now sufficiently desperate that the Portland Town Council, which
has tried to keep an even-handed stance on
this issue, has written to the Premier. That
was revealed in the Portland Observer of 7
September under the heading, "Secondary
boycotts: Cain asked for action." If the
Government is going to live up to its
vaunted election promises to be a Govenlment for all Victorians and to validate its
often repeated claim that it has a special
relationship with the union movement, now
is the time to test the claim.
The Portland Town Council wants some
action, as does everyone involved with the
situation, except the militant minority
which is the cause of all the trouble. The
Government can no longer, with any credi-
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bility, wash its hands of the issue and mouth
platitudes about unionists putting their
points of view. Everyone concerned, particularly the people of Portland, have a right
to demand positive and worth-while intervention.
In many ways I regret the necessity for
bringing this motion before the House. I
know that the Minister of Agriculture, like
myself, will not long remain a member of
this place, and I rather regret that. At least
my departure is of my own volition; his, I
understand, is not. Nevertheless, as the
Minister responsible for the well-being of
the greatest export industry in this State,
members of the Opposition would be remiss in their duty if they did not constantly
remind the House of what is happening; if
we did not explain the deteriorating situation and pass this censure motion, which I
hope will prod this reluctant Administration into some effective action.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The National Party strongly
supports the motion, although honourable
members debated the same issue some
months ago. The Government and the Minister of Agriculture have been weak in their
handling of the unions in this State. The
Government has shown a weakness in the
way in which it has dealt with the demands
of radical unionists.
The Government involves itself with
back-room deals made by its special ne~o
tiator, the Minister for Industrial Affalfs,
Mr Crabb-it used to be Mr Landeryouand the cost to the people of Victoria is not
known. The deals have never been publicized even though I have constantly asked
for reports on arrangements that have been
made with the unions. The Government is
not prepared to inform honourable members of what it has committed Victoria to.
The Government has made secret deals and
pacts, and the Minister of Agriculture and
the Cabinet have made another pact with
Mr Wally Curran and the Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union on the issue of
live sheep exports.
The Minister, who is in Cabinet to represent primary producers, has done the opposite. He has let down primary producers
in Victoria; he has not been the strong voice
in Cabinet that he is supposed to be, in there
fighting for primary producers. The Minister has been prepared to lie down and watch
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the destruction of the Department of Agriculture and has been prepared to be trodden
over by his stronger Cabinet colleagues.
No doubt exists that the Government is
not oriented towards the country. One has
only to look at how many Government
members are currently in the Chamber to
understand what I mean. Whenever a rural
issue is debated in the House, there is a
mass exodus by Government members.
They are upstairs holding factional meetings because they are not interested in rural
issues. A couple of Government members
are present as well as the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands, but, apart
from that, the Government's interest in rural issues is non-existent.
The Cabinet has no interest in coming to
grips with Mr Curran and the meat industry
unions at Portland. The Government is
prepared to take a soft line on the issue. In
answer to a question I asked last week, the
Minister of Agriculture answered in the following wishy-washy terms:

of the genuine unions, it is because of the
militant unions with their militant leaders,
such as Mr Wally Curran. The Government
is afraid to tackle them. It is not prepared
to face up to them, whether it is the Builders
Labourers Federation, which has placed restrictions on the work taking place at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground, or whether it is
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees
Union with regard to the live sheep export
trade at Portland.
The Government has sold out the State.
It has given in to the unions and that is why
there is a reduced amount of confrontation.
The National Party is not giving in to the
radical demands made by union leaders,
such as Mr Curran and Mr Norm Gallagher
of the Builders Labourers Federation. It will
not permit the Police Force to assist radical
union leaders in the disruption of normal
business and industry in Victoria.
The President of the Victoria Police Association, Detective Senior Sergeant Bob
Splatt, said:

The Government will continue to take all possible
steps to ensure the continuation of the loading of live
sheep for export ... while preserving the right of those
people who have an objection to it to put their case.

They have complained how demeaning they felt in
being prevented from carrying out their duty and their
disgust at what they saw to be favoured treatment
handed out to dissidents who have failed to win their
case in lawful debate, had resorted to wilful obstruction, violence and public disorder and flagrant provocation.

The Government has committed Victoria
to hundreds of thousands of dollars to place
police on the wharves at Portland so that
every truck driver can be stopped and instructed about why Mr Curran and the
union do not believe the sheep should be
loaded. That may happen eight, ten or more
times a day to the same truck driver.
This will cost the people of Victoria
hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is also
tying up the understaffed Police Force at the
Portland wharves where police must do the
dirty work of the Government and Cabinet.
That is not satisfactory and it should not be
allowed to happen. It IS not democratic.
The Government has given a right to a
union to disrupt this trade under the protection of the police and the police are not
happy about it; they have made that position clear. The Minister has- not been prepared to come to grips with this issue. I
have read the reports of Hansard on the
questions that the Minister has been asked
and each time the Minister has fended off
the questions because he is not prepared to
tackle the unions.
If Australia has a problem, it is not because of interests, work and membership

Once the lawful means of settling a dispute
have failed, the police are called in to stop
the trucks, and these few unionists, some of
whom have been paid to come from Melbourne, harangue the drivers of trucks endeavouring to carry out their normal duties
of loading the ships. I can understand the
police hostility about this situation. The estimated cost involved in the police being on
duty is hundreds of thousands of dollars
and it is tying up police power.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-That is a disgrace.
THe Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is, and, as a
result, police power that is required in other
areas of law enforcement in Victoria is not
available. This is another reason why the
police must be instructed to withdraw immediately.
Recently, on an Australian Broadcasting
Corporation radio programme, I heard Mr
Curran being asked what exactly was the
purpose of taking union action such as
the pickets at Portland. He answered that
his union-I believe Mr Crozier quoted
this-was endeavouring to do whatever it
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could to hurt the farmers; whether that
means goin~ out on a three-day strike or on
a rolling stnke in the meat works in an endeavour to reduce the price of lambs that
are coming onto the market.
The Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I note that Mr
Mier has returned to the Chamber. It is
pleasing that a few more members have
drifted in. It has not been possible to get the
Minister for Industrial Affairs beyond Melton.
The Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union has embarked on a system of
industrial sabotage. The people whom I
represent are strugglin~ to make a living,
and their fellow Victonans are endeavouring to hit them in the hip pocket. Mr Curran
has made many threats. In May 1984 Mr
Curran was at it again when he said that
meat workers will cause as much disruption
as possible to the marketing of lambs and
calves this spring unless there are restrictions on live sheep exports. He said that
there would be an extensive campaign of
strikes in meat works to force the rural community to face up to the fact that their selfish greed of exporting live sheep is costing
jobs. That is rubbish and it has been proved
by reports.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-It has not.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Mier does
not know much about this issue, but it has
been reported and it has been proved by the
studies I mentioned on the Middle East. It
is supported by Mr Curran. I noticed that
yesterday, Mr Willis, the Federal Minister
for Employment and Industrial Relations,
was quoted as saying that the live sheep
export trade is important and should continue.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-We have acknowledged that.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Those arrangements have been put to rest. There is no
dispute, but there is still this industrial
blackmail. It appears that the union does
not have any regard for other people and
for their fellow workers.
As Mr Crozier pointed out, one of the
cartage contractors, Kalari Pty Ltd, have had
to put offfive drivers during July because of
the restrictions that have occurred in the
export trade of live sheep from Portland.
These workers have families. They are fel-

low workers endeavouring to make a living,
and the union has no regard for them. The
National Party is deeply concerned about
the effects of this action on other people
who are innocently involved in this industrial dispute. I compliment the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association who have
circularized the names of the truck drivers
who have had the courage and conviction
to drive their trucks through the picket lines
to the wharves. They are Australians who
believe in free enterprise. The Government
should be supporting them, not the people
on the wharves who are endeavouring to
destroy business. These people have the
conviction of wanting to carry on earning a
living for themselves in this industrialized,
unionized State.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The drivers
have have been blackmailed by unions. I
compliment the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association, because the farmers
will get behind the association and support
those truck drivers. I ask the primary producers of Victoria to ensure that they give
those truck drivers support even though the
unions are endeavouring to take steps to
force them out of their right to make a living in their field.
The Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association has been actively involved in this
issue and it has presented reports that show
the importance of this trade to the Port of
Portland and to Australia. The trade is estimated to be worth $ 7·5 million a year to the
Portland district, and that takes in the wider
areas that supply fodder as well as providing employment for the people servicing the
trade.
It is important to the rural economy, and
all those questions are not in dispute any
more, but they should be reiterated for honourable members who do not understand
the subject. The fact that sheep that are not
wanted on the local market can be exported
to the Middle East has underpinned the
sheep industry and provides a base on which
the sheep industry in this nation can function. If sheep farmers lose that export trade,
there is no local market for the stock that is
being sold to the Middle East. If a butcher
shop sold the animals that farmers are selling to the Middle East, those animals would
not be accepted by the consumer public.
The public wants lamb, hogget or young
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meat. It does not want three or four-yearold wethers, which are the sort of sheep that
are exported to the Middle East. There is no
such market in Australia for that type of
sheep; that meat would go into meat pies
and pet food.
A number of trade missions have gone to
the Middle East on this matter; one mission
involved members of the Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union as well as a range
of people who were involved in the sheep
industry. The mission found that people in
Middle Eastern countries had a clear preference for live animals and not frozen or
chilled meat. There are a number of reasons
for this. The first is historical in that people
in the Middle East have not had freezers
and consequently have not been able to store
animals for future use. They have purchased a live animal, walked it home, and
eaten it, the whole animal at one sitting.
That has been the tradition of those people.
Meat consumption has increased considerably in the Middle East with rising incomes and because of a heavy influx of
expatriates over the past decade. These people now want to eat fresh meat which can
be provided by Australian farmers. They
require large animals and not the small animals that the consumer requires in the
trade. The trade mission that went to the
Middle East pointed out that people there
have a strong preference for big-framed
wethers weighing in excess of 50 kilograms
live weight, or preferably heavier. No other
country in the world is capable of supplying
that market to the extent that Australia can.
There are not many markets left like that.
This country has virtually forced itself out
of most of the export markets around the
world, particularly with secondary industries and manufacturing industries.
I do not believe even the Minister would
dispute that the market is important. Mr
Mier and his colleagues are misleading the
House when they say that it is costing jobs.
That has not been indicated by all the investigations that have occurred.
The Portland Town Council and all of the
other councils in that region have been vocal on this issue. The council has moved
that strong action be taken to have the boycotts and pickets lifted. Mr Kerin, the Federal Minister for Primary Industry,
indicated support for the trade. He must be
horrified at the failure of this Government
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not to live up to its obligations. In a letter
to the Portland Town Council, Mr Kerin
said that although the Government preferred carcass export trade to live sheep, it
recognized the enormous benefit of live
sheep exports over the last decade. He said
that considerable research had shown that
restricting live sheep exports would be selfdefeating.
The sheep industry in Victoria relies on
the live sheep export trade to underpin the
industry, as I indicated earlier. The benefits
of that trade are not in dispute and. farmers
are supplying a specific market. The Government is allowing Mr Curran and some
radical members of his union, under police
control, to disrupt a trade which everybody
agrees should be allowed to continue. Mr
Crozier indicated earlier that the instruction to the police to stop every truck must
be withdrawn. The trucks should be allowed to go straight through and load the
sheep, although the pellets are required on
the ships. No unnecessary disruption should
take place.
The Government must also take steps to
ensure that the bans on the truck operators
who have serviced that trade are lifted. That
is another essential move. Members of the
National Party ask the Governrr£ent to take
this action in the interests of agriculture in
Victoria.
The Minister of Agriculture has failed on
every other count to represent primary producers effectively. He has not been prepared
to stand up in Cabinet and support the people for whom he has that responsibility. This
is one area where the Minister, in his last
days of office, could gain some recognition
that he has achieved something for the agricultural people of Victoria.
The National Party supports the resolution and it does not believe the Government has done enough in this matter.
Members of the National Party strongly
support the live sheep export trade and I
assure primary producers that if the National Party has its way, it will withdraw the
direction given to the police immediately
and will take action to ensure th~.t unnecessary and disruptive action by radical unions
are a thing of the past.
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-I reject the motion as
put forward. The substance of this motion
has been debated before in this House and
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it seems like "Brideshead Revisited" or the
more recent Australian Broadcasting Corporation programme "Brunswick Heads
Revisited" .
On 28 March, a similar motion was debated in this House when honourable members discussed at some length the live sheep
export trade. Honourable members indicated that the live sheep export trade was
not the cause of the loss of 2000 jobs and
the existence of 2000 unemployed meat
workers. If it was possible to turn the live
sheep trade into a chilled carcass trade or
even if a percentage of that trade was turned
into a chilled carcass trade, many of those
meat workers would be able to return to
employment in the trade.
The Government has supported the trade
by arranging an agreenlent with transport
operators, an agreement with the unions, an
agreement with the police and an agreement that the picket line can be crossed with
a minimum of disruption.
The picket line, which is the right of a
union in a democratic society, does not
impede the loading of sheep. The transport
is held at the picket line for a couple of
seconds and then moves to a line where
there is a waiting period of half an hour
before it progresses to the loading bay. For
2 or 3 seconds the unionists give their message to transport drivers to protect their industry. That 2 or 3 seconds is then followed
by a long wait in the queue.
The lack of confrontation and the agreement that the Ministers of the Government
have been able to negotiate, which they have
been able to set and keep in place, have
meant that trade in live sheep from Portland has gone on uninterrupted. Neither of
the speakers from the other side of the
House was able to advise how many live
sheep could have been exported from Portland this year but were not exported. Honourable members opposite did not attempt
to offer any benefit to meat workers when
their livelihood was threatened by meat
works closing at Shepparton, Ballarat, Corio,
Richmond and Smorgan Consolidated Industries. I am not saying that the live sheep
trade is the cause, but members of the Opposition have never admitted that meat
workers are entitled to a living as are other
members of society.
It has not been admitted by the Opposition or the National Party that the unem-
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ployed meat workers have any case, any
rights or any reason to complain. What
about the families of those meat workers?
Surely the union has a right to present a case
for its members?
Mr Dunn, Mr Crozier and other honourable members, not so long ago in times of
drought, were quick to put the case for their
constituents, the farmers. Mr Dunn requested, browbeat, and cajoled the Government so that farmers could receive a handout of$2 a head for cracker sheep. Mr Dunn
represented his constituents well and often,
as it is the right of people in a democratic
society to do. It is also the right of the meat
union and its members to put their case
relating to the meat industry.
The live sheep trade has been negotiated
in a fine way so that there is a balance of
rights. The Opposition does not want to
have a balance; it would rather have confrontation. One should examine some of the
other facts that have not been brought forward. Honourable members should consider the number of sheep that went through
Portland in the 1983-84 season. I am sure
the Portland Observer would be an acceptable authority for members of the Opposition. In an article in the Portland Observer
of 10 August 1984 it is stated that the prosperity of the port and the town is increasing
and can be especially attributable to the increase oflive sheep export in 1983-84 when
the number of sheep shipped through the
port was 1 934 876. In that year, 25 ships
were loaded in Portland with a minimum
of disruption and 94 per cent of livestock
exports were headed for Kuwait.
This is supposed to be an urgency motion, but an increasing live sheep export
market has been facilitated by an excellent
agreement negotiated by parties, including
the Minister of Agriculture. The union has
a point to make in the same way that Mr
Crozier had a point to make when he was
trying to negotiate the Alcoa smelter deal.
A value must be added to this export market for the country and it is up to the Government to see that the maximum value can
be added to any product.
There are some difficulties in the live
sheep trade. Most of them have been mentioned in earlier debates, but it does not
alter the fact that one has to look for highly
valued products. There is difficulty with the
refrigerated product in Kuwait and in other
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Middle Eastern places such as Jeddah in
Saudi Arabia. The reli~ous killing requirement, hal-al, was mentIoned by Mr Crozier,
but that can be overcome. The Government
has to closely examine this important trade.
Members of the Government have not tried
to negate the importance of the trade, but
we are at pains to not allow people to inflate
the issue out of all proportion.
The live sheep trade through Portland this
year would gross approximately $50 million, although some of that would not relate
directly to Victoria. That would be the Australian figure because South Australian and
New South Wales sheep are sold and
shipped through Portland. The live sheep
trade is an important industry, but it is only
4 per cent of the Victorian pastoral industry. However, it is sufficiently important for
the Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of
Transport, the Minister for Industrial Affairs and the Minister for Planning and Environment to take important steps to
facilitate this trade since the Government
took office.
There has been no disruption to the export of live sheep. An agreement has been
negotiated with the police, the port authority and the transport and meat unions, and
the agreement has been working well. A
conference was held last Friday on the
agreement, and the agreement seemed to be
effective and was given much praise. Much
to the chagrin of some honourable members, the agreement is working with a minimum of disruption. Certainly it cannot be
said that there is a slowing down in the
loading of live sheep when, after 2 seconds
of haranguing, 2 seconds of propaganda or
2 seconds of putting the union's case, according to your view, the transport has to
wait in a line for half an hour. That could
hardly be called slowing down.
There are rights on both sides that have
been settled by an agreement. There may be
small costs in the agreement, but is that
worth a few words, or do we want the blood
of confrontation? On 28 March, reference
was made to a situation of police confrontation. I am certain that somewhere in Mr
Crozier's contribution to the debate of that
day he referred to the spilling of blood. Is
that what those people want? Would they
rather spend a couple of dollars or do they
want violence? I ask why they cannot avoid
violence by a few words. They have decided
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to have violence and blood rather than allow workers on the other side their rights. I
shall now leave the subject of Mr Crozier'S
blood and confrontation.
On 28 March, Mr Dunn said that the live
sheep export is a trade in old wethers that
are used for pet food. He repeated that assertion again today. The House has been
told this story many times. I ask Mr Crozier
and Mr Dunn what are the ages of the sheep
that are being exported. Are they predominantly two years of age or four years of age?
There seems to be some differences amongst
the reports of our Commonwealth comrades. For instance, the Department of Primary Industry states that the sheep are four
years of age while the Department of Trade
claims that they are two years of age. Mr
Crozier referred to fat lambs being exported
live in 1984-85. I am sure Mr Crozier and
Mr Dunn have the ears of the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association and the
shippers. I have also heard of the possibility
that Arabs do not prefer five-year-old wethers, but prefer young sheep. It seems that
Mr Crozier and Mr Dunn have not attempted to answer those questions.
Do agricultural shows in Western Australia have a category known as the "best
pen of young wethers for live export trade"?
That may be rumour, but 1wish to ask these
questions and hope the Minister, who knows
all about the subject, will be able to indicate
whether it is intended to export fat lambs as
well as sheep of two or three years of age.
An agreement has been made to allow the
live sheep trade to operate without confrontation and with no disruption. That is unsuitable here because members of the
Opposition in the other place, and Mr Crozier, are taking a different line on Alcoa of
Australia Limited. Perhaps Mr Crozier is
trying to resolve the situation with good
press for Portland.
I shall indicate another way in which the
Government has assisted the trade. The
Minister for Planning and Environment was
able to assist in allowing a permit for feedlots. I ask: Who owns the feedlots? Who is
in charge of the feedlots and their environmental impact? I do not know whether anyone will answer my questions. I hope no
problems are involved with the environmental impact of feedlots and the high concentration of sheep on the peculiar podsols
of heathland at Cape Nelson. I know that
Councillor Peddie of the Shire of Portland
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would be interested, as he is a member of
an advisory council of the Soil Conservation Authority. I understand that he may be
interested in the environmental impact of
one of the feedlots. His feedlot is in good
order, as one would expect from a member
of the advisory council on soil conservation. I do not know whether the Coba feedlot is in such good order. Irrespective of
those points, it was the Minister for Planning and Environment who moved quickly
to facilitate the issuing of permits so that
feedlots were able to go ahead.
Instead of debating this motion and trying
to make something out of an excellent
agreement, Opposition members should
have considered the red meat industry and
the people whom they purport to represent,
namely, the red meat producers of Victoria.
Every week in Stock and Land, one, two or
three articles are written on the red meat
industry in Victoria and Australia. This
week, one article is headed, "Beef loses
touch with consumers". I ask whether honourable members have made recommendations to help the fat lamb industry which
seems to have met buyer resistance. The
trend away from red meat is evident in the
consumers' budget. I suppose they have read
the submissions of the Victorian Farmers
and Graziers Association. It refers to the
trading hours for red meat. Of the grocery
bill of 1968-69, 50 per cent was for red meat,
which was 21 per cent of total retail sales. I
was surprised at the statistics in the association's report, and so I made a telephone
call to the association on the matter. It indicated that in 1983-84 the percentage of
the grocery bill in red meat was only 10 per
cent.
The figure representing the total of retail
sales of red meat is now 7·7 per cent. Without any doubt, there has not been a depreciation in value, in dollar terms, of meat.
There is no doubt that honourable members on the other side of the House have
done nothing-and I repeat, they have done
nothing-to reverse the situation of Australian farmers who take home the lowest
amount of money for their meat products
of any place in the world. Honourable
members opposite have not even mentioned that. They left it to me to mention. I
do not think they ever knew about the situation, and these honourable members purport to look after a constituency!

They could also have talked about the
carcass classification, but they did not seem
to want to do that; that is another matter
that is too hard for them to deal with. They
will not talk about selling red meat to consumers because it is too hard for them. They
do not even want to talk about the retail
outlets. Honourable members opposite are
not interested in the fact that anyone who
goes into the retail outlets would like to buy
red meat that is true to type-some of them
probably would not know what "true to
type" means.
I suppose they would recognize an eye
fillet that has a thick layer of fat across the
top of it. I suppose they know what is
the-The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-On a point of order, Mr President, I have listened with some interest to
this dissertation on red meat marketing and
other matters related to it, but I suggest that
the honourable member has deviated some
distance from the thrust of the motion. I am
wondering whether he might be enjoined to
return to discussing what the motion is
about. As I see it, it has little connection
with what happens in the supermarkets or
how red meat is promoted in the shops.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I uphold the
point of order. I have also been listening
with interest to Mr McArthur, but his remarks are, indeed, a rather long way from
the wording of the motion, and I suggest
that he now comes back to discussing the
motion.
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-I shall not continue to
discuss some of the important issues being
faced by the local market and shall return
to the issues relating to the motion, as you
have advised me, Mr President. The Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of Transport and Minister for Industrial Affairs, the
Minister for Planning and Environment, the
Cabinet and the Government have at all
times been supportive of the live sheep
trade. It was recognized in the debate that
took place on 28 March of this year that the
live sheep trade is not the complete reason-possibly, it is only a small part of itwhy unemployment exists in the meat industry. However, that point is still valid, as
is the point of view that the high value added
on processing in Australia must be maintained in all products, including sheep.
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I ask whether the truths have been told Government should be in the Chamber to
about the type of sheep that are being ex- hear what is said. This debate applies parported and about the intentions of the mar- ticularly to the Minister of Agriculture. At
ket. I find the situations regarding the present there are no Ministers sitting on the
boycotts, as Mr Crozier outlined, to be gross Government bench.
exaggerations. I do not believe there has
The PRESIDENT-Order! There is no
been any disruption to trade. There has been point of order. A quorum is present.
no attempt to quantify the disruption in
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Provterms of trade lost. The support of this Gov)-As I was saying, the Arabs eat the
ince
ernment has enabled this trade to go ahead
without disruption and without loss of trade. slaughtered animal in one sitting. The reason is that refrigeration facilities are limited
I conclude my remarks by quoting a sec- and Arabs do not regularly eat sheep meat.
tion from the Government's strategy docu- Therefore, they enjoy what might be called
ment entitled, "Victoria. The Next Step." a feast and the whole animal is eaten in one
In the section relating to the relationship of sitting.
broadacre and specialist industries, it states:
I was staggered when Mr McArthur reThe Government proposes through this Strategy to ferred to what I term the "green guide", a
place greater emphasis on the accelerated development document published six or eight weeks ago
of specialist high value added rural industries. At the by the Government suggesting how rural
same time the Government will continue to recognise
the vital importance of the broadacre cropping and industries could add value to production. I
pastoral industries. For the foreseeable future these consider that document to be as much use
latter industries will continue to provide by far the as the Age "Green Guide" of that date! I
largest share of Victorian income generated by the ru- take issue with his argument that the
ral sector.
slaughtering of sheep in Australia before exThe Government and the Minister of Agri- port will add more value than live sheep
culture have the highest regard for the rural exports. The honourable member quoted a
industry, but they do not believe that indus- figure of 1·9 million export sheep with a
try has exclusive rights over everything else. value of approximately $50 million. If he
makes a simple division, the value of sheep
I reject the motion.
is roughly $25 a head based on those figures.
The sitting was suspended at 12.57 p.m. That cannot be a straight comparison of
until 2.4 p.m.
sheep value because one must also consider
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Pro v- the costs associated with feed, transport and
ince)-It gives me pleasure to support the shipping, port fees and so on which must be
motion moved by Mr Crozier even though included in the value added to the State.
If one examines the history of the slaughI am normally not a Liberal Party spokesman on rural matters. However, some of ter of sheep in this country, one can underthe issues raised by Mr McArthur need to stand what is involved. As a farmer and
be put into proper perspective. Unfortu- sheep producer, I can bear testimony to
nately, Mr Mier is not in the Chamber. By many of the problems. After shearing, as the
way of interjection, he demonstrated his summer months progress, if a farmer is cartotal misunderstanding of the reasons why rying large numbers of sheep and water and
Saudi Arabians and other Arab countries feed diminish, the farmer is forced to sell
prefer to import live sheep. He illustrated the stock. The processing companies buy
that he does not understand the lifestyle in the sheep, but there is a vast difference in
those countries. I notice that the Minister price. I can recall selling sheep for $1 each
of Agriculture has now left the Chamber. during the 1967-68 drought. I recall that at
The Arab lifestyle is such that a group of the height of the most recent drought wethpeople in an area or a family will join to- ers were still worth $14 to $15 because of
gether to buy an animal from the market, the existence of a floor price established
drive it to where they wish to eat it and kill through the live sheep export trade.
and eat the animal in one sitting.
If one is speaking about the old average
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern $3 to $5 for sheep sold during the summer
Province)-Mr President, on a point of months and the $5 value added in slaughter
order, when an important debate is taking costs and abattoir fees when that animal is
place, it is important that a Minister of the slaughtered locally, the value added just
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cannot'compare with the prices received in
the markets because of the live sheep export
trade. The figures stand on their own.
If one remembers the days before the introduction of the live sheep export trade,
one must remember that the average price
of wethers-sold either during the drought
or at any time-was less than it is now. The
result is that even though some meat workers are missing out, the return to the farmer
is higher in terms of value added, and this
is more than compensated by the boost
provided to the general economy.
In his rambling diatribe, Mr McArthur
spoke about red meat sales. He was pointing out to Mr Curran and others in the meat
industry the problems they must face. Meat
sales are declining. Mr McArthur did not
even speak about the closer economic relationship with New Zealand.
Mr McArthur did not even mention that
New Zealand can produce lambs at half the
price they can be produced in Australia.
That is one of the primary issues that should
have been addressed.
I do not believe the live sheep export trade
is causing the loss of jobs for meat workers;
I believe it is caused by a downturn in the
industry. The loss of jobs for meat workers
is not as strongly dictated by the live she~p
export trade as Mr Curran and others would
like us to think.
Mr Curran is not telling the truth when
he says that the live sheep export trade has
affected the jobs of meat workers in Victoria. Most honourable members would understand that, traditionally, sheep killing is
a seasonal occupation, and most workers
involved on slaughter chains work for no
more than three or four months in anyone
year. Even at the height of the export trade,
before the European Economic Community
cut Australia out of their market, the
slaughtermen involved in the mutton export trade worked for only four or five
months of the year at best and for the rest
of the year they were employed in other
jobs.
I repeat: Mr Curran is not telling the truth
when he says that the live sheep export trade
has cost thousands of meat workers their
jobs. At best, it has cost them a small percentage of the time they would have worked
as slaughtermen. The lesson learned from
the beef slump in 1972-73 was that mutton
chains were working on a seasonal basis,
Session 1984-8
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beef chains were working full time. Beef
chains are now seasonal and the size of the
chains geared up or down to cover the
throughput.
Many of the slaughtermen who are out of
work are not mutton slaughtermen but beef
slaughtermen and they are out of work because of the loss of the Japanese market.
Predictions are that that loss will continue.
I do not intend to go into the economics
of the situation in detail. I shall deal only
with the industrial relations aspect.
It is absolutely crazy that the taxpayers of
Victoria should have to pay the police to
protect people who are going about their
lawful business. If we have reached a situation where the Government is instructing
the Police Force to observe certain procedures, which could hardly be said to be nonpartisan in the sense that they do not favour
one side more than the other, we have
reached a sorry state.
The Minister for Industrial Affairs and
the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services have acted in collusion to bring
forward what they consider to be an appropriate set of guidelines to cover the way in
which the police should treat people who
are required to cross a union picket line that
should not exist anyway.
The Minister of Agriculture must be
aware of the problems these guidelines have
caused and should be prepared to prevail
on his fellow Ministers to have them
changed. When has the honourable gentleman asked his fellow Ministers to take action to enable truck drivers to go about their
business without being harassed by trade
unionists? It is ridiculous that a truck driver
who must pass through a picket line up to
seven times a day must stop the truck, wind
down the window and listen to haranguing
from the trade unionists every time he
crosses the picket line.
The Minister suggests, by interjection,
that picketers have a right to put their point
of view. I do not believe any honourable
member would disagree with that, but one
must ask how often the picketers have a
right to put their point of view, if the right
of putting that point of view means that the
police have to pull up a truck every time it
arrives at a picket line and force the driver
to sit in the cabin of the truck and listen to
the point of view being expressed by members of the union.
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The Hon. B. W. Mier-It must be having
an effect.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-It is not that
it is having an effect; the fact is that members of the South Western Trades and Labour Council and the Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union who are pushing this action are taking the registration
numbers of the trucks and the names of the
drivers, and are telephoning their affiliates
and telling them that if this person or this
truck comes into his premises he, as a
unionist, is not to deal with that vehicle,
whether it be for loading, refuelling or whatever. A ban is being placed on the truck.
As I understand the position, the Victorian Trades Hall Council does not support
the ban, and neither does the Australian
Council of Trade Unions. As Mr Dunn
pointed out, deputations have gone overseas and have reported that they believe the
export trade should continue. Despite the
fact that the Australian Council of Trade
Unions and the Victorian Trades Hall
Council do not support the ban a crazy position exists because the South Western
Trades and Labour Council and the Victorian branch of the Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union say they will enforce
bans regardless of what the main body of
the trade union movement says.
When the Government came to power it
claimed a special arrangement with the trade
unions and it claimed a policy of consensus.
What does consensus mean? According to
the dictionary, it means an agreement between the majority of persons who are a
party to the matter under discussion. The
Victorian Trades Hall Council and the Australian Council of Trade Unions-the majority-agree that the export trade should
continue but their affiliates-the minority-are acting against a decision of the majority. Where is the consensus? There is no
consensus. In addition, there is collusion
because the State Government and its Ministers to support that minority.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Rubbish!
The Hon. CLIVE BUBH-Mr Mier can
say, "Rubbish", as much as he likes, but the
people of south-western Victoria, the farmers and most people who read the newspapers and who bother to learn what is
happening in Victoria understand that by
setting down guidelines on how the police
should handle the situation the Govern-
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ment is enabling the unions to achieve the
result they wish to achieve.
It has intimidated and harassed people
who wish to carry on that trade; whether
they be farmers, transport operators, feed
producers, truck drivers who bring in the
food supplies or even wharf labourers. Mr
Crozier indicated earlier that the wharf labourers cannot work because of the problems that have been caused.
The Government has said that it is a proponent of the prices and incomes accord. It
believes in the philosophy of consensus that
is being woven and is seemingly spell-binding the public of Australia, but consensus
can only mean and must mean that where
decisions have been made, people who are
parties to them and the affiliates of those
people must abide by those decisions. That
has not happened in Victoria. As I have
already indicated to the House, a union and
a regional trades and labour council have
refused to abide by those principles. Those
people have gone ahead and taken a course
of action against those principles that the
Government is supposed to uphold. They
have been aided and abetted in that action
by this Government, and the people ofVictoria should sit up and take note that the
policy of consensus that this Government
says it uphold is not being done.
The Government is hypocritical in the
way it has approached this matter and in
the way it says one thing and means another. If that is the policy of the Government, it should be exposed. All farmers
know where the economics are in this argument. They know who is acting against
them.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes
18
Noes ..
16
Majority for the motion
AYES
Mr Birrell
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
MrCrozier
MrDunn
MrEvans
MrGranter

MrGuest
MrHunt
MrKnowles
MrLawson
MrLong
MrReid
MrStorey

2

Want of Confidence in Minister
MrWard
MrWright

Mr Amold
Mrs Dixon
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Mackenzie
Mrs Baylor
Mr Houghton
Mr Radford

Tellers:
Mr Block
MrBubb

NOES
MrMurphy
MrSandon
MrSgro
MrWalker
MrWhite
Tellers:
MrMcArthur
MrMier

PAIRS
Mr Butler
Mrs Cox sedge
Mr Landeryou

WANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) (By leave)-I suggest the House
has just seen a most unusual, if not unprecedented procedure, in that the subject of a
censure motion did not even respond to that
motion.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-It did not warrant it.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I am not
suggesting that is a transgression of Standing Orders.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-It is not.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I am suggesting that it ought to be the subject of
further debate in the House along the lines
of a want of confidence motion. Therefore,
I seek leave to move:
That the Minister of Agriculture no longer possesses
the confidence of the House.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Leave is refused.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Portland aluminium smelter project
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) was resumed on the motion of the Hon.
D. G. Crozier (Western Province):
That the Council take note of the Ministerial statement.

The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-My objective in speaking on this
matter is not to score political points but to
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put this matter into perspective. I emphasize that my point of view and the point of
view of the Liberal Party is that this project
is vitally important to Victoria and to Australia. Victoria has enormous deposits of
brown coal.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-On a point of order, Mr President, is it in order for the Leader of the
Opposition, during the course of the speech
being made by Mr Hayward, to walk across
the floor of the House and speak to members of the Press Gallery while standing in
the Chamber?
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-That is an abuse
of a point of order.
The Hon. D. R. White-It is a sound
point of order.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I did not see
the Leader of the Opposition doing what
Mr Amold described. I was listening to Mr
Hayward and I suggest honourable members do just that.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-I repeat that the Liberal Party
regards the Alcoa project as vitally impor';'
tant to Victoria and to Australia. Victoria
has enormous deposits of brown coal and
those deposits in their natural form are difficult to export. However, a very sound
strategy is to transform those deposits
through the process of energy $eneration and
metal processing into aluminIum and to export that metal.
I support the project totally. However, I
question the role of the Cain Government
in it. The problems with the project really
started as a result of the behaviour of the
Labor Party when in opposition and its desire to be a strident Opposition. For political point-scoring, the Labor Party
undermined the arrangements made between the Liberal Party Government and
Alcoa of Australia Ltd which would have
enabled the project to go ahead as a commercial venture-I emphasize, "commercial venture".
The then Labor Party Opposition pushed
itself into a corner and became enmeshed
and caught in its own trap. As a result, as a
commercial venture the project was sabotaged. The then Opposition caused the project to be delayed for two years, which added
at least $200 million to the cost of the project and put its commercial viability into
question. The monetary cost of that sabo-
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tage and delay has been enormous. For example, it has been an enormous cost and
burden on the little people in Portland
through bankruptcy, heartbreak, ill health
and even worse.
Because of that circumstance and because the Labor Party became caught in its
own trap, it has had to bailout this project
at high cost to the Victorian taxpayer.
The hard, cold facts are that the outlook
for the aluminium industry is now clouded
and this has brought a high element of risk
to the project. Demand for aluminium is
influenced by many factors, one of which is
materials technology. Recently, major advances have been made, especially in
Japan, in the more effective use of materials. Simply, the objective now is to be able
to produce more products with less metal.
As a result, many manufacturing organizations are revising downward their long-term
aluminium requirements.
A second element is substitution. There
is a widespread trend to substitute plastics
and ceramics for aluminium in new products. Plastics have the advantage of greater
flexibility and lower manufacturing costs.
For example, in the automotive industry
it is estimated that by 1990 the amount of
plastics used in automobiles will have doubled and much of the increased use of plastics will be at the expense of aluminium.
Recently there was shown in Victoria a new
American vehicle, the Pontiac Fiero, and at
its Melbourne showing at VACC House, Mr
John Cain pointed out the enormous cost
savings in the future through the use of piastics. I add that Mr John Cain is an executive
ofNylex Corporation Ltd, a plastics manufacturer.
Ceramics have the advantage of higher
performance characteristics. Ceramics enable engines to operate at much higher temperatures and there is a very clear indication
that many of the mechanical components
which at present are produced in aluminium could well be produced in ceramics in
the future.
A third factor is the recent substitution of
copper for aluminium in many applications, which has resulted from the depressed price of copper.
A further influence on the demand for
aluminium is an over-all uncertainty about
the aluminium industry which has put a
natural damper on demand and on price.
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In summary, the demand for aluminium
is clouded. Many large organizations are revising their forward estimates of demand
for aluminium downwards. The rapid increase in supply of aluminium has occurred
recently in smelting capacity world-wide,
with many new smelters either being constructed or being planned in many countries.
The locations of most of these new smelters are interesting. A number have been
constructed in the Communist countries of
eastern Europe, some in the Middle East
and a number in South America.
One prestigious commodity research
group has estimated that, by 1990, the world
demand for aluminium will be able to be
satisfied by fifteen smelters but that the
number of smelters in operation at that time
will far exceed fifteen.
I deal now with the question of price. A
study of the long-term trend since the second world war shows that aluminium prices
have fluctuated. However, the graph showing prices in real terms and making allowances for inflation indicates that virtually
no growth has occurred in the price of aluminium over that period. From time to time
optimistic forecasts have been made about
the increase in aluminium prices: For example, in 1979, forecasts were that the price
would reach $US2000 a tonne by 1982, but
in 1982 the actual price fluctuated around
$US1000 a tonne. The long-term demand
forecasts, which I have already outlined, are
obviously holding down prices.
An equally significant factor in this question is the geographic shift in production
capacity. In the past, most of the production capacity has been controlled by about
six North American firms with closely organized marketing and pricing arrangements.
I have already indicated the rapid growth
that has occurred in the number of smelters
in Communist countries, the Middle East
and South America, and those new smelters
are not tied to any world-wide marketing or
financing arrangements.
This new trend has opened up another
interesting aspect that is referred to in some
articles and journals as "the social metal
concept". This means that, for social reasons and reasons of foreign exchange pressures-and several of the countries where
smelters operate as Government-controlled
operations are under extreme foreign ex-
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change pressures-many of these smelters
will maintain their production, even in the
face of a downturn in demand, and will sell
at lower prices to shift their stockpiles of
metal. The net result is that the aluminium
industry is facing an extremely volatile
market situation, so it is important to examine the implications for the Alcoa project at Portland and to relate them to the
floating price arrangements and concepts.
If aluminium prices remain at their currently depressed levels, that will bring to the
forefront the whole pricing situation for energy for the Alcoa joint venture project for
the future. I have prepared a table in which
I have attempted to review those implications. Copies are available for all honourable members and I request that the table be
incorporated in Hansard because it will
make the debate easier to follow.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I advise honourable members that Mr Hayward has discussed this matter with me. The table
appears to be relevant to the debate and, at
my suggestion, he has made available sufficient copies for honourable members.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-On a point of order,
Mr President, is the honourable member
seeking leave to have the table incorporated
in H ansarcl! If so, I should point out that
the Government has not yet seen the table,
and I should like to have the opportunity of
doing so before responding on behalf of the
Government.
The PRESIDENT-Leave of the House
has been sought to have the document incorporated in Hansard. Is leave refused?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Leave is not
granted. The honourable member should
have shown the table to me earlier.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-In the table I have attempted to
analyse the various arrangements for pricing over a period. For example, I have dealt
firstly with what may be referred to as the
Cochrane arrangements, that is, the arrangements that were proposed when the
Liberal Party was in government. Under
that arrangement a tariff of 2·564 cents a
kilowatt hour was proposed.
The next column sets out the agreed price
that has come from the joint statement on
the Portland smelter joint venture. The price
of aluminium is relevant, the reference point
being the price of$US 1700 a tonne, and the
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relevant tariffis 2·629 cents a kilowatt hour.
As has been pointed out on other occasions,
that figure is very close to the tariff that was
proposed under the Cochrane formula.
Honourable members know that, as part
of this arrangement, the price reported in
the publication M etals Week is relevant, and
that will be taken into consideration under
the formula in future pricing arrangements.
In the table, I have given as an illustration
the price of aluminium as reported in Metals Week for the week ending 17 August
1984, and that price is $US 1134 a tonne.
That figure has been deflated to bring it back
to June 1982 terms, in accordance with the
formula. On my calculations based on the
formula in the document, that produces a
tariff of 1·116 cents a kilowatt hour.
As a matter of comparison, I have also
given the London Metals Exchange spot
price for 10 September. Again, I have discounted that figure in accordance with the
formula to give a price of $US947. 75 a
tonne. Under the formula, that produces a
tariff of O· 745 cents a kilowatt hour.
My intention is to work through these
calculations under the formula. Again, I am
not attempting to score political points and
I should be interested to hear from the Minister if my calculations are incorrect and to
have him provide me with correct calculations.
The M etals Week figure is critical because that figure is the reference source in
those calculations in regard to the future
under the formula. The London Metals Exchange spot price fluctuates-that is, the
figure of $US947. 75 a tonne-and so the
iInportant figure is the Metals Week price.
It is important that the current spot price is
low and falls further each week.
It is my belief that, based upon these calculations, a situation will be reached where
Victoria will be supplying electricity to Alcoa of Australia Ltd at less than the cost of
supply. I should be interested to be proved
incorrect on that point because the matter
is of deep concern to me and to all Victorians.
Another problem is the nature of the joint
venture arrangement. I find this extremely
interesting because I have been involved in
various joint venture arrangements with
multinational corporations in various situations. The project is an unincorporated
joint venture which will directly involve the
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Victorian taxpayer in the aluminium business.
The Government has an arrangement
under which it will purchase alumina from
Alcoa's West Australian refineries. The alumina will then be processed at the Portland smelter and the total costs of processing
will be collected and distributed to the joint
venture partners in accordance with their
equity shareholdings.
The Government has indicated that the
costs of the Portland smelter will be in the
lower half range of worldwide costs. Yet it
has been predicted that, if a smelter is to
remain economically and commercially viable, its cost needs to be in the lowest quartile of worldwide costs.
By 1990 there will be a need for only fifteen smelters world wide. That estimate is
based on an optimistic forecast of growth
and demand. However, there will be many
more smelters than that in operation and
many of them will be Government operated, especially in eastern Europe and South
America.
As a matter of policy involving social reasons, the relevant authorities will keep these
smelters in operation even though there may
be a depressed world demand. The relevant
authorities will be forced to sell alumina at
lower prices.
It will not be good enough for the costs at
the Portland smelter to be in the lower half
range of worldwide costs. The costs will have
to be in the lowest quartile, and that again
raises major questions.
I reiterate: The project is vital. Honourable members would be hypocrites if they
were not here to do the best they can for
Victoria and future generations. One has to
be true to one's reasons for being in politics.
One cannot escape from the fact that there
are risks in the project. Business is all about
risks. The Government should not be in the
business of taking risks. The prime responsibility of the Government is to provide efficient and effective community resources
and infrastructure at the lowest possible
price to the taxpayer and the consumer. All
honourable members would know the enormous problems involved in doing that.
I am familiar with the out-patient queues
at the Alfred Hospital. There are long waiting lists for elective surgery. It could be argued that elective surgery is not very
important. However, someone who is una-
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ble to have an orthopaedic problem corrected and who has to wait two or three
years for that surgery will be in discomfort
for that time. Under those circumstances
elective surgery is most important.
In that type of environment and context,
this cosy deal between the Labor Government and this multinational company is fine
for the Australian Labor Party because it
meets the socialist objectives of the Labor
Party, which should not try to hide or retreat from them. If the Labor Party believes
in those objectives, it should announce them
proudly and stick to them. What are those
socialist objectives? In a recent article published in the Social Objective, Mr Bruce
Hartnett, who is a senior adviser to the Premier, stated that the second objective involves Government equity participation in
some of the major corporations and, as an
extension to this method, the nationalization of existing firms or the establishment
by the Government of new ones.
The Labor Party should not be ashamed
of these objectives. If the Labor Party tries
to retreat from its socialist objectives, it is
being hypocritical. The last thing members
of Parliament should be is hypocritical. The
Alcoa project is fine from the Labor Party's
point of view because it is totally in accordance with its objectives and it should not be
ashamed of them. The project is fine from
Alcoa's point of view because it gets Alcoa
off the hook.
However, the project is not fine for the
Victorian taxpayers of the future and it is
not fine for those small Victorian firms
which have been left out in the cold. Jobs
for your children, Mr President, and mine
will depend mainly on an entrepreneurial
effort in small to medium-sized firms. This
cosy deal with a multinational company is
likely to result in higher electricity charges
and taxes for those small firms which ought
to be provided with incentives to provide
job opportunities in the future.
It is proper for private business to be involved in a risk-taking exercise because that
is what business is all about. It is not proper
for the Government to be involved in a
risk-taking business. The Government
should remove itself from this risk-taking
exercise and leave it to commercial operations.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-The Liberal Party has been in gov-
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emment and is well aware of the problems
that can be encountered in industrial relations and the massive cost imposts that bad
industrial relations can inflict on project
costs.
Victorian taxpayers have an equity in the
Portland project and, therefore, it is incumben t on the Government to ensure that
every possible step is taken to protect the
investment of Victorian taxpayers.
Over the past two years the record of
Government rhetoric in the Chamber on
consensus and the claims of good track records is looking rather tarnished. When Mr
Landeryou was Minister for Industrial Affairs I asked him a question on the scissor
lift dispute, which was a demarcation dispute. At the time the then Minister for Industrial Affairs read into H ansard a copy of
an agreement which the Government had
purportedly reached with the Australian
Council of Trade Unions and the Victorian
Trades Hall Council on behalf of all building unions. One could be forgiven for wondering what the hell went wrong.
The document is dated 29 March 1983
and was read into Hansard by Mr Landeryou on that date. One could have believed
there had been a deal made between the
Government and the unions under the special relationship and consensus arrangements which exist between them.
One could be forgiven if one expected
that construction of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground light towers would never have
eventuated. What has happened is that despite serious demarcation disputes over site
agreements, such as those referred to by Mr
Landeryou in March 1983, and despite the
fact the Government has not drafted a site
agreement policy, no site agreements applying to and governing the working conditions on those sites were negotiated before
the commencement of the project.
The mere existence of demarcation agreements and site agreements has not changed
the industrial reality one jot. Those unions
who believe they have a right to certain work
have demonstrated a capacity to engage in
demarcation disputes and industrial activities which have cost the Victorian taxpayers
dearly. One could also be forgiven for wondering for what the $1· 5 million budget of
the Ministry of Industrial Affairs pays.
Before the Labor Government came into
power the Ministry of Industrial Affairs per
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se did not exist. I shall not weary the Chamber by reading all the salaries that apply to
the Ministry, but they range from a salary
of $70 000 a year plus allowances paid to
the Director-General for Industrial Affairs
down through a range of industrial officers
who are paid approximately $28 000 to
$32 000 a year. I refer to senior and highlypaid industrial relations officers.
The Hon. D. R. White-There might be
a vacancy for you after the next State elections.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I might take
up the Minister on that offer! Those industrial relations officers are highly paid, and,
no doubt, skilled in industrial matters. One
might be forgiven for expecting the outcome to be the resolution of a demarcation
dispute at an early stage and that the dispute would not drag on.
A classic example is the dispute on the F9
freeway for which, through a master stroke
of industrial activity, the Industrial Relations Task Force negotiated a site agreement for an on-site allowance for all
workers. The task force forgot to include the
pre-stress concrete workers engaged in the
manufacture of the raised section of the
freeway.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What does this
have to do with the Portland aluminium
smelter?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I am referring
to industrial relations. The point is that the
unions involved in those disputes are the
same unions which will be on site at the
Portland aluminium smelter. IfMr Mier is
so dense that he cannot understand that,
that is his problem.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-We all know what
you are trying to tell us.
The Hon. CLlVE BUBB-Despite the
help of highly-paid industrial relations officers and of so-called special relationships,
the Government has had a series of industrial relation disputes which do not differ in
nature from the disputes that plagued the
Loy Yang project during the life of the previous Liberal Government. The disputes are
almost identical as are the unions. The disputes have not changed regardless of the
change in Government. I would defy any
person who debates that point with me to
prove the situation different.
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I have a large list of industrial disputes
on various projects which includes the Savoy Plaza Police Training Centre; the Russell Street Police Headquarters; the South
Melbourne Mounted Police Depot; the
Richmond police station; the Preston police
station; the Brunswick police station and
the Broadmeadows 24-hour police station.
All those disputes involved the Builders Labourers Federation. The federation was also
involved in disputes at the State Electricity
Commission sub-station in central Geelong; the Institute of Educational Administration in Corio, Geelong; the north wing of
the Geelong Hospital; the State Indoor
Sports Centre; the Flinders Street Railway
Station; the Box Hill Transport Centre; and
the TAFE College at Footscray, which was
a remarkable saga involving mainly the
Builders Labourers Federation.
I shall not labour the point because if I
touched on industrial disputes at hospitals,
it would keep me speaking for the whole
afternoon. The point I am trying to make is
that Victorians have equity In the Portland
aluminium smelter project and have every
reason to believe the Government, with its
present track record in demarcation disputes, will not be able to reach a satisfactory
situation should a dispute arise.
I shall briefly go through the history of
the site as I understand it. Prior to becoming a member of Parliament I was involved
in negotiating agreements for Alcoa of Australia Ltd for the work carried out on three
potlines at Point Henry. I also negotiated
various site agreements. As a means of ensuring that industrial disputes on site were
minimized, Alcoa made an arrangement
with the Federated Ironworkers Association of Australia, a major in-house union,
and the Builders Labourers Federation,
which was involved in the construction and
erection of the steel work.
The arrangement involved the Builders
Labourers Federation being given all the
steel erection work and the Federated Ironworkers Association of Australia-when the
plant was constructed-receivin~ all the
potline labouring work and operatIve work.
That arrangement was observed by both
unions to the extent that only a few days
were lost in the erection of those buildings
at Point Henry. After discussions with one
of the officers of the Federated Ironworkers
Association of Australia, I was led to believe it was not prepared to honour that pre-
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arrangement. I also noted that in a
letter SIgned by Norm Gallagher and published in the Age, he suggested that the
agreements which applied on the shutdown
of the project would apply on restarting.
The history that I have outlined indicates
certain agreements were reached prior to
the commencement of the Portland aluminium smelter project, but subsequent to
its shutdown, a bitter and long-standing fight
has erupted in the industrial scene, particularly between the Federated Ironworkers
Association of Australia and the Builders
Labourers Federation, between the Australian Workers Union and the Builders Labourers Federation, and other unions.
It is not clear that this dispute will be
resolved with any ease. Any demarcation
dispute is never easy, but one of this potential is one that anyone who is approaching
the project-whether it be the Government
or anyone else-would consider with some
concern. The dispute has as its genesis the
potential to destroy the project and the investment of the taxpayers of Victoria. It
should be handled carefully; if not, the blowout in the cost of the project will mean that
not only will Victoria be required to make
an additional capital contribution but also
any suggestion of a return on that investment in the foreseeable future will be put
totally in jeopardy.
Obviously, the potlines are not going to
operate, and it does not matter whether the
metals market is buoyant. If the potlines are
not operating and more capital injection is
required in the project, the people of Victoria will be the losers.
There is a yawning chasm between the
reality and the rhetoric regarding industrial
relations in the State. I briefly mentioned
approximately twenty major public projects
that have been plagued by demarcation disputes. I could have easily mentioned at least
another twenty projects which have suffered from disputes of a similar nature and
others that have suffered from industrial
disputes-not demarcation disputes-particularly in the hospitals area.
A need exists for the Government to take
a firm line in matters of industrial relations
and how it perceives those matters. If it
does not-and the track record suggests that
it will not-the potential to destroy the investment of the people of Victoria is on the
ground at Portland.
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The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, September 18.
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The motion was agreed to.
The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 3.12 p.m. until
Tuesday, September 18.

QUESTION ON NOTICE

"CORRECTIONS MASTER PLAN
VICTORIA"

What fee was paid to Neilson Associates for the
compilation of the documents entitled "Corrections
Master Plan Victoria"?

(Question No. 374)

The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer supplied by the Treasurer is:

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province) asked the Minister for Minerals and Energy, for the Treasurer:

Session 1984-9

The fee paid to Neilson Associates was $109 500.
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The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 3.6 p.m. and read
the prayer.
VALUATION OF LAND
(VALUATIONS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was read a first time.
MONASH UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Planning and
Environment), was read a first time.
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Planning and
Environment), was read a first time.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
LALOR CENTRAL ALP BRANCH
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I direct my question
to the Attorney-General. The AttorneyGeneral will recall allegations passed on to
him by the honourable member for Berwick, Mr Maclellan, in October 1983 about
grave irregularities in the conduct and running of the Lalor Central Australian Labor
Party branch in the Keilor electorate and
that he referred that matter to the Director
of Public Prosecutions and to the police.
What action has the Attorney-General taken
in relation to current allegations made by
Mr Landeryou on 23 August concerning
fraudulent ALP branch membership lists
and complaints by the Federal member for
Burke, Dr Theophanous, on the same day
about the theft of membership records?
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Is this a matter
of Government administration?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-It is
a matter involving the Attorney-General
and his referral to the Police Force.
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The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-Mr Chamberlain's recollection is
correct. Mr Maclellan did write to me about
that matter. It arose out of a letter from a
solicitor which referred to an anonymous
client. The Director of Public Prosecutions
examined the matter and advised that,
should the solicitor so wish, he would convene a conference with the client and officers of the Police Force so that the matter
could be investigated further.
The solicitor's letter was replied to by me
in those terms, and nothing further was
heard. Should I receive a complaint about
any of the matters to which Mr Chamberlain now refers, I shall refer them to the
Director of Public Prosecutions and/or the
Police Force, as the case requires.
SUPERANNUATION SCHEME FOR
TRAM AND BUS EMPLOYEES
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I direct a question to the Minister for Minerals and Energy, representing
the Treasurer. I refer to the State Government's apparent move to negotiate a new
superannuation scheme with tram and bus
employees in Victoria. Regardless of the deficiencies of the existing scheme or the merits of the new negotiated scheme, I ask the
Minister why the Government proceeded
to negotiate its superannuation offer when
the Treasurer had made it very clear that
there were to be no moves reprding superannuation until the Economic and Budget
Review Committee had completed its report on public sector superannuation.
Does this mean that the Treasurer was
unaware of the offer that was being made to
the tram and bus employees, that the Economic and Budget Review Committee has
been treated with contempt by the Government, or that the Government was aware of
the report of the committee and disagreed
with its contents?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I shall take up the
matter with the Treasurer and provide Mr
Dunn with an answer in due course.
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OF
CHEMICAL WASTES
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province)-I refer the Minister for Planning and Environment to the recent incident in Geelong where a threat was made to
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poison the water supply with polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs. On 15 September
the Age newspaper contained criticism of
the Government about the storage of these
chemicals, and I ask the Minister whether
he can advise the House of the present state
of storage ofPCBs in Victoria?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I thank Mr
Henshaw for that question. I hope this recent incident will highlight problems related to the storage and handling of such
hazardous materials. I hope also that it will
strengthen community acceptance of the fact
that locations for the storage of such materials are a community responsibility.
Contrary to some inaccuracies in newspaper reports, this Government has acted
positively to control and reduce the problems. Since 1982 there has been a significant
reduction-in fact, one might say a massive
reduction-ofPCBs stored in Victoria. The
matter has been debated in this House a
number of times, in the time of both the
present Government and of the previous
Government. A total of 23 tonnes of PCBs
was incinerated at sea by the Vulcanus in
1982. A further 132 tonnes were shipped
overseas for destruction during the past year,
of which honourable members may not have
been aware.
A recent survey has shown that 36 tonnes
of PCBs in store in Victoria are awaiting
disposal. Environment Protection Authority inspections show satisfactory storage
conditions. The Government understands
that this figure is not necessarily complete,
but the problem has been reduced dramatically, and a further survey is to be undertaken.
The Hon. N. B. Reid- Where are they
stored?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It is all
scheduled with the Environment Protection Authority. I understand that the information is somewhat classified. To maintain
the notion of confidentiality, the authority
has used a consultant to survey all firms and
public authorities using PCBs.
In recent times the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works has been given
the responsibility for the disposal of hazardous wastes in the metropolitan area, and it
is working on that. Special depots will be
established after consultation with local
government. The Environment Protection
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Authority has a register of companies that
are storing PCBs prior to disposal. Polychlorinated diphenyls have been in use for
many years and have about a 30-year service life. Therefore, it is difficult to be certain
that all sources are registered.
Legislation to increase control over the
storage and disposal of hazardous wastes is
in preparation. Legislation to control the
transport of hazardous wastes is expected to
be introduced into Parliament this session
as an amendment to the Environment Protection Act. The reduction of other hazardous wastes-and PCBs are clearly not the
only dangerous chemicals of this kind-especially through the visit of the Vulca nus,
has caused a review of the need for separate
State incinerators. Debate has occurred in
this House often on the need for an incinerator in Victoria.
The reduction that has occurred in two
years has reduced dramatically the necessity for a single State incinerator but there
is a prospect of a national incinerator. The
Government is having discussions with authorities in New South Wales since it is most
likely that that would be the State to establish such an incinerator.
The Australian Environment Council is
now considering the possibility of a national incinerator. In the meantime, Victoria will proceed with its own strategy
which has been extraordinarily effective
over the past two years.
BUDGET BRIEFING
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-As it is an important part of the
duties of an Attorney-General to ensure that
the Government observes legal proprieties,
what has been done and what will the Attorney-General do to prevent a flagrant breach
of trust by Government Ministers? By that
I mean the misuse of information-which
is clearly State property-derived by Ministers in the performance of their duties and
used for the private advantage of the Australian Labor Party. Or is the honourable
gentleman going to tell the House that those
persons being charged $140 each to hear
Ministers talk about the Budget tomorrow
will get nothing confidential, nothing that is
not public knowledge and nothing that they
could not get for nothing?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-In so far as I can understand the
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firmed, of irresponsible action by some
property owner or owners who believe they
have relic remains on their property. If an
article has an effect of this kind-lam not
WATER SUPPLY
saying that it has because that has not been
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North East- able to be checked-the sort of vandalism
ern Province)-I ask the Minister for Water that appears to be occurring could be seen
Resources: Is it a fact that irrigators who are to be the responsibility of the newspapers.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-Who was the
substantially in arrears with payments and
are banned from receiving water because of journalist?
those outstanding payments from previous
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It was the
seasons are nevertheless expected to pay for Age newspaper. Legislation has existed in
their water rights? If so, is it not an injus- Victoria since the early 1970s to protect artice, bearing in mind that people in such chaeological sites and relics. In fact, in 1972
circumstances are obviously facing severe the Hamer Government brought in the Arfinancial difficulties?
chaeological and Aboriginal Relics PreserThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for vation Act and that Act has been
Water Resources)-The only area in which administered since that time. It is unlikely
serious difficulties involving bad debts for that any new legislation would substantially
irrigators has been experienced is Mildura, vary the existing provisions that have opwhere the Government has considered the erated with little difficulty for nearly a decissue on a case basis and has kept to an ade.
absolute minimum the number of irrigated
Honourable members will recall that early
farms where water will no longer be pro- this year an amendment was made to that
vided. The matter was handled during last Act requiring persons holding Aboriginal
season with close co-operation from local skeletal material to obtain the permission
irrigators and members of Parliament.
of the Secretary for Planning and EnvironIf the honourable member knows of any ment to retain this material. The matter
cases where debts are outstanding and the arose because of some trade in relics or skelfuture entitlement of irrigators is in doubt, etal material that the Government felt was
I look forward to hearing from him in re- illicit.
spect of those cases and dealing with them
That amendment designated the Muon their merits.
seum of Victoria as the usual place for safekeeping of skeletal materials. It also sought
ABORIGINAL RELICS
to stop the sale of Aboriginal relics, alThe Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe though it did not require private individuProvince)-Is the Minister for Planning and als who held relics to surrender them to the
Environment aware of an article which ap- museum. I believe the action taken by the
peared in the Age on 13 September 1984 Government and the Parliament is proper.
suggesting that the Government is consid- A great deal of work is still going on, but the
ering the legal ownership of all Aboriginal Government is concerned about the matter.
relics, skeletal remains and burial sites in A journalist who writes articles that give a
Victoria? If so, what implications does that misleading or wrong impression of the cirhave for private landowners?
cumstances is irresponsible because it renThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for ders certain relics under threat.
Planning and Environment)-I am glad Mr
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Arnold asked that question. The matter has
previously been discussed in this House, but
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
it is important that it be brought to the at- Province)-Is the Minister for Minerals and
tention of the public since a somewhat irre- Energy aware of the heavy cost burden being
sponsible article appeared in the Age, to imposed on the petroleum industry by the
which Mr Arnold referred.
new inspection procedures adopted by the
I say "somewhat irresponsible" because Ministry of Employment and Training. The
there is evidence that that article has caused Ministry has recently declared that the
what I consider to be irresponsible action. Government will no longer accept the inThere is evidence, that has not been con- spection procedures adopted in New South
question, I do not think it relates to my
portfolio or to the administration of justice
in this State.

Questions without Notice
Wales for the certification of boilers and
pressure vessels that are manufactured in
that State. This has caused duplication of
X-ray coverage and spectrographic analysis
already covered in New South Wales and it
has imposed a heavy cost burden on the
petroleum industry, which must ultimately
be reflected in the cost of petrol. These procedures could also involve a potential backlash against Victorian industry by other
States. Will the Minister take immediate
steps to ensure that these unnecessary, costly
and potentially damaging practices cease
immediately?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The activities of the
Hazardous Materials Division within the
Department of Minerals and Energy has
been transferred to the Ministry of Employment and Training. I look forward to taking
up that matter with the Minister for Employment and Training.
An Honourable Member-You have been
aware of it?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I had not been,
but I shall provide the honourable member
with an answer in due course.
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announced extension of the Alpine National Park, which was one of the recommendations of the Land Conservation
Council, but also the timber resource that
was lost through the previous declarations.
There has been some confusion on the
way in which the report was handled. Apparently the interim report has been read as
a combination of the losses of those two
tim ber areas and not loss of the proposed
extension of the national park. Professor
Ferguson has had the matter pointed out to
him, and I thank Mr Evans for bringing it
to the attention of the House.

KANGAROO CULLING
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province)-On a recent camping trip
to the Hattah-Kulkyne National Park, I was
impressed with both the tolerance of kangaroos to politicians and with the early
stages of regeneration of native vegetation,
animals and bird species. The Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands would be
aware that his recent authorization of the
culling of kangaroos in the national park is
still being criticized by some sections of the
community. Can the honourable gentleman
TIMBER RESOURCES
explain to the House the reason for the cull.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern ing operations?
Province)-I refer the Minister for ConserThe Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
vation, Forests and Lands to newspaper re- for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-The
ports that an internal report prepared by the issue is controversial and emotional. When
Department of Conservation, Forests and the decision was made to cull kangaroos in
Lands indicates that the effect on the avail- the national park, the Government was
ability of resources in the timber industry aware that there would be strong opposimay be substantially more than the 1·5 per tion. That opposition has come mainly from
cent to 2 per cent indicated in the Land animal welfare groups rather than conserConservation Council's report, should the vation groups. The Government has reGovernment and Parliament decide to cre- ceived considerable support from a number
ate additional alpine national parks. Is that of responsible conservation groups and the
report correct and, if so, what are the details scientific community.
of the effects indicated by the internal deIt was a difficult decision to make and it
partmental report on the availability of re- was probably the most unpleasant decision
sources within the timber industry?
that I have had to make since I have been a
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister Minister. It is not easy to explain to the
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-The public and the media generally the complex
report which was prepared for the timber ecological arguments that lie behind the deindustry inquiry is an interim report which, cision taken to cull kangaroos. I thank Mrs
if read literally, can be interpreted as con- Kirner for providing me with an opportuflicting in some ways with the submission nity of pointing out to the House some of
prepared by the Department of Conserva- the problems that are occurring in the Hattion, Forests and Lands. However, a careful tah-Kulkyne National Park which led to
reading of the interim report reveals that it the decision that has been made.
Unlike many national parks, the Hatrefers to the loss to the timber industry of
not only the area covered by the recently tah-Kulkyne National Park is not in pris-
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tine condition. Over the past 150 years it
has been degraded by sheep, cattle and cultivation and it was heavily infested with
rabbits. Consequently the native vegetation
has been seriously diminished by the grazing of these animals.
However, since these animals were excluded from the park in 1974, the kangaroo,
being the most predominant grazing animal, has taken over in the park, and consequently its numbers have risen dramatically;
so much so that soil erosion and the destruction of the habitat of other animals is
still continuing.
There are many rare and endangered species of wildlife which the Government
would like to introduce into that area but is
unable to do so because of the damage being
done by the overpopulation of kangaroos.
To reinstate the conservation values of the
park there is a clear need to reduce the number of kangaroos. Out of a total of 50 000
hectares of the parks, a 6000 hectare section, the Mournpoul block, was surrounded
with a kangaroo-proof fence.
Initially, we approached the problem of
how to reduce the numbers. We investigated a whole range of possibilities from the
drugging of animals and transporting them
elsewhere, to driving them out and a range
of other activities, including sterilization of
animals. However, after considerable discussion, it was decided that the only humane way of removing the animals from
the area was to cull by shooting. Conservation groups and interested animal welfare
groups were told of the intentions twelve
months ago. There was nothing secret about
it. Although most of the conservation groups
were not pleased at the proposal, they agreed
that it was necessary. Some of the animal
welfare groups still believed driving could
be done and their insistence delayed the
original cull. We carried out a drive that
proved unsuccessful as the animals suffered
considerably from stress. Those that were
driven from the enclosed area spent up to
three days trying to get back into the park
and did themselves significant damage. In
my view, it was completely unsuccessful.
It was decided that the only way to do it
was to cull by shooting. As the animal liberation groups had said that they would
stand between the rifles and the kangaroos,
in the interests of public safety we did not
announce that the cull would go ahead, al-
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though discussions were held with Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals officers who were aware that the
shooting was to occur. In three days, we
managed to have 800 kangaroos culled from
the park.
I spoke to representatives of the animal
welfare groups again last night. I withheld
any further culling for two weeks because
they suggested further possibilities that
could be investigated. I have examined those
proposals and found them also to be unfeasible, as I explained to them last night. Unfortunately, it will be necessary at a later
date to reduce the numbers within that block
even further.
There has been no cover-up or excessive
secrecy about the operation. If the action
had not been taken to restore the natural
vegetation to the park within a short time,
it could not have been called a national park
because its integrity and value would have
been lost. I hope honourable members on
both sides of the House will recognize the
need to reduce the numbers of kangaroos in
those circumstances. No threat is posed to
the Western Grey as a species, which has
been reduced by approximately 500 to 1000
out of a total population of 25 000 in Victoria.
PROPOSED ENERGY RELIEF FUND
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province)-I direct a question to the Minister for Minerals and Energy. When will
the Government establish the promised energy relief fund? How much money will be
set aside for that fund and what will be the
criteria for establishing eligibility of low income families for access to assistance?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-As I have indicated
publicly, on many occasions, consideration
of the energy relief fund is to be dealt with
in the Budget context. It may be more appropriate if Mrs Baylor listened to the address currently being made in another place.
W ANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-By leave, I move:
That the Minister of Agriculture no longer possesses
the confidence of this House.
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I move the motion, which is the most severe censure an Opposition or Parliament
can apply to a Minister, with some reluctance. It gives me no sense of personal satisfaction.
The motion is the culmination of disenchantment with the Minister of Agriculture,
one manifestation of which is Mr Dunn's
foreshadowed motion on the Notice Paper.
However, the trigger was the events of last
week. The Minister, as most honourable
members who were present during the debate last week would recall, has written a
chapter in the practice of the Westminster
tradition by achieving a precedent probably
without parallel in the history of this Parliament. It is an unusual occurrence for a Minister who is the subject of a censure motion
not to respond. His decision not to respond
indicates a degree of acceptance of the reasons put forward in support of that motion.
The events that followed compounded the
situation. Later that day the Minister made
a statement outside the House. I shall quote
from a news release of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association on part of that
statement that was broadcast on radio. The
information I have states:

... about the misguided actions of the meatworkers
and the Government's directive to police to assist the
picketers.

Several Government Ministers have VFGA telexes
and letters on their desks dating back months, outlining our concern ...

out their duty and their disgust at what they saw to be
favoured treatment handed out to dissidents who have
failed to win their case in lawful debate, had resorted
to wilful obstruction, violence, public disorder and flagrant provocation.

The Hon. D. R. White-What about Polwarth?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-Never mind
about Polwarth. I should not bother to stand
a candidate if I were the Government, but
the Government may do so as an exercise!
Those comments make absolutely plain
and place beyond doubt the attitude of the
association. I believe I know the Minister
of Agriculture well after some years of association with him in this place and I find it
somewhat uncharacteristic of him to mislead deliberately. I can assume only that he
was fed misinformation. Nevertheless, the
Minister must accept the responsibility.
The second part of the statement is perhaps equally extraordinary. In the debate
on the censure motion passed by this House
last week, other speakers and I made plain
what the Victoria Police Association now
thinks of the directive that applies to its
action in controlling or dealing with
pickets, irrespective of whether they are authorized.
Apparently it is necessary for me to again
Mr Kent stated that only last week industrial rela- make reference to the outspoken and clear
tions Minister Steve Crabb and Police Minister Race statement of the president of the associaMathews had met police, the unions and the VFGA in
tion, Detective Senior Sergeant Splatt, which
Portland. He went on to state that Mr Crabb had assured him that everyone was happy with the way things was published, firstly, in the August edition
of the Victoria Police Association Journal
were going.
under the title "Democracy is not Mob
I suppose one can sympathize with the Rule" and, secondly, in a follow-up article
Minister of Agriculture, who was given mis- in the Age of Monday, 3 September.
information by a colleague, if that was what
Despite the statement made by the Minhappened, but, nevertheless, it is his reof Agriculture that the police and the
ister
sponsibility to get his facts straight. That
statement was simply untrue; it was full of Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association are both happy-honourable members
inaccuracies.
know that the Victorian Farmers and GraFirstly, I understand that a meeting of ziers Association is not happy and it is clear
sorts took place in Melbourne. Secondly, that the police are not happy either-Detecthe President of the Victorian Farmers and tive Senior Sergeant Splatt could hardly
Graziers Association, Mr Des Crowe, have been more definite in his comments,
pointed out that the association was not which I quote in part:
represented at and had not been invited to
Many members have complained to the Association
the meeting. Thirdly, the association is far regarding
the restrictions placed on them whilst perfrom happy with the way things are being forming duty
at such picket lines, particularly the conhandled. Mr Crowe has made that point frontation at the MCG. They have complained of how
plain. He has stated:
demeaned they felt in being prevented from carrying

That is the concern of the association-
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Our oath of office requires us to serve "without
favour or affection"-any interference by our political
master to lessen that standard is political policing.

In an Age article Detective Senior Sergeant
Splatt also said that many police were disgusted and angry after incidents at the Melbourne Cricket Ground light towers site, at
Portland and so on. I fail to understand how
the Minister could possibly include in his
statement the assurance that the police were
satisfied with the situation. When a Minister makes statements of this type that are
immediately challenged and, on examination, found to be so much at variance with
the facts, his credibility is severely under
attack. That is an extremely serious charge
against any member of Parliament, and especially against any member of the Government. The whole extraordinary episode has
done more damage to the credibility of the
Minister of Agriculture because he holds a
portfolio which, in the eyes of the Liberal
and National parties and of many people
outside Parliament, is an important portfolio. It appears that, in the Governmenfs list
of priorities, it has increasingly less importance. Clearly any such breach of the credibility of a Minister must reflect on the
credibility of his Government.
I said that this episode was the trigger for
the motion. However, the situation has a
long and regrettable background. When the
Cain Government was elected in April 1982,
most primary producers and those people
who would have had most dealings with the
Minister were prepared to give him a go.
They knew that he at least had a farming
background. Most of his colleagues seldom
extend their travels far beyond the metropolitan area.
The Hon. D. R. White-Every time we
go to Portland we cannot find you!
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-How often
has the Minister for Minerals and Energy
been to Portland? I bet the Minister was not
there when there was a sheep export ship
tied up at the wharf. The Minister could
have been my guest. The invitation stands;
the Minister should come back next time
and bring Wally Curran with him!
I was about to say that the Minister of
Agriculture at least had a credible background with his farming experience and it
seemed that the Government had found
someone from within its ranks with that
experience who presumably would under-
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stand the problems of the farming community and would be able to relate to the people
involved in farming. After all, part of the
function of a Minister of Agriculture is to
be an advocate for and a link between those
involved in the export of the great primary
industry of this State and the Government
of the day.
It does not mean that the Minister of Agriculture has to agree with those groups all
the time-that is clearly impossible-but at
least the Minister should endeavour to
communicate on important issues. He could
be and is expected to be an advocate in the
councils of his own party. There is precious
little evidence that his advocacy has been
effective. Perhaps this is partly explicable
because the Minister has, on occasions, demonstrated disarming candour. I refer to
his off-the-cuff comments at the now famous Warrnambool meeting where the
honourable gentleman was reported as saying that he was personally in favour of probate. Of course, that is the policy of the
Australian Labor Party. At present that policy is under wraps but, should the calamity
of another Labor Government be inflicted
on Victoria, it will be one of the first policies
to be dusted off and trotted out.
At least the Minister of Agriculture is
honest enough to speak his mind. I notice a
stony silence from honourable members on
the Government side of the House. It is
obvious that the Minister of Agriculture got
off to a fairly bad start. His ideological convictions and the long-standing policy of his
party certainly favour the reintroduction of
that wealth tax. The Minister of Agriculture
has made plain where he stands but that
view did not help much in his relations with
the farming community.
Since April 1982 other specinc episodes
have occurred which have eroded the confidence of country people in this Minister
and his Government. One such episode and
the comments flowing from it concerned a
meeting at Bendigo about a year ago when
3000 graingrowers, under the auspices of
the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association, protested at the imposition of a $4
million public authorities dividend levy on
the Grain Elevators Board.
One would have expected the Minister of
Agriculture to be present at such a meeting;
he was not. The Treasurer attended the
meeting and was a little out of his depth
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Despite what the Labor Party may have
when his reception was not all that enthusiastic. The Treasurer tried to tell the farm- said when in Opposition about how it would
ers that the public authorities dividend levy look after such organizations as the Royal
was really a perfectly normal tax for a Gov- Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Anernment to introduce, even though no men- imals, that society, in its 150 years of existtion was made of the tax in the ence, has had to face the new financial year
Government's agriculture policy, and that with a deficit of $180 000, which is a direct
the impost would not hurt much because it result of the Government's priorities.
involved only $4 million.
The Minister may say that this organizaI understand from the Budget Papers that tion does not directly come under his conthe tax has shown a robust growth and is trol, and I would agree with that because it
expected to return $5 million in the 1984-85 is a free standing organization which should
financial year. Therefore, in the two-year have the support of all parties in this place,
life of this Government there has been an but the Government has indicated by its
increased return of 25 per cent in that tax. actions that the society has a low priority
No wonder the farmers have something to on assistance from the Government and the
protest about! The Minister of Agriculture Minister has failed dismally to influence his
labelled the people who attended the meet- colleagues to better fund the organization.
I am pleased to note that the Minister is
ing, as recorded in Hansard, as a "rented
rabble".
in the House for this debate. He has actually
That was the Minister's description of got all his front bench colleagues here also;
people for whom he should be taking up the we have achieved that.
On meat inspections, again there has been
cudgel. With those remarks, and his nonaction and non-attendance, he has progres- prevarication about a situation which was
sively distanced himselffrom the rural con- almost resolved when the Government took
office, but now the Minister has given assurstituencies.
that that activity will be hived off enances
The Minister's credibility suffered a progressive erosion long before the events of tirely to the Federal Government. It would
last week. He has not many runs on the be a more rational, cost efficient approach
board. Did he put up a spirited resistance for the State inspection service to continue
on the transference of the Grain Elevators to be responsible for those abattoirs and
Board from his jurisdiction to the burgeon- slaughter-houses that deal in export meat.
ing empire of the Minister of Transport? Only eight in Victoria have export licences
That transfer was not welcomed by the grain and we have been waiting interminably for
growers and the Minister and the Govern- some finality. These episodes would not
ment have failed to give any reasonable ex- constitute grounds for a motion of this sort,
planation for the action. The administration but the events of last week further accelerof.the Grain Elevators Board is removed by ated the decline in the credibility of the
thIS step one stage further from the direct Minister.
The Cain Government does not place a
influence of the wheat growers, whom that
very high priority on agriculture. The Opauthority was designed to serve.
How long will it take for carcass classifi- position has some sympathy for a Minister
cation to be a fait accompli in Victoria? At who must labour under, or is impeded by,
the change of Government, that procedure that attitude, but the track record illustrates
was almost complete. My colleague in an- that the farming community of the State
other place, the shadow Minister of Agricul- can expect more of the same.
I have no personal satisfaction in moving
ture, Mr Austin, pointed out that that plan
was almost complete when the Cain Gov- a motion of this sort against any Minister,
ernment took office in 1982. The Opposi- but the Opposition, considering the extion is still unable, despite questions asked traordinary events of last week and the disin this place and outside, to ascertain when mal record of the Cain Government in
the Bill will be introduced. It may be too agriculture, believes it is appropriate to do
late for the Minister to repeat, as he has in so.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
this place from time to time, that he plans
to introduce the Bill as soon as Province)-I shall speak with some reluctance because I was anticipating more evipossible.
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dence to be put before the House than that
put by Mr Crozier in this debate. Honourable members will realize that I have a notice
of motion on the Notice Paper with regard
to the Government's performance on agriculture. I have put much homework into it
intending to make it a much more comprehensive summary than that put by the Opposition.
I shall take the House through a few
points, but I am wondering to what extent I
should proceed with my motion tomorrow.
It appears that I must give some justification for supporting this motion. That is not
difficult to do when one considers the performance of the Minister of Agriculture
since he has been Minister and the Government has been in office.
The Minister has adopted an attitude
which has been derogatory to the stand he
should have taken as Minister. History will
show that the Government has been one of
the most anti-rural Governments in the history of Victoria. It will also show that the
Minister of Agriculture failed in his re.sponsibility to adequately represent pnmary
producers in Victoria. Since day one of the
Government, primary producers have been
battling disinterest, discrimination and neglect by the Government and by the Minister.
The only interest the Government has in
farmers is how much it can collect from
them; one can find proof of that in the
Budget. The National Party has been fighting since day one against the bigoted attitude of the Minister of Agriculture who
believes all farmers are wealthy aristocrats
living in a land of plenty.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-I would not call
you an aristocrat.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
has a fixation about farmers and wealthy
primary producers in Victoria and he should
know better. He has constantly spoken with
contempt about farmers who, over generations, have built up properties to a reasonable level and have fought hard as families
to establish themselves on their properties.
The Labor Party still views farmers as
squatters who are misusing the land and are
making profits to the detriment of the nation. The Minister knows that that view is
wrong. Both he and the Government have
failed to recogize-The Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Mier would
not know anything about it. He would know
as much about it as the Minister, and that
is not much.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Yes, I do.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Government has failed to recognize the family base
of farmers. It has failed to recognize that
most farmers in Victoria are involved in
family farms and are struggling to make eJ?ds
meet. It is typical throughout ~e farmll~g
industry, whether farmers are Inv<?lved In
grain, meat or wool, that the famIly farm
unit makes up the base. However, the Government wants to break up farms and use
agriculture as a means of providing cheap
food for the population. The Minister and
the Government are under the control of
the socialist left.
Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The socialist left
controls the Labor Party. It controls the preselection panels, the Cabinet and t?-e Minister of Agriculture. I do not belIeve the
power of the socialist left knows any bounds
in the Labor Party.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan interjected.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Now and again
the Attorney-General has to put on a pantomime in this Chamber just to show the
socialist left what he is made of. The Minister of Agriculture has to trot out these policies in the interests of the consumer. The
priority of the Government is cheap food
for the consumer. Forget about the producers; they hardly rate a mention. The M;inister and the Government want to spht up
our farms.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I am finding
it increasingly difficult to hear the Leader of
the National Party. I invite members of the
Labor Party not to interject ~nd advise. that
they will have the opportunIty of making a
contribution in due course.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Members of the
Labor Party will certainly have plenty of
time to do that. The Government wants to
split up farms and control agricultural industries and grower boards. The Government wants to turn farmers into rural
peasants to provide cheap produce and to
keep down consumer prices. That is the underlying philosophy of the Government, and
the Minister of Agriculture, as a puppet of
the Government, has been doing the job
pretty well. The Minister and the Govern-
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ment have a dismal record. The National
Party can no longer allow the situation to
continue and the time has come when this
matter has to be debated in the House.
I believe the Minister of Agriculture has
lost the confidence of Victorian producers.
The Government has certainly lost their
confidence and it is more than likely that it
never had that confidence. The Minister has
treated the questions, motions and speeches
of members of the National Party with disregard and contempt. It is on the record that
the Minister has failed to provide responses
to matters raised by members of the National Party.
I have put question after question to the
Minister and have never received a satisfactory reply. Last week the Minister failed to
comment on a motion that censured him.
That extraordinary situation has probably
never occurred before in this Chamber.
The Minister has made comments in various Victorian towns about what he thinks
of farmers. I shall provide examples of some
of the background to the philosophy of the
Minister of Agriculture. At a meeting at
Warracknabeal, once the home town of the
Minister, the honourable gentleman made
a speech early in his Ministerial career, in
which he stated:

farming industry. The policy of the Minister has been directed towards breaking up
the farm. Thank goodness, the Minister has
not been successful.

Nevertheless I am very conscious ofthe fact that the
remaining farmers are a minority of the heirs of the
pioneers.

Many of your brothers, sisters, sons and daughters,
have had to move out to make room for the expansion
of you who remain.

The Hon. D. E. Kent-You are not
denying that, are you?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-This is the underlying philosophy of the Minister. He
continued:
If you continue to push for policies which involve
contraction of rural communities you can hardly expect to retain the same demand for facilities and services from public funds.

The Minister was trying to justify the Government's contraction of services. He continued:
The community cannot and will not be expected by
me to provide either by private charges or public funds
an accumulation of individual capital assets.

The Minister does not want to see any buildup or private endeavour take place in the
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Honourable members know that the
Minister wants to reintroduce probate duty.
The honourable gentleman is on record as
having said that at a meeting at Warrnambool. The Minister was questioned in the
House about his statement and was asked
to deny or substantiate it but the House
received no response. In answer to a question I asked of the Minister on 19 April
1983 about his attitude to probate duty he
stated, as recorded at page 1919 of H ansard:
The City of Warrnambool and the Shire of Warrnambool collaborated in holding a civic reception for
me. I was greatly impressed by the goodwill which they
showed and the praise they lavished upon the Government and Ministers of the Government for the way in
which they make themselves available and the way in
which they meet the needs ofthe City ofWarrnambool
and surrounding areas.
Subjects, such as that referred to by Mr Dunn, were
not discussed.

The Hon. M. J. Sandon interjected.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That is the
thinking of the Minister. I have not heard
much from Mr Sandon this sessional period
and I am beginning to doubt whether some
members on the Government benches have
names. It seems that they have been told to
keep quiet and to allow legislation to be
passed. The extract from Hansard continued:
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-You did not raise it?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I did not raise the question.

However, when earlier questioned about
this issue, the Minister did not deny that he
made a statement about probate duty at that
Warrnambool reception. The matter is on
the record and gives some indication of the
way the Minister thinks.
In answer to another question in the
House during a debate on grain charges, the
Minister spoke about the record harvest that
Victoria would have.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-It was even bigger
than we thought.
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
seems to forget that it followed the biggest
drought on record. On page 751 of H ansard
of 25 October 1983, showing his usual attitude to farmers, the Minister is reported as
having said:

President and pointed out that I did not
object to being referred to as a "self-appointed leader" but I did not like the farmers being referred to as an immoral minority.
Subsequently, the Minister of Agriculture
withdrew the remark and said:

I know that in many cases they keep more than they
should.

I withdraw the remark and I shall explain what I was
referring to. That meeting at Bendigo, which was really
the result of having recruited a rented rabble, was attended, I am told, by 3000 wheat growers. There are
22 OOO-odd registered wheat growers in Victoria.

This indicates that the Minister believes that
in a free enterprise society if people do well,
the Government's big hand should come in
and take more than it already does.
One then reads the famous words uttered
by the Minister of Agriculture as recorded
at page 689 of Hansard on 25 October 1983
about the recruited "rented rabble" at the
Bendigo meeting of grain growers. That was
the most disgraceful response I can remember from a member of this House, especially
from one who is supposed to represent Victorian farmers.
On numerous occasions I asked the Minister of Agriculture whether he was prepared to attend the meeting of grain growers
at Bendigo. The Minister was not prepared
to attend the meeting nor was the Minister
of Transport, who has not travelled to
country areas of Victoria to discuss the issue even though it was raised more than a
year ago. When the Minister of Agriculture
was questioned about the meeting at Bendigo, which he did not attend, he shot
straight from the hip and made many wild
accusations based on press reports. A day
or so after the Minister made those ridiculous comments, I asked him why he had
done so. He told me that he had listened to
media reports of the meeting. I was at the
Bendigo meeting and I saw and heard what
took place.
The Minister decided that it was his job
to try to portray the grain growers as a disorderly group and to show that the thousands of grain growers who attended the
meeting were irresponsible. I shall quote the
Minister of Agriculture as he is recorded in
Hansard. When I was asking my question,
the Attorney-General is recorded as having
interjected "larrakin farmers", when I was
referring to the Victorian grain growers. The
Minister of Agriculture is recorded as having indicated that I was the "self-appointed
leader of an immoral minority". The President asked the Minister to withdraw the remark. I raised a point of order with the

The Minister's reference to those wheat
growers as an immoral minority and as a
rented rabble angered wheat growers
throughout Victoria. In a press release of 7
November 1983 the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association called on the Minister
of Agriculture to explain the comments he
made in Parliament. The president of the
association, Mr Des Crowe, said:
Mr Kent is the Minister of Agriculture and in that
capacity represents rural interests in the Cabinet. Ifthe
confidence of the rural community in the Minister and
his Government is lost as a result of recent events
surrounding the grain industry, then that will be an
unfortunate day for Victoria.
While farmers may be a minority group their economic impact is very significant and no Government
should treat them in a complacent manner.

He also stated:
... the VFGA is outraged by this reported denigration.
It has now ensured that the Minister is given adequate
opportunity for explanation to the association's governing body.

The farmers were outraged. If the Builders
Labourers Federation or any other union
had marched up the steps of Parliament
House, the Minister would not have dared
to speak to their members in the way he
spoke to the wheat growers of Victoria. The
Minister thinks he can take shots at the
farmers to make his colleagues laugh-usually they do. That is typical of the attitude
people have come to expect from the Minister of Agriculture. I am disappointed because I do not welcome this type of motion
being moved in the House.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-I bet you do today!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
should know that a motion of want of confidence in a Minister is serious.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-I would not
worry if you moved the motion.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-At present the
Attorney-General is pretty cocky. The At-
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torney-General may have some lessons to
learn in the near future. The motion is serious and should be treated as such. The National Party does not take this step lightly.
The Minister of Agriculture has presided
over the demise of his department. First of
all, the Government allocated the agriculture portfolio to a junior Minister, which
downgraded the portfolio.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-The Minister is not a junior Minister; he is a most
senior Minister.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The agriculture
portfolio deserves to be treated seriously but
the Labor Party has treated it as a junior
portfolio. The Department of Agriculture
has lost many of its staff as a result of cutbacks and further cutbacks have been described in the Budget, which was announced
today. Many staff are not being replaced
through the process of natural attrition.
There are gaps in the services provided
through the Department of Agriculture to
the people of rural areas.
The Budget allocation to the department
has been inadequate for the importance of
the portfolio and the Minister must bear
some of that responsibility. The Minister's
job is to put his case forward to Cabinet and
extract the priority that his department deserves. The Minister of Agriculture presided over the transfer of the Grain
Elevators Board to the transport portfolio.
There was hardly a whimper from the Minister of Agriculture when the transfer of responsibility for the board was made. The
National Party cannot accept that that
transfer was in the best interests of the
State's primary industry. The move gives
the powerful Minister of Transport total
control over the grain industry. He controls
the grain from the moment it leaves the
farm gate to when it is loaded on to ships.
The Minister of Agriculture should be the
representative of the farmers. The National
Party influence in Victoria will seek to have
responsibility for the Grain Elevators Board
transferred back to the Minister of Agriculture, where it rightly belongs.
The Hon. L. A. McArthur-Can you tell
us about the CANAC report?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I could speak
for a long time about the CANAC report.
The Government does not believe rural
representatives should be members of
boards that represent their interests. The
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Minister explained the policy of the Labor
Party and spoke about proper producer representation. Goodness knows what that
means! I suppose the Government can adjust the meaning of that phrase from one
meeting to the next. The producer representatives should comprise the majority membership on the marketing boards, and each
board should be elected by the primary industry, not appointed by the Minister of
Agriculture.
The National Party has challenged the
Minister of Agriculture on producer representation but the honourable gentleman has
not been prepared to spell out what it means.
I think it means that the Minister has a
licence to do anything he wants to do in
appointments to boards.
Another aspect is production control. It
is written into Australian Labor Party policy that it will govern production according
to the requirements of the market and the
industries concerned. As was seen in the egg
industry, the way in which the Labor Party
intends to govern production is the key factor to consider. The Department of Agriculture has had a winding down of service and
a loss of staff. I am aware that some veterinary surgeons serving country areas have
been told not to travel and not to use their
vehicles because the department has run out
of money. There is not enough money to
put petrol into those cars. As a result, veterinarian services in the State have been reduced. That is a demonstration of the
Government's priorities for agriculture in
Victoria.
If this is the way in which Cabinet instructs the Minister of Agriculture, it is
amazing that he can contain himself. Perhaps these are his views. He is not getting a
fair share of Government expenditure. As a
result, farmers are missing out.
Many issues point to the Minister's attitudes and failures and nowhere is that more
evident than in the grain industry. I have
spoken about the Minister's views on
"rented rabble" to describe protesters at a
meeting at Bendigo. I point out also that he
has been party to a Cabinet decision that
applied a new tax to the Grain Elevators
Board, the public authorities dividend tax,
which last year was $4 million and which
this year is $5 million. It is a selective tax
on grain growers; no one but grain growers
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pays that tax. It is an occupational tax on a
section of the Victorian community.
The Minister of Agriculture, as a member
of Cabinet, voted for that tax. It is a serious
blow to primary producers and particularly
to grain growers. I suppose the Minister believes the tax is justified and grain growers
can well afford to pay it because that is the
attitude one expects from him. He presided
over the transfer of the Grain Elevators
Board from his own administration to the
administration of his powerful colleague, the
Minister of Transport.
What is the Minister of Agriculture left
with? I can envisage the day when under
this Government the Minister of Agriculture's responsibilities are tacked on to the
responsibilities of the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands. Those portfolios
will be mixed altogether, and perhaps even
water supply will be thrown in as well. That
is an arrangement one can expect from the
Government in view of the priorities that it
has.
Primary producers need a Minister who
will show a bit offight. They are not used to
the attitude of this Minister. They expect
him to stand up in Cabinet and fight for
farmers and get what farmers want. Instead,
this Government has introduced increases
of 47 per cent in rail freight charges.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-There is another increase in the pipeline.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-What is it to be?
Nothing has been heard yet. It is another
little surprise that the Government is keeping up its sleeve. Will it be 8 per cent, 10 per
cent, or 12 per cent? There will be an increase and it will hit grain growers. Probably, the Minister of Transport has already
made the decision. It has probably been decided by Cabinet already, and the Minister
of Agriculture will have voted for it.
I assure Mr Mier, who is interjecting, that
primary producers want a Minister who will
stand up and fight on their behalf. I am not
convinced that that occurs in Cabinet. Perhaps Mr Mier, another self-professed expert
on agriculture on the back bench, is lining
himself up for the job of Minister of Agriculture.
Another interesting aspect of the Minister's attitude is his policy on the restructure
of the Australian Wheat Board. Under the
proposed legislation of the Federal Minister
for Primary Industry, the number of grower
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members on the wheat board will be cut by
half. The Federal Minister, Mr Kerin, after
opposition from grain growers throughout
Australia, has backed off, with political expediency in mind, and has deferred that decision until after the next Federal election.
The Minister of Agriculture in Victoria
decided that he would wrap up the negotiations before anything could happen to challenge his point of view and he has locked
the Victorian Government into supporting
a reduction in the grower strength of the
Australian Wheat Board. In a letter dated
31 August 1984, the Minister of Agriculture
said:
I have noted your party's opposition to the reduced
number of grower numbers but would point out that
the proposed changes will maintain the grower majority on a leaner Board that will also contain business
and financial skills so important to the efficient operation of the wheat board as a whole.
It is often overlooked that the position of a board
member is different from that of a conference delegate
representing the views of constituents. The board
member's duty is to see that the board's defined functions are carried out efficiently so as to achieve the
objectives of the marketing scheme; for the first time
these objectives will be clearly stated in the legislation.
I therefore do not believe that growers will be any less
well served by a reduction in their numbers.

In another letter to the honourable member
for Swan Hill in another place, dated 14
August 1984, the Minister stated:
Concerning the number of grower members I concur
with the views expressed by my colleague the Hon.
John Kerin, Minister for Primary Industry to change
the Board composition is such a way that, while the
grower majority is maintained, the addition of business and financial skills to the board can be accomplished with a reduction in the total number of
members.

The Minister's stance does not have the
support of the grain industry, which wants
to maintain grower representation on the
board. Internationally, the Australian Wheat
Board is spoken of highly and overseas
countries are jealous of its structure. How..
ever, the Victorian Minister of Agriculture
is telling the Federal Minister for Primary
Industry that Victorian grain growers can
do without their full representation on the
board. He believes the growers' voice on
that board should be halved. This demonstrates the inadequate representation that
primary producers are getting from the
Minister of Agriculture.
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The grain industry has been called an irresponsible minority and a "rented rabble".
It has suffered the application of a public
authorities divided tax, three increases in
rail freight charges, and the transfer of the
Grain Elevators Board from the administration of the Minister of Agriculture to the
Minister of Transport. Now, the Minister
of Agriculture is advocating a reduction in
wheat board grower representation. The
grain industry in Victoria has no confidence
in the Minister of Agriculture.
The Minister knows that the grain growers are not happy with his performance.
I shall now turn to the meat industry.
Last week, the Minister of Agriculture failed
to respond to a motion of censure. The live
sheep export issue was fully debated and
honourable members made it clear that the
Government had to come to grips with the
situation at Portland where police are being
used to enable stock transport drivers to be
harangued by unionists ten or twelve times
a day. It is unreasonable that State taxes
should be used in that way and used to pay
for the provision of additional police at
Portland so that the pickets can be given a
chance to put their case to the transport
operators.
The Government has the ability to withdraw that directive immediately from the
police and to allow the loading of stock to
take place without interruption. There is no
point in going over the same ground that
was dealt with last week and in discussing
the value of the live sheep export trade that
is accepted by virtually all sections of the
Australian community, including many
union members. The action at Portland does
not have the support of the Trades Hall
Council. It does not have the support of
unions, and the pickets are operating outside that jurisdiction. The Minister failed to
respond to the comments made in the debate last week, which prompted the kneejerk reaction of Mr Crozier to try to move a
motion of censure against the Minister last
week, which motion is now before the
House.
Meat inspection is another area in which
industries have some doubt about the wisdom of the Minister. A recent announcement was that the Government had agreed
in principle for Cabinet to transfer responsibility for meat inspections to the Commonwealth Government. Some terms were
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laid down in the statement by the Minister,
which surprised me, indicating that the State
Government would hand over responsibility for meat inspection with some conditions that were yet to be negotiated. I ask
how the Government can close off negotiating options. The Minister will negotiate issues such as a commitment that the
Commonwealth Government will proceed
with the implementation of the recommendations of the Woodward Royal Commission that inspection powers be transferred
back to the State if conditions agreed upon
are not met. That is an incredible situation.
The Government will hand over the responsibility for meat inspection but, if its
conditions are not met, it wants those powers returned. The Commonwealth Government has taken away the negotiating powers
of the State. It has indicated that it will negotiate the protection of rights and entitlements and future promotional opportunities
now handled by the State Government. It
will also ne~otiate the continued service of
abattoirs hcenced under the Victorian
Abattoir and Meat Inspection Authority and
negotiate current policy on cost recruitment
to be maintained in real terms. In the meantime, the Minister of Agriculture has made
it clear that the State Government will hand
the whole show over to the Commonwealth
Government. He has said that a joint
State-Federal inspection service would be
unworkable.
Country abattoirs are horrified at the effect the total hand over may have. They are
chiefly concerned that the Commonwealth
Department of Primary Industry may impose on them charges or requirements that
are difficult to meet. The Minister has suggested-I believe he is not in a negotiating
position-that the Federal Government
may have to hand the power back if it does
not accept the Victorian Government's
terms. The National Party believes there
should be ajoint authority. The one authority should include State inspectors in works
that are killing for local consumption and
involving the Department of Primary Industry in export works. A good argument
has not been put forward. What the Minister does, does not worry me, except when
he fails to protect the interest of the meat
industry in the future.
In answer to a question, the Minister suggested that the door may not be completely
closed. He said that the issue will be legis-
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lated on in the autumn sessional period of
State Parliament, assuming that the same
Government is returned after the election.
In my view, it will be a different ball game
because neither the Minister nor the Labor
Party will be in office.
The other issue is red meat. Mr Crozier
mentioned classification and the need to
move in that direction. Honourable members are aware that the Minister and the
Government wanted to close the Newmarket sale-yards and bulldoze the whole area
to provide housing. However, what has the
Government been prepared to do to assist
any alternative markets for the meat industry? It will not make any commitments to
the stock agents' plan for a central market.
The Minister of Agriculture has answered
questions I have asked on this matter, but
will not make any commitment.
The Hoo. M. J. Saodoo~ You just said
he never answered questions.
The Hoo. B. P. DUNN-I said that he
failed to make a commitment, which is
usual. He is not meeting any commitments
to regional markets. He told the meat industry that he would close the Newmarket
sale-yards; but he would not provide any
money to assist the industry to develop alternative markets. He would not assist in
the development of classification, computer
selling, sale by description and the requirements of the meat industry.
The Government has been slow to act on
reforms in the meat industry that are urgently required and sadly lacking. The reforms need to be introduced to retain the
slice of the red meat trade that the industry
deserves and to ensure that the producers
get a fair return. At this stage producers in
the meat industry are not receiving a fair
return for their produce. The Government
should be working with the industry to develop marketing systems, changes and programmes that will assist the industry at least
to retain some degree of economic viability.
A whole range of issues has been raised. I
will canvass some and leave others until
another day.
A couple of matters come to mind on
which the Minister could have been more
vocal. The Government claims that it did a
massive job during the last drought. In my
opinion some of its efforts were significant
and for that I pay tribute to the Honourable
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Rod Mackenzie, who was the Minister concerned, for most of that input at Government level; basically he handled the total
drought response. It was only late in the
drought when, the present Minister of Agriculture took over responsibility for rural
finance and came on the scene. The situation was skilfully handled until that time by
the Honourable Rod Mackenzie, the then
Minister of Soldier Settlement.
The National Party failed to persuade the
Minister to introduce a slaughter bounty;
the Government would not hear of that. I
believed then, and I believe to this day, that
a slaughter bounty would not have led to
the slaughter of sheep for the pittance of $2
but would have put a floor in the market
and allowed sheep trading to continue with
some return to producers.
No significant projects were undertaken
by the Government to provide employment
for farmers who; during the drought, suffered total loss of income in the area I represent; many of them were virtually brought
to economic ruin. In previous droughts
projects such as the relaying of railway lines
in country areas and other major works were
introduced, but the Government failed on
this occasion to introduce employment
schemes for farmers. It introduced employment schemes for long-term unemployed
whose unemployment resulted from economic circumstances at the time, but not
for those who were unemployed because of
the drought. The Government should have
acted in that regard.
Another area of deficiency on the part of
the Government relates to the Country Fire
Authority, which has a significant involvement with farmers. The Minister should advocate the appointment of a chairman to
that authority, and should strongly support
the farming communities in their call for an
autonomous authority rather than promoting the amalgamation of the fire authorities
that has been pursued by his Government.
Legislation concerning the egg industry
was initiated in this House and it was only
as a result of amendments moved by the
National Party in the dying hours of the last
sessional period that serious consequences
to the industry were averted. The Bill as
presented would have had serious consequences for the continuation of the family
farm and the ability of one generation to
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pass a property on to the next, as is the
major purpose of the majority of farmers.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-I thought you
farmers wanted to make a living.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I point out to
the Minister that the National Party's
amendments forced a change in the Bill.
I could quote other instances of deficiency, but the case has been clearly made.
The Hon. D. R. White-Certainly not by
Mr Crozier; do you agree?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I was a little
disappointed, but one learns to live with
disappointment in this business.
I do not like to see want-of-confidence
motions moved against Ministers unless
they are absolutely necessary, but the stage
has been reached where producers no longer
have confidence in the Minister. How can
one have confidence in him in the light of
his speeches and comments about the people whom he should be representing in Cabinet?
The Minister deserves to be censured, and
the Government needs to pick up its performance on behalf of primary producers
and country people in general. It has shown
complete disinterest in country areas except
when it wants money. It then casts its eyes
outside the metropolitan area and looks to
the primary producer by way of the public
authorities dividend, charges, rail freight
and the imposition of fees and licences.
Country people have lost confidence in the
Minister and in the Government. With that
in mind, I indicate that the National Party
supports this extremely serious motion.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-At the outset I make it clear that
I do not support the motion. It is interesting
that, after being a reluctant starter, Mr Dunn
waxed enthusiastic on a wide range of subjects, some of which I understood he did
not intend to cover until a later debate.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-We will do it
again, if you like.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I understand
that that later debate will not now take place
and that honourable members now have the
opportunity of discussing all the issues Mr
Dunn has covered.
Mr Crozier moved the want-of-confidence motion on the ground that I had failed
to reply to a censure motion last week. I
make it clear that I was providing a courtesy
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to Mr Granter who intended to speak and
to whom I had provided information for his
contribution to the debate. Mr Crozier went
on to suggest that I had misled the House.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-You are not telling the truth.
The Hon. D. E. KENT- I am telling the
truth.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Everybody else
knows you are not telling the truth, just as
you know it.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Mr Crozier suggested that I had misled the House and he
referred to a statement that I had made in
good faith outside the House. I had a conversation with the Minister of Transport
who told me that he had attended a meeting. I believed it was at Portland, but an
error in the location is not a serious error.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Who is trying
to "crawfish" out of this now-you or
Crabb, the Minister of Transport?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I point out that
the Minister of Transport comes from an
ethnic minority and that one can misunderstand him, so allowances must be made for
that. The simple fact is that I understood
that the meeting was held at Portland and
that was incorrect. The Minister apologized
for the fact that he gave me the impression
that one person present at the meeting represented the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association. The Minister now states
that the man was a police officer but looked
like a farmer!
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-All you
are saying is that your colleague is an idiot.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I am not suggesting that. Mr Chamberlain should speak
for his own colleagues. Mr Crozier took the
opportunity of getting in ahead ofMr Dunn.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-He did not do too
well, though, did he?
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-No, he did not.
The Hon. D. E. KENT -One has only to
read the rural press and listen to the Australian Broadcasting Commission's rural programmes to learn that they do not consist
of news items but of rumour, innuendo and
smear, mainly by the National Party, supported by the rural rump of the Liberal
Party, implying that the Government will
do this or that, so it is natural that members
of both parties desire to get on the record in
country areas.
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They have made statements to the effect
that the Government has neglected the
country, that the Minister is not concerned
about country areas and that he does not
represent the agricultural industry. It is as
inevitable as night follows day that a major
campaign of that nature will be waged in
country areas whenever a Labor Government is elected.
This is no exception because members of
the National Party and members of the
Opposition, to some degree, are heavily dependent on misrepresenting the Government for their survival. They have to
maintain the illusion that they represent the
country people, particularly the farming
community.
In the 27 years of Liberal Government in
Victoria, supported by the National Partyformerly the Country Party-and the approximately 30 years in which the coalition
parties dominated Federal politics-the
whip hand being held by National Party
representatives-a tremendous decline occurred in the number of farmers in both
Australia and Victoria.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-When Whitlam
was in office, the farmers left in droves.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-It is strange that
Labor Governments are credited with such
ability that in two or three years they can
reverse the policies of 25 or 30 years of conservative Government, supposedly concerned for the welfare of farmers in the rural
community, and yet that condition, according to the arguments presented by Mr Dunn
and Mr Crozier, is so fragile that immediately the Labor Party came into office, it
recei ved pleas for mercy and assistance and
cries for greater public funding. That plea
for assistance is difficult to rationalize when
the Government is continually asked to reduce public expenditure.
There is no question about the selective
socialism that is designed to provide an aggregation of capital. I compliment Mr Dunn
for at least having the capacity to understand part of the message that I tried to get
across to some of the constituents he represents. It has been one of my ambitions as a
Minister of the Government to endeavour
to encourage intelligent debate on the issues
which are of great concern to those in the
country. I refer to the economic viability of
farming in the hands of as many farmers as
possible and the maintenance of stable and
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economically-based rural communities.
They were some of the issues I attempted to
discuss at the meeting at Warracknabeal to
which Mr Dunn referred. However, I was
not extremely successful.
I assure the House that I have found the
opportunity and a willingness among many
members of the rural community to discuss
many of the real issues facin~ both agriculture and the rural communIty in general.
They are not convinced that the simplistic
cliches repeated year after year by representatives of the National Party are the answer.
They know that they are not the answer
because they have seen their numbers depleted-an ever declining number of farmers are surviving. They have seen a clear
division in the economic well-being and living standards of those in the rural communities and the average farmer and there are
even clearer divisions between the rural
communities and the above average farmers and the ordinary citizens in the community.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-What is your definition of an average farmer?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-A definition
cannot be accurate because it varies between different industries. However, it is
understood that the average capital invested in farms in Victoria is well over
$500 000. In the wheat growing areas, which
Mr Dunn represents, the average capital investment is much higher than that.
I point out that the equity in farming industries in Victoria is higher than in any
other industry in the State. The average equity held in farm property is 87 per cent.
Mr Dunn is complaining that the policies I
have advocated have not been designed to
give further contributions of public money
to people who have those types of assets.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-You know better
than that.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Mr Dunn gave
me credit for stating that the policy of the
Labor Government and the policy as interpreted by me-and I stand by any decision
made by the Cabinet-has been designed to
maintain a livelihood for as many people as
possible in the community, not an aggregation of capital.
As a farmer, a citizen and a member of
Government, it is my obligation to represent the whole community. I make no apol-
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ogy for endeavouring to provide the
opportunity for the total population ofVictoria to obtain the necessities of life as
cheaply as possible.
Mr Baxter, by interjection, supports a
common misapprehension that the role of
a Minister is as a delegate for the particular
section of the community for which he is
responsible. A Minister has a responsibility
to the whole community. My responsibility, which I have endeavoured to carry out,
has been to provide for the development of
a more efficient agricultural industry and,
in doing so, to maintain the competitiveness of Victorian producers in overseas
markets as well as maintaining the production of products for consumers in this State
and Australia at the lowest possible price. I
make no apology for that.
The Government has a commitment to
stabilizing the economy, and it has been extremely successful. A great reduction in the
cost of living has occurred, and I suggest
that both Mr Crozier and Mr Dunn are well
aware that, in most primary producing industries, the domestic markets are the best.
The domestic market would not exist if the
purchasing power that comes from providing employment was not broadly based
across the community. The Government
has done that and has provided the ability
for the majority of people who have sufficient income to purchase necessities.
Mr Crozier made some comments, which
were reiterated by Mr Dunn, and I have
already discussed the objectives for which I
am proud to have the opportunity of attempting to implement. The transfer of responsibility for the Grain Elevators Board
from the Department of Agriculture was a
decision made by the Government to bring
about a greater co-ordination between the
transport and the handling operations of the
grain harvest which, as every honourable
member knows, was carried out during a
record grain season in Victoria with a degree of efficiency unparalleled in the history
of this State.
Mr Crozier raised a matter involving carcass classification. It is false to assume that
because these matters were under discussion agreement had been reached between
the industry and the Government. Most of
the matters about which I am being berated
for not having implemented, such as carcass classification, and earlier having ob-
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tained a single meat inspection authority,
have been the subject of debate and discussion for years. The Labor Government has
only had two and a half years in government compared with 27 years of previous
Liberal Governments, which surely had the
opportunity of implementing these measures. The previous Liberal Governments
were slow learners and were not aware of
community needs.
The Labor Government has had a difficult problem in that it has tried to obtain
agreement with all sections of the industry,
and honourable members with any experience in agriculture would be aware that
many diverse interests and views exist. The
Government wants agreement from all sections of the industry before it introduces
proposed legislation. As Mr Dunn was only
too happy to point out, the Government
must have substantial agreement because it
has not rectified the problem of a lack of
majority in this place.
The Dairy Industry Bill, which is on the
Notice Paper, has been prepared since 1977,
so the previous Government had five years
in which to introduce that measure to the
House. I admit that the Labor Government
has been slower to act in some areas than
what I would have desired, but it has been
because of the need for consultation and the
need to maximize agreement between all
sections of the industry. I regret that there
have been delays.
I have also been accused by the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association of acting
too hurriedly on another matter, which is
strange because the association acknowledges that it has had a degree of consultation with the Government which had not
been made available by previous Liberal
Governments over many years. It is unfortunate that consultation with some of these
organizations is a new experience and that
they do not know how to handle it. Some
organizations believe consultation means
that they will be able to determine Government policy and have it implemented.
The Labor Government has tried to obtain the maximum degree of agreement and
the opportunity for consultation has been
appreciated throughout the rural industry.
The opportunity for involvement in the decision-making among primary and secondary aspects of agricultural industry has never
been as great as it has been under this Gov-
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ernment and the Department of Agriculture. The department has conducted its
operations with the over-all economic strategy of the Government in mind, which is to
build a sound economic base.
The Government came to office at the
height of an economic recession which affected the whole community, and at the onset of the most widespread drought ever
experienced in Victoria.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-Are you going
to claim credit for the rain?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-No, but it was
only a few weeks after the election of the
Federal Government in Canberra that the
drought was satisfactorily broken, and the
seasonal rain conditions have continued.
The Government came to office at the onset
of a widespread drought.
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-Who are
you blaming the drought on?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I am not blaming the drought on the previous Government but I attribute the reactions of some
members of the rural community on the
conditioning which they had by previous
Governments, not so much by the former
Liberal Government, but by a fringe group
which claims to represent agriculture to
members of the National Party.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-A moment ago
you conceded that we were very powerful!
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I was referring
to the extreme power which the National
Party has had in Federal coalition Governments over the years. On coming to office,
the Government instituted a Drought Advisory Committee, chaired by my very conscientious and agreeable colleague, the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands, Mr Mackenzie, who at that time was
responsible for the Rural Finance Commission. The Government brought together
farming interests, transport unions, financiers, stock and station agents and representatives from the Soil Conservation
Authority to form a Drought Advisory
Committee to advise the Government on
the most appropriate forms of assistance.
As a member of that committee and being
responsible, after December 1982, for the
administration of the Rural Finance Commission, it was interesting to note the appreciation of the community for the
expeditious way in which assistance was
granted to people in need. This raises the
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conflict between the ideology of myself and
the Government and that expressed by Mr
Dunn.
It was clear from the submissions presented that it was necessary to identify the
need. When a need was identified and provided for, people who were not in necessitous
circumstances believed that because something was made available to those in need,
they should also find some way of dipping
into the public purse.
A very good illustration was forcibly
brought home to me on those occasions,
and is more and more forcibly brought home
by the constant representations made by Mr
Dunn. Mr Dunn has not had much practical farming experience, but he does know
something about the way animals behave.
He would know that it is not the hungriest
pig that squeals the loudest but the one that
is dragged from the trough. I suggest that
point identifies the attitude taken by Mr
Dunn. He knows that the aims of the Government have been to provide viable and
prosperous agricultural and rural communities that are shared by as many people as
possible, and to a certain degree that has
been achieved.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-You are a bush
socialist.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I thank Mr
Dunn for the compliment. I am suggesting
that that was the sort of problem being faced,
and this Government made available many
forms of assistance. Following the drought
the Government was complimented by the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association for the valuable assistance it had provided during that period. The association
believed that never before in those circumstances had there been such a wise application of assistance.
In the middle of the drought, Victorians
were also confronted with the disastrous Ash
Wednesday bush fires. At that time, not only
did the Government promptly and readily
provide a tremendous amount of assistance, but also the Department of Agriculture provided much assistance from its own
resources, both on a personal and an advisory basis, in regard to animal welfare, rehabilitation of farmers and so on. The direct
cost of this to the department was some
$310000.
Mr Crozier and Mr Dunn suggest that the
Government has a low priority for agricul-
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ture, and I emphatically deny that suggestion. The Government has endeavoured to
ena ble agriculture to become prosperous,
viable and self-supporting as far as possible.
This Government inherited a new directions policy from the previous Government
which was based on continually expanding
production irrespective of market prospects. I make no apology for the sound economic management that the Government
is trying to introduce, in that it is trying to
equate production with the markets that are
available, or the markets that it reasonably
expects it can develop where there is an opportunity.
The Government believes the opportunity exists for developing markets for new
products in new areas. However, there is a
serious lag. Production was strongly encouraged, and, as most honourable members who know anything about agriculture
would be aware, the pattern of conditions
in the agricultural area, as in almost all industries, is cyclical and that is quite apart
from weather conditions and market forces.
We have seen the results ofa boom and a
trough which affected two or three industries in Victoria which I could name. The
canned fruits industry which was formerly
large and prosperous, particularly in the
Goulburn Valley, has had to retract. In each
of the first two years of office, this Government has provided substantial funding for
reconstruction in that industry.
In the dried vine fruits industry in the
Sunraysia area in the late 1970s and in 1980,
when the market was buoyant, many people
were induced, encouraged, and even seduced, to buy blocks of land at prices that
were not warranted, given the vagaries of
the market. One of the problems being faced
in the agricultural industry is that when a
period of prosperity occurs, that prosperity
is usually capitalized in increasing land values. That brings me back to discussing the
great barrier which separates Mr Dunn and
me. My objective is to provide a reasonable
income for farmers, whereas Mr Dunn's objective is to provide capital gains for the
living and the dead.
A similar situation is occurring in the
dairying industry. In the mid to late 1970s,
during a period of recession, a substantial
readjustment took place in that industry,
with the consequent result that not a great
deal of dairy products were produced for
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export. The export markets were reasonable. The result in this partly free market
system which Mr Dunn wants to retain was
that, when things were going well, an expansion in production occurred. There was also
a substantial increase in the capital input
into dairy properties.
I do not intend to ever suggest that a
Government's responsibility is to finance
capital aggregation. One of the difficulties
that the Government now faces is that during the late 1970s and until about eighteen
months ago the dairying industry, was extremely popular with the result that the price
ofland increased by some 30 to 40 per cent.
It is quite obvious that some people are in
difficulties.
The Government also faces the problem
that the productive capacity per cow has
increased. I suppose that can be largely attributed to the work of research people and
extension officers of the Department of Agriculture. It can also be attributed to the fact
that, in recent years, a group of young, intelligent and progressive people have entered into management and ownership in
the farming community in Victoria. They
are not prepared to accept the old, traditional methods, or even the cliches of the
National Party, in particular. With increased production in Victoria and the rest
of Australia and the fact that heavily subsidized products from the European Economic Community have been dumped on
our traditional export market, we now face
the call for another reconstruction in that
area.
I should like Mr Dunn to try to sort himself out a little. He is complaining that the
Government wants to introduce production controls in the egg industry and have
some control over the accumulation of eggs,
and yet representatives of his party are now
demanding that the Government exercise
control over dairy production. It has been
argued that the Government should suspend the issuing of dairy licences.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-They are shot
full of inconsistencies.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Of course they
are shot full of inconsistencies. We who have
inherited the fruits of those inconsistencies
are now required to sort them all out in the
context of a system which cannot be described as free enterprise, but can rather be
described as a mutated, hapless free enter-
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prise system. The Government is expected
to sort out all of this, with all the contradictions, and provide not merely a guarantee
of income, but also a guarantee of capital
gain for people involved in meat production.
The Government and I have emphasized
productivity rather than total production,
so that we might develop industries which
can produce goods, given fair competition,
and be competitive in the markets which
need to be developed, namely, those in
South East Asia and the Western Pacific
areas.
The other principal direction, which has
certainly been a change from the line taken
by previous Governments, is that the work
of the extension officers of the Department
of Agriculture is directed specifically to assisting farmers who are potentially at risk
but who also have the potential to survive,
provided they are given the advice, financial support and technical backing they need
for those purposes.
The dedicated officers of the department
have given enthusiastic support.
I have dealt mainly with the criticisms. I
thank Mr Dunn for placing on record my
interpretation of the type of rural society we
should be endeavouring to maintain.
It has been suggested that there is a lack
of confidence in me. I suggest that if Mr
Dunn or Mr Crozier visited the country and
got honest opinions, not from those who
flood the propaganda machine of the rural
media, but from those who are involved in
agricultural organizations-the farmers and
people who are genuinely interested in agriculture and agricultural products-they
would learn the truth. I suggest that they
speak to members of the Department of Agriculture, who are dedicated public servants
who now have the opportunity of discussing any issue with their Minister to a degree
they appreciate because they did not have
the opportunity in the past. I assure the
House that I do not need that sort of praise
or acknowledgement.
The Hon. F. J. Granter-You are giving
it to yourself.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-It can be substantiated. I could go further, but I do not
intend to do so.
I can assure the House that there is an
awareness in the community that the Gov-
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ernment is concerned about agriculture and
Victoria's rural communities in general.
They appreciate that they have a Minister
who is a farmer who understands farming
and who is not responsible for the policies
that resulted in the decline of the rural population. They appreciate that the Government and the Minister are prepared to
discuss the real issues in an effort to develop
a base upon which a stable agricultural and
rural community can be built.
I regret that Mr Crozier moved the motion of no confidence in me because of a
misunderstanding of the situation last week.
It has been taken up by Mr Dunn in furtherance of his usual policy. I give his statements no credibility but I thank him for
explaining what I have endeavoured to
achieve on behalf of the Government.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Pro vince)-Honourable members have just
heard the Minister speak on the motion. I
support my colleague, Mr Crozier, in the
strongest possible terms, because honourable members have just had an example of
the Minister of Agriculture saying that he is
not a delegate for various farmer organizations. The Minister is charged with the responsibility for the development and
expansion of agricultural production and the
rural sector of Victoria, so he should act in
the interests of the rural community.
It is obvious that the Minister of Agriculture is not interested in listening to further
comments on this motion because he has
already left the Chamber. Perhaps he has
gone out to talk with the media in an effort
to get his message across. I notice that the
de facto Minister of Agriculture-the Honourable R. A. Mackenzie-is in the Chamber; he will probably end up with the
agriculture portfolio after the present incumbent is removed.
I shall recount the incident that led to a
meeting that took place in Bendigo on Friday, 21 October 1983. The Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association convened a
meeting and invited the Minister of Agriculture to be present.
I note that the Minister of Agriculture has
now returned to the Chamber. The Minister
is not prepared to stand up for the interests
of the rural community in Victoria. Most
members of the Cain Government believe
Victoria ends at Tullamarine. Had the Minister of Agriculture taken the opportunity of
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accepting the invitation to attend the meeting in Bendigo on 21 October 1983, I am
sure he would have been given a hearing
and would have learnt something that would
have been of benefit to him. More than 3000
grain growers attended the meeting and discussed a number of issues. The first issue
was the proposal by the Cain Government
to implement a charge under the public authorities dividend tax on the Grain Elevators Board of Victoria which would raise $4
million in revenue for the Government.
One can understand the concern of the
grain growers because they will have to foot
the bill for that additional charge. They attended a meeting to discuss a proposal by
the Government to increase rail charges for
the cartage of grain during the coming season. The decision was made immediately
after the 1982 drought-one of the worst
droughts ever experienced by Victoria's rural community-not knowing what the 1983
season would be like. No honourable member of this House could deny that it was the
worst drought the rural community had experienced for years. The attitude of the Cain
Government and the Minister of Agriculture is to kick the rural community while it
is down. I assure honourable members that
on 21 October 1983 the rural community
had no way of knowing what returns the
next grain season would bring.
The grain growers were still reeling from
the losses they had incurred the previous
year. The attitude displayed by the Minister
of Agriculture was typified when he refused
to explain why he did not attend the meeting to which he was invited at Bendigo. Instead, a rover was sent in his place-the
Treasurer was placed on the platform.
At the meeting in Bendigo, the Treasurer
was supported temporarily by the honourable member for Bendigo in another place. I
say temporarily because, when the heat was
on, the honourable member for Bendigo left
the platform. The Minister of Agriculture
did not bother to accept the invitation to
attend the meeting and explain to grain
growers what the Government was doing to
the rural sector. After all, the Minister is
responsible for ensuring the expansion and
development of the rural sector. The Minister had a responsibility to attend that
meeting to explain why the Cain Government was increasing charges to the rural
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sector but he chose to send the Treasurer as
his representative.
For the first 15 minutes of the meeting,
the Treasurer got a good hearing. However,
as is typical of the Government, the Treasurer tried to pull the wool over the eyes of
the grain growers. The Treasurer thought he
could breeze through the meeting by telling
the grain growers anything in the hope that
they would believe it. However, once the
grain growers recognized the attempt by the
Treasurer to gloss over the issue and confuse them by saying, "Don't worry about
this; everything will be all right", they became uneasy. I do not blame them.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-The Minister
has again left the Chamber.
The Hon. N. B. REID-It is obvious that
the Minister's attention to the agricultural
portfolio is not in the best interests of the
farming community. The Leader of the National Party referred to the response of the
Minister when he was asked about his nonattendance at the meeting at Bendigo. On
25 October last year at page 689 of Hansard,
the Minister is reported as having stated:
That meeting at Bendigo, which was really the result
of having recruited a rented rabble, was attended, I am
told, by 3000 wheat growers. There are 22 OOO-odd
registered wheat growers in Victoria.

The Minister was attempting to put down
the farming community by claiming that
the meeting was of no importance because
only 3000 wheat growers attended. The
meeting was convened by the Grains Division of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers
Association. The president of that group,
Mr Michael Cock, was in attendance, and I
assure the Minister, who has left the Chamber, that the wheat growers regarded that
meeting as of the utmost importance.
I should like to see the Minister of Agriculture draw a crowd of 3000. I doubt
whether he could do so. The honourable
gentleman certainly could not draw a crowd
of that magnitude in favour of the policies
he is promoting. The wheat growers had
attended the meeting to voice their concern
at the effects of the imposition of$4 million
additional grain freight charges on the operation of the Grain Elevators Board. That
$4 million has been increased by 25 per cent
to $5 million in the Budget. Is it any wonder
the farming community was concerned at
this imposition on the board?
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The wheat growers knew that the charge
would be increased and that they would be
hit once again by the high-taxing Labor
Government. The wheat growers knew what
was coming and they were trying to register
their protest with the Minister of Agriculture, who is charged with the responsibility
of looking after their interests. However, the
honourable gentleman did not even bother
to attend the meeting.
On 26 October last year, at page 706 of
Hansard, the Minister is reported as having
said that he obtained information on the
meeting from newspaper reports. The honourable gentleman insinuated that free beer
and other forms of stimulants were made
available in an effort to induce the wheat
growers to attend that meeting. I assure the
House that the rural community does not
agree with that insinuation.
In the Bendigo Advertiser of 22 October
last year Mr George Holmberg, the vicepresident of the grains division of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association,
challenged the Minister of Agriculture on
the free beer allegation. The Minister did
not take up the challenge.
The meeting did not consist of rented
rabble, and free beer was not the inducement. The meeting was called to voice the
concern of wheat growers at the increase in
Grain Elevators Board charges. Where was
the Minister when Cabinet decided to increase the charges by 25 per cent? Did the
Minister stand up for the farming community and defend it? The Minister is responsible for looking after the interests of the
agricultural sector. The honourable gentleman has given the House a long explanation of his views on the problems of
agriculture in Victoria. There are difficulties
in the industry, but the Minister totally
omitted the fact that prior to 1982 Ministers
of agriculture were always leaders in their
field.
.
Under the former Government, the honourable Tom Austin did an excellent job in
the portfolio of agriculture, as did the honourable lan Smith.
At Ministerial council meetings of State
Ministers prior to 1982, whatever the Victorian Minister said was noted and acted
upon. The two Ministers I have mentioned
who held office during the Liberal Government were both aware of the need to expand
Australia's marketing base throughout
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South-East Asia and other parts of the world.
Since 1982 the Victorian Labor Government and its Minister have lost the leadership role. The voice of Victoria's agricultural
industry has not been pushed at Ministerial
council meetings and has not been acted
upon or taken note of. That factor is compounding the problems of the agricultural
industry.
The dairy industry confronts a multitude
of problems. It is one area in which the
marketing of Victoria's products needs to
be given attention. People skilled in the
marketing field in the dairy industry are no
longer in that industry. Victoria needs marketing people to market a range of agricultural oroducts because that is where growth
can occur. However, the Minister, in his
response, did not deal with the marketing
of primary products.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-I did, but not on
the board membership.
The Hon. N. B. REID-Ifthe little reference that the Minister made in this House
is the sort of input that he makes at Ministerial council meetings on the marketing of
agricultural products throughout the world,
it is no wonder that Victoria is in its present
plight. The Minister obviously does not
carry any clout at the meetings of the Ministerial council. He is not advancing the
rights of the Victorian primary producer,
who is amongst the most efficient in the
world.
It has long been recognized that Victoria
has the climate, soils, techniques and productive methods to be amongst the world
leaders in primary production. The Minister is not leading Victoria in the agricultural
field. The honourable gentleman is not providing leadership and drive and, therefore,
I strongly support the motion of my colleague, Digby Crozier.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-I support the mover
of the motion, Mr Crozier, and honourable
members on the Opposition side of the
House who have spoken. Although the
Minister of Agriculture is a nice chap, he
has lost the support of the farming community. The honourable gentleman should take
the motion seriously. I do not know whether
the honourable gentleman is taking it seriously; he does not seem to be, but I may be
misjudging him due to his congenial manner.
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Honourable members referred to the debate that occurred in this House last
Wednesday. The Minister said that he
thought I would speak on the live sheep
export trade from Portland. Three members from the opposition side of the House,
including Mr Dunn, Mr Crozier and Mr
Bubb, had already spoken and I thought
that the Minister would speak to justify his
actions. However, he left that to Mr McArthur, who is no doubt his assistant Minister of Agriculture and a boy who has had
little experience in the bush. From my experience in the country, the Minister has
not indicated support for his department or
the farming community. The Minister has
said that he believes he has the support of
his department. I have spoken to many of
his officers.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-Name them!

The prices of fat lamb and cattle are buoyant today, but I am sure the Minister will
not take any credit for that situation. The
Minister has not demonstrated one action
o(his that caused the prices to increase. It
has occurred because of the free enterprise
system in which the industry operates and
which I hope will continue for the benefit of
all.
The Minister has said that he is supporting the community. The Minister should
seriously consider that statement and think
of supporting the farming community and
the Ministry that he represents. The Minister did not deny that he said at Warrnamboo I that he favoured probate duty. The
Minister did not say he would withdraw
that statement. That is a serious statement
that the country community will never forget unless the Minister retracts it very soon.
The agricultural industry is an efficient industry that should be encouraged.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-Why does it
need help?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-I am not
saying that it needs help.
Perhaps the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands would advise the House
of the subsidies received by the farming
community. I do not believe in subsidies.
The subsidies received by wool producers
and pastoralists are superphosphate subsidies; the farming community receives no
other subsidies.
Industries should be encouraged by having strong Ministers ready to assist them.
Every time the Minister of Agriculture is
asked a question about live sheep export, he
shivers in his place. I do not know whether
the honourable gentleman is afraid of the
repercussions that may flow from Wally
Curran at a later date. The Minister always
seems to avoid those questions and tries to
get away from them; hence his non-participation in the debate last week.
The Minister said he was waiting for me
to contribute to the debate. In answer to a
question I asked last week, the Minister
supplied me with information. That information was supplied by Dr Hugh Miller and
stated that, from 1 July 1984, 1 251 098
sheep were shipped from Portland. The
Minister did not know the number of sheep
road transported to South Australia. He
stated that two ships that were expected at
Portland were diverted to South Australia
and the reasons they did so were unknown.

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-I will not
name them because they speak to members
of Parliament in confidence. Honourable
members need only to go to the sale-yards
to see the number of officers in sale-yards
who are inspecting sheep or cattle for lice,
ticks or footrot. The department has deteriorated since the Minister took office. There
is probably more stock today than ever before. The stock must be scrutinized in saleyards because they are the areas in which
lice, ticks and footrot spread. If a person
buys stock that is infested with those diseases, he will experience considerable trouble on his property.
Mr Reid referred to the Bendigo meeting,
so I will not traverse that ground any further. The Minister of Agriculture allowed
control of the Grain Elevators Board to pass
to the Minister of Transport without a fight,
as I understand it. The l\1inister for Conservation, Forests and Lands has given a sigh,
but I am sure he would not have let the
board go from his Ministry without a fight
and nor would the lVIinister for Planning
and Environment, the Attorney-General or
the Minister for Minerals and Energy. There
are few votes in the country for the Labor
Party, and there will be even fewer at the
next election. I do not know why the Minister of Agriculture should be critical of grain
growers, dairy farmers, wool growers and
almost any farming enterprise. The Minister claims they are people who can generate
wealth. That is not so today with increasing
prices of production and decreasing returns.
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The Minister pointed out that industrial activities were not considered to be the major
reason and that factors such as the availability of sheep were more likely to be the
cause. I suggest that the reason the ships did
not enter Portland was because of the problems with loading sheep at that port.
The farming community supports the diagnostic centres at Bendigo and Benalla,
which offer enormous support to its industry. The officers of those centres should be
encouraged to assist farmers in the way in
which they have in the past. The Minister
of Agriculture almost based his case on an
attack on the National Party. He seems to
delight in attacking the National Party.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Are you going
to defend them?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-I like the
members of the National Party. I have called
them the "gang offour" at times, but I rather
like them.
I implore the Minister of Agriculture to
support the farming community because it
is facing enormous production costs which
are rising daily. Unless farmers are prepared to expand and produce more, they
will not survive. Members of the Government party say that farmers should not expand any more, but I do not believe that. I
do not agree with the statement that the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association has a better relationship with the Labor
Party than it has with the Liberal Party.
That organization has enjoyed the support
of all parties. Past Liberal Ministers of Agriculture, such as the late Sir Gilbert Chandler, lan Smith and the honourable member
for Ripon in another place, were always
ready to support it.
I was interested to hear the interjection of
the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands who, quoting Mr Whitlam's famous
last words said "You have never had it so
good". That remark reacted very much
against Mr Whitlam and I am sure the remark of the Minister will react very much
against the Labor Party in future months.
Unless the Minister of Agriculture changes
his ideas and supports the farming community, he will find that country people will
vote against the Labor Party. I support the
motion.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-To say the
least, the debate has been desultory and, on
occasions, almost lighthearted. I shall speak
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in a more serious vein. A want-of-confidence motion, which is not common in this
House, is a most serious motion. It is the
most serious motion that can ever be moved
against a Minister or a Government. It does
not vary much from a censure motion and,
if honourable members examine May, they
will find that the two motions are treated
similarly.
Last week a censure motion against the
Minister of Agriculture was moved and this
week a motion of want of confidence in the
Minister has been moved. I was given some
notice of the motion by the Leader of the
Opposition and I took the matter seriously.
One might have expected some serious
claims to have been made concerning the
impropriety of the Minister. I was concerned that that might occur. One might
have expected a serious claim about the
Minister's use of his Ministerial position for
personal gain. If such a serious claim could
be substantiated, it would have been cause
for a want-of-confidence motion.
One might have imagined that the Minister had committed an act of dishonour or
behaved dishonestly. One might have
imagined a serious claim about a consistent
sequence of events involving dereliction of
Ministerial dutes where evidence was produced that the Minister was not maintaining the position of high office on behalf of
the whole of the public. Honourable members have heard nothing of the kind. Ifanything, the House is being treated frivolously.
Honourable members heard a motion
moved by a hurt Mr Crozier and even then
he treated the matter rather lightly. So far
as I can tell, Mr Crozier was hurt because
he did not obtain a response from the Minister when he moved the censure motion
last week.
One might have expected the lead
speaker, when moving such a motion, to
have taken a serious view of the motion and
put forward serious claims. In preparing for
the debate today I read the contribution of
Mr Crozier and others to the debate on the
censure motion, as reported in H ansard last
week, because I was at pains to ascertain the
cause of a want-of-confidence motion this
week. I listened carefully to the debate today but all I heard was Mr Crozier showing
that he was hurt and using similar-if not
the same-material to which he referred last
week without any further expansion.
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I find that extraordinary because a motion of want of confidence in a Minister, to
my knowledge, has been moved on few occasions in this place. Such a motion should
not be moved unless a serious issue or series
of issues can be addressed. There is no evidence of that.
After an amazing beginning, Mr Dunn
was at pains to point out that the lead
speaker did not have a case. However, Mr
Dunn went on to make a fairly hastily prepared recital of complaints. That is a different matter. Mr Dunn was prepared to debate
a motion on a similar matter that he intends
to move tomorrow. I am sure he has done
his homework. However, he was caught out
and forced into a hastily prepared recital of
what I can only call complaint.
Complaints and disagreements are different from claims of dishonesty, dereliction
of duty or use of position for personal gain.
They are the normal content of debate in
the House.
The lead speaker for the Opposition did
not make a substantial case. Mr Dunn put
forward a series of matters but they were
not the basis of a motion of want of confidence in the Minister of Agriculture. They
were complaints and disagreements that occur regularly, especially on issues to do with
the rural community. Mr Dunn has not
necessarily agreed with this Minister or any
previous Minister and I have sat in this
House long enough to know that he did the
same with those with whom he now associates. That should not be the content of a
serious motion of want of confidence.
I am disappointed at the approach taken
by the Opposition because it tends to prejudice the forms and procedures of the
House. The Government has taken the
matter seriously, as have I. I am critical of
the way in which the motion was introduced.
I whole-heartedly support the Minister of
Agriculture, as does the Government. The
Minister has had a long and successful career in farming; he understands the rural
community. The Minister has gained tremendous credit for guiding Victoria through
one of the worst droughts that it has experienced and that was not an easy task. The
Minister brought Victoria through a drought
into a record level of production in the year
following. The sequence of climatic factors
does not depend on those in Ministerial po-
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sitions: However, it takes management to
handle a drought and then capitalize on an
outstanding harvest.
Honourable members from country areas
have never been better off in terms of their
rural income. They have had record wheat
cheques. It is reasonable to say that the
Minister of Agriculture cannot be directly
credited with that, but he is the manager.
He, with the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands, chaired the Drought
Advisory Committee. They guided Victoria
and the Government through a period of
difficulty, and the Minister then administered a year that has never been bettered in
the rural industry.
Much has been said by the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association and the
Opposition about this Minister, but I quote
Mr Des Crowe, who said, "Eric Kent and I
are singing off the same hymn sheets". Des
Crowe was willing to say that he and the
Minister are working together for the good
of the rural community.
In debates on issues of this kind there is
always a sense of hurt from the National
Party and rural members of the Opposition
when the Government refers in a derogatory way to the rural community. The reality is that there are debates where there is a
give and take of feelings and that applies to
the rural community and the urban community. I regret the allegation that the Government refers to the rural community as
squatters who are only working for their
keep. That is not the Government's view
and I reject that.
Today, honourable members are dealing
with a good Minister, and this should apply
to all Ministers of any Government. When
there is a lack of confidence in a Minister he
must have failed in one or other of his major roles. This Minister is a problem solver,
a reformer and a person who understands
finance. The Minister is willing to take
of
courageous
steps
in
terms
financial intervention and he is a man who
understands consultation. If one tackles a
Minister, one must tackle him on the evidence of his performance. The evidence with
regard to the Minister is that he is a problem solver, a reformer, and a person who
manages finance and intervention; he is a
person who consults before he decides; he
is a strong Minister, I take exception to the
motion because the Minister of Agriculture
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works quietly and strongly in his own manner. He is a man of exceptional quality and
character.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-He is not a
blow-hard like Mr Crozier.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The Attorney-General is quite right. The Minister is
a problem solver because of the way he tackled the effects of the drought. The Minister
and the Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands distributed, most successfully,
the $89 million that was needed for drought
relief. Honourable members have not heard
a complaint about that. They had extra
money, which was used for bush-fire relief.
That was made up of$41 million from the
State and Federal Governments, and $48
million for fodder subsidies allocated by the
States.
The Minister of Agriculture handled that
situation extremely well without complaint.
There have been plaudits from the rural
community. As a problem solver, the Minister is now in the midst of investigating
those parts of the rural industry that are in
dire need. The dried vine fruits industry is
in a difficult condition. The Minister is putting effort into considering what is possible
in terms of restructuring the industry, which
goes along with an understanding and a
concern for irrigation issues. The Minister
is the man to tackle salinity in a way that
the previous Minister of Agriculture was not
courageous enough to do. The Minister is
tackling industries within the rural sector
that need to be restructured without major
upset to the present operators. The Minister
does that with care, because he understands
the rural industry and what it means to the
individual involved.
There have been, and will continue to be,
in the years to come plagues of one kind or
another. Victoria is now in the midst of a
mouse plague; it has had a locust plague and
a European wasp plague. The Minister is
willing to tackle those sorts of problems. I
do not say that others have not tried, but
here is a description of a person who is putting his effort into fulfilling his role properly
and he does ajob that is a credit to him.
The Minister of Agriculture has moved
quickly to create the Victorian College of
Agriculture and Horticulture. This matter
was initiated by the previous Government,
but the present Minister of Agriculture has
overseen the Bill and its passage. The Min-
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ister has undertaken a review of the dairy
industry with a Bill that abolishes a number
of qangoes; and which consolidates and rationalizes recent legislation. The Minister is
a reformer in terms of dealing with legislation that was something of a mess.
There was such a diversity of jobs that
the Minister of Agriculture had to attack
quickly the legislative task that was given to
him. I am endeavouring to lay down a reasonable basis for saying that the Minister
has properly tackled a number of jobs that
Parliament and the Government have given
him. This year the Minister has undertaken
a review of the Department of Agriculture.
The Minister and the permanent head,
quickly and with some skill, undertook a
review to ensure that the departmental
structure would adequately meet the tasks
ahead. The Minister has not just accepted
the structure of the Public Service.
Honourable members spoke about the
family base in the rural sector. The Minister
has consistently emphasized the need to
maintain the viability of the family farm. In
recent periods a reasonably high exodus
from rural areas has occurred because of the
way the rural sector was managed. To create
employment in the rural sector one must
support the family farm. The Minister has
done that by introducing a number of programmes. The Minister believes the survival of the industry will not be as a result
of big subsidies to a large rural industry but
rather a concentration of funds being made
available so that as many as possible of the
people who want to stay in the rural sector
can be supported by the Government.
The Minister is a reformer of some courage, if one takes note of his position concerning the Grain Elevators Board.
Members of the Opposition and the National Party have made derisive comments
about actions taken by the Minister. However, it took some courage for the Minister
of Agriculture and the Minister of Transport to decide that the board would be better handled in the transport portfolio. Last
year, with a bumper grain harvest, the system worked extremely well.
Change often upsets people, but one cannot say the Minister deserves a want-ofconfidence motion because he has the courage to make changes. The Minister is a reformer, and that may mean he loses some
friends. It may mean that people do not
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understand what is happening. However, the
Minister should not be criticized and a wantof-confidence motion should not be passed
simply because the honourable gentleman
had the courage to move to an administrati ve restructuring of the board on the basis
that it would make the industry more efficient.
Those comments can be applied to the
new meat inspection service. It is hard for
the rural sector to take change. Sometimes
it is not easy to explain change, but that
does not mean a Minister, fulfilling his duties, should not do that. It is necessary for
the Minister to understand his job and to
take action, with courage, and this may include making changes.
There may be some evidence of financial
intervention, but the Minister has maintained and increased the amounts of money
being provided not only to the rural side of
the Royal Agricultural Show, Melbourne but
also to agricultural shows and societies conducted in Victoria. The Minister indicated
that it is necessary to support not only the
agricultural shows in the electorates represented by Ministers, as used to be the case
for State and Federal Ministers, but also to
consider the smaller Victorian agricultural
shows. The Minister has offered to embellish and enrich electorates represented by
honourable members not just because they
wanted extra money. The Minister has conducted an educative process around Victoria and has stated that it is necessary to
support smaller agricultural shows and societies which allow local people to show their
products.
The Minister has increased the Cattle
Compensation Fund. When the legislation
went through the House the honourable
gentleman was not given much credit, but
when cattle are lost through disease it is
important that compensation be available.
I remind the House that the Minister increased compensation from $350 to $550 a
head.
The Minister took a courageous decision
to cut tobacco research funds. In following
one's principles, hard decisions must be
taken. It was certainly not easy to tell the
tobacco industry that there would be a decrease in funds, and I am sure Mr Baxter
knows about that because the tobacco research station is in the electorate represented by him. The Minister advised the
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Government that it was difficult to provide
large sums of money for tobacco research
when the Government had certain principles to follow. The honourable gentleman
requested the Government to review its research funding, and those funds were reduced.
Honourable members may not like what
occurs and they may have an argument or a
complaint to make, but that is no basis for
saying that there is a lack of confidence in
the Minister. I am laying down a basis for
how to assess a Minister and how he is performing his task when a motion of this type
is to be debated. The motion is most serious. Honourable members opposite have
not offered any arguments to support this
motion. There may have been controversy,
and unpopular decisions may have been
made but there has not been a dereliction of
duty.
The Minister has had close and continuing contact with the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association, which is a most important organization. An unprecedented
amount of consultation has taken place with
individuals and groups. In reply to a question that I asked of a Ministerial adviser, I
was informed that the Minister has received
more than 200 deputations. The Minister
has made himself available to speak to people and has travelled across Victoria, as he
oUght to do, while carrying out the responsibilities of his portfolio.
The Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands and I have also travelled across
Victoria and we have constantly heard that
the Minister of Agriculture had previously
visited those towns. The Minister understands consultation and, by his evidence today, indicated that he noticed within the
rural sector that some groups do not understand consultation. Why is it they do not
understand consultation? It is because they
have not previously had consultation! The
Minister stated that consultation was so new
to some of these groups that they have difficulty understanding its intent. The honourable gentleman indicated that he
understands and undertakes consultation.
Cabinet has discussed this matter and all
Ministers have indicated the high importance to be placed on rural industries and
the agriculture portfolio. I can put it no
higher than saying that Cabinet places extremely high importance on agriculture. If
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one examines the economic strategy of the dence. Continued incompetence is itself
Government, one sees that the Govern- seldom used alone as a basis. Many examment places strong emphasis, as it should, ples of incompetence and failure to serve
on the importance of rural industries to the public and the farming community,
Victoria. Victoria is an important and effi- whom the Minister should be serving, have
cient State in regard to its rural industries. been outlined by various speakers. I do not
Therefore, the Government places high im- propose to go over them.
portance on the individual who has been
The mere fact that at times the Minister
asked to take responsibility for the agricul- has been contemptuous of those he serves,
ture portfolio.
which has been shown today, is again not of
I reject out of hand the suggestion that itself sufficient to found a motion of want
their is any way of looking at this Minister of confidence although it may well be an
other than that he was chosen specifically element in support of the motion. The
for the most important portfolio. The Gov- House-I am sorry to say-often finds that
ernment has a senior man in a senior port- Ministers are contemptuous of its memfolio, and totally rejects the motion. It has bers, brush aside questions and fail to adestrong confidence in the Minister of Agri- quately answer questions when they should.
culture and expresses strong support for him The Minister of Agriculture, from time to
as a Minister of the Government. The Min- time, certainly treats answers flippantly.
ister has presided over a difficult and deAgain, that is not sufficient of itself to
manding job with extreme flair. He has found a motion of want of confidence but
extensive knowledge of the rural industry clearly provides an element in it. The Leader
and has shown it.
of the House has asked, in reality, why has
The Minister is an admirable representa- the Opposition not demonstrated a lack of
tive of the Victorian community. I ask the integrity in the Minister. It has done on preHouse to accept that as the position the vious occasions, to which I will refer, but I
Government takes and that the motion shall come to the issue which triggered the
should have no currency.
debate. In March last year the Minister of
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Agriculture produced to the House a MinProvince)-The contribution of the Leader isterial statement on the Victorian Dairy
of the House sounds like a valedictory ad- Industry Authority which was nothing short
dress. If it is, I join with him in wishing the of a disgrace.
Minister a happy and fruitful retirement. I
The Hon. F. J. Granter-It was infaexpress the hope, along with the Victorian mous.
rural community, that it occurs as soon as
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I hear the adjecpossible. I turn away from the Leader's selfpraise for the Government and the Minister tive "infamous" in the background. The
of Agriculture to the substance of his argu- Ministerial statement referred to a report
on which it was purported to be based. The
ment.
statement, allegedly prepared on the basis
The argument of the Leader of the House of that report, traduced two former Minisis that the Opposition has not adequately ters of Agriculture who were not even menproved lack of integrity on the part of the tioned in it. Honourable members will recall
Minister of Agriculture. I will remedy that, that at that time members of this Chamber
but first let me put the matter into context. expressed their surprise and shock at the
Parliament is somewhat indulgent of mis- lack of integrity which that Ministerial
takes on the part of Ministers. All Ministers statement showed. Honourable members on
make mistakes from time to time. I agree the Opposition side of the House were even
with the Leader of the House that mere er- prepared to accept that the Minister read
rors ofjudgment--the statement in ignorance and that it had
The Hon. E. H. Walker-I certainly did been prepared by members of his staff who
not speak about mere errors of judgment. did not understand that Ministerial Westminster traditions demanded accuracy and
That was not my terminology.
honesty.
The statement was used for purely
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-The Minister
may not have used those exact words, but I political purposes.
However, the Minister adopted the stateagree that errors of judgment alone do not
usually found a motion of want of confi- ment and stood by it. The statement claimed
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that under the previous Government the
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority had not
significantly increased total milk sales. The
letter of transmission of the report said exactly the opposite; that the total milk sales
had increased adequately. The statement
was designed to mislead the House and,
more importantly, to mislead the public.
The Minister never apologized, although he
must have known that he had lost the confidence of many members of the House and
diminished the reputation which he previously held.
I turn now to the events of last week. If
the Leader of the House wants any demonstration of a want of integrity on the part of
the Minister, the events of last week abundantly provide that. Last week, in dealing
with the live sheep export trade through
Portland, a case for censure of the Minister
was made evident when three members
from the Opposition side of the House
spoke. One back-bench member of the
Government spoke in response. Every honourable member present in the House at the
time knows what then occurred. The President waited for further speakers, he rose
slowly to his feet, thinking, as those honourable members of the Opposition thought,
that the Minister would answer. The President took his time to put the motion to the
House and, at this stage, all honourable
members know that the Minister could have
given his reply but, contemptuous of the
case that had been made and ignoring the
traditions of the House, the Minister declined to do so. Immediately after the motion was carried, the Minister was supported
by Mr Arnold who said that the Minister
had nothing to answer.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-I thought you
took up a breach of the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Mr Arnold said
there was nothing to answer. Now he is deliberately trying to interrupt the proceedings to cover up what he did on that
occasion. Mr Arnold supported the Minister in his refusal to reply. He supported that
action in the House. All honourable members heard Mr Arnold and his comments
are recorded in H ansard. The Minister of
Agriculture went outside the Chamber to
the media and said that he missed his turn.
That statement was equally designed to
mislead the public of Victoria. The statement was untrue and the Minister knows it
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was untrue. Mr Arnold and all honourable
members who were present at the time know
it was untrue. The Minister left the Chamber having failed to observe the conventions, having failed to answer the case, and
then told the media an untrue story designed to mislead the public. That was a
want of integrity. It is not the first time the
Minister has been caught out in want of
integrity. It is not the incompetence of the
Minister alone that has brought on this motion. That was bad enough, but the Opposition would have tolerated that, particularly
as he will not stand for re-election at the
next State election-that is not of his own
volition but a matter of Labor Party choice.
Nevertheless, the Minister will not stand
for re-election.
Honourable members and the farming
community have not forgotten the attacks
upon them and the contemptuousness of
the Minister exhibited from time to time in
the House. The want of integrity in the
Ministerial statement was not justified by
the report on which it was purportedly
based. The failure to redress that wrong rankled with many members of the House because it was contrary to its traditions and to
the conduct of a Minister. The Minister's
failure to respond to the debate last week
was again contrary to the traditions of the
House, but it was his want of integrity in
misrepresenting the circumstances of that
failure, as those present in the House on
that occasion well know, that finally triggered this motion.
As the Minister and the Leader of the
House know, they are the circumstances
under which the debate was brought before
Parliament. The real reason for the motion
is the lack of integrity shown by the Minister of Agriculture, which means that he has
destroyed any confidence that members of
the House had in him.
The sitting was suspended at 6.29 p.m.
until 8.5 p.m.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-A want-of-confidence motion is one of the most serious and important
motions that the House can debate. I was
disturbed by the manner in which this motion was moved by Mr Crozier and supported by Mr Reid because, frankly, it is
nothing but a rehash of what has occurred
before in the House. At least Mr Granter
and Mr Hunt introduced new material into
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the debate and drew the attention of the
House to one or two aspects of which it was
not aware. If this is the best members of the
Opposition can do, the incumbents of the
Treasury benches have nothing much to
worry about in the foreseeable future.
The moving of this motion by members
of the Liberal Party is an attempt to upstage
the Leader of the National Party, because
he had a notice of motion due to be debated
tomorrow on the importance of agriculture
to Victoria and the failure of the Minister
of Agriculture to grasp that importance and
to support agriculture. It has been a disastrous debate for members of the Opposition
and has blown up in their faces. If it had not
been for the Leader of the National Party,
Mr Dunn, to use the term Mr Walker used
earlier in the night, it would have been a
desultory debate.
I often wonder what the House would do
if members of the National Party were not
present because the House spends considerable time debating matters of rural concern, and members of the National Party
are always to the fore.
Without doubt agriculture is very important, not only to the nation, but also to Victoria. The gross value of agricultural
commodities produced in Victoria in
1981-82 was $2·809 billion; in 1982-83, a
major drought year, it was $2·536 billion.
Mr Chamberlain suggests that in 1983-84
the figure was $3·1 billion. That indicates
very clearly to the House the importance of
agriculture to the State and what a good
season can do to increase the value of agriculture to the State, as the Leader of the
House indicated earlier.
There is no doubt that the economic recovery for which the Prime Minister and,
to some extent, the Premier, has great delight in claiming credit, is due very largely
to two things; firstly, the wage pause introduced by the Fraser/Anthony Government
and, secondly, but more importantly, the
breaking of the drought in. 1983. That is
really what has put the Australian economy
back on the road. It is high time the Labor
socialist Governments, both State and Federal, recognized that fact.
Many farmers see themselves under siege
from a number of directions. In the wheat
industry there is a cost-price squeeze, a scissor-like movement, with wheat prices having fallen each year for the past three or four
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years and costs having risen approximately
17 per cent a year. That can go on only for
so long before it becomes an uneconomic
proposition. In the dairy industry the price
of butterfat was $3.40 a kilogram last season
with opening prices between $2.40 and $2.50
a kilogram this year. The profit off the top
has gone. Farmers are in a no-win situation,
a no-income situation and that is why dairy
farmers feel they are under siege. The wool
growers are looking at the Australian Wool
Corporation buying approximately 35 per
cent of that wool each sale and there are 1· 3
million bales in the stockpile. That is not a
disastrous situation yet because in the past
the stockpile reached 1·9 million bales, but
nevertheless wool growers are under considerable pressure and are in some difficulties.
The tobacco industry is under siege from
every direction-from the anti-smokers,
from Governments which tax the industry
by way of excise, and from this Government which withdraws the measly and miserly contribution it made to research at the
Ovens tobacco research station at Myrtleford. Earlier the Leader of the Government
invited me to say something about the tobacco industry and I intend to do so. The
canned fruit industry is in the doldrums
largely because of the European Economic
Community, and the dried fruits industry
in the Sunraysia district is experiencing a
torrid time.
Not only are farmers under siege from the
marketing situation and the prices the industry receives, bearing in mind that it is a
price taker and not a price maker, but also
virtually everyone else in the economy and
the community can pass on their costs or go
rushing off to the fairy godmothers at the
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission
to get their wages put up. Every day of the
week someone is getting more money than
the farmers.
The farmers are being besieged by aspects
of conservation and through the encroachment of salinity through both dry land and
irrigation. It may be caused by the actions
of the Government in pushing the mountain cattlemen off the alps, again putting the
beef industry under pressure, or it may be
the activities of the Soil Conservation Authority bringing in orders to prevent the
clearing of steep land. I am not opposed to
such controls but I am opposed to the way
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they are being implemented because farmers are being put under pressure. Farmers
are coming to believe the Government has
no sympathy for them and that the Government is going to allow outside interests to
dictate how farmers will take care of their
land.
Farmers are under pressure from imports, whether they be dairy products,
cheese, New Zealand lamb or blueberries,
the growing of which is a new industry in
the area I represent and which could well
replace the tobacco industry.
The Government appears intent on phasing out the tobacco industry. The blueberry
industry is having the mat pulled from underneath it by cheap imports of blueberries
from overseas. Farmers are reaching out for
support from the Minister of Agriculture.
The farmers want a Minister who has their
interests at heart and who is prepared to go
in and bat solidly for them, but they do not
have any confidence in the Minister. The
honourable gentleman has largely brought
that on himself by the statements he has
made. I do not intend to repeat them all
tonight because the House has heard a fair
number of them, such as his statement about
the wheat growers who attended the meeting in Bendigo in October last year and some
of the statements he has made about landholders generally. Farmers lack confidence
in the Minister.
I recall the Minister visiting the area I
represent in north-eastern Victoria to look
at dairy problems. The Minister, to his
credit, spent the whole day in the area and
there is no question that he was very amiable. However, the honourable gentleman
gave the dairy farmers no cause for confidence because he did not provide them with
any answers to the questions they asked.
Although I may not have expected the honourable gentleman to come up with the answers on the spot, I thought there may have
been a follow-up. I shall give one example
of why the Minister lacks the confidence of
farmers.
When the Minister visited the area I represent, he and I met a group of dairy farmers at a well-known dairyman's property at
Tangambalanga. A number ofleading dairy
farmers asked the Minister questions to
which they got no answers. The Minister
had with him two of his staff. I should have
thought that the Minister, on a country trip
Session 1984-10
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like that with two of his staff, would have
insisted that the staff take note of the questions and at least provide some information
back to that group of responsible dairy representatives who were meeting the Minister
on behalf of their colleagues. However, that
was not the case; we had a pleasant discussion on a sunny afternoon but no response
was made to the questions. I say that not so
much as a criticism of the Minister, but as
an indication of why he lacks the support of
farmers.
I refer to the sorry tale of the Grain Elevators Board. In the Budget, which contains
$ 72 million in tax cuts, there is a 25 per cent
tax increase on wheat growers. That increase in the Budget is the highest and the
most horrendous increase that has ever been
made. The tax imposition on the board has
been increased from $4 million to $5 million and no one else has had an increase like
that. Last year, one heard all the comments
and promises that were made when the
Government said that the tax increase
would be only $4 million. The Government
said, "It is a big harvest and they will not
miss it". One year later a 25 per cent increase is imposed. What will it be next year?
Is it any wonder that the grain growers have
no confidence in the Minister of Agriculture?
Earlier the Leader of the Government
dealt with the transfer of the Grain Elevators Board to the Ministry of Transport.
That caused an immense lack of confidence
in the wheat growing industry because people regard it as totally undesirable for one
Minister to control the handling of wheat
from the farm gate until it leaves the Heads.
The Minister of Transport in another place
appears to have no interest whatsoever in
country Victoria because last year he did
not visit the wheat harvest sites. The Minister declined every offer I made for him to
visit the area I represent to inspect a whole
host of things. One can well understand why
the farmers are upset that the Minister of
Agriculture was weak enough to allow one
of the components of his department to be
hived off to another super department which
did not need any bolstering.
The Government garners $80 million a
year from the Victorian tobacco industry
through business franchise fees and the like.
Yet it provided only $275 000 to the Myrtleford tobacco research station to pay salaries so that research could be conducted
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into more efficient ways of growing tobacco.
The tobacco industry had been led to believe that the Minister of Agriculture was
supporting it to the hilt. Soon after the honourable gentleman became the Minister, he
spoke from a platform on a tobacco farm to
200 tobacco leaf growers and made it clearat least one thought he made it clear-that
he was backing that industry to the hilt and
that he was in there batting for them in the
Cabinet room. The Leader of the Government told the House that is was the Minister of Agriculture who initiated in Cabinet
the withdrawal of $270 000 from the research station.
If the debate has done one thing, it has at
least enabled honourable members to discover who is the nigger in the woodpile. All
this time one has been blaming the Minister
of Health and the Premier, who is well
known for his anti-pleasure stance. However, one now knows that it is the Minister
of Agriculture who has initiated this action.
The tobacco growers are deeply upset with
the removal of the $275000 research assistance, bearing in mind that the industry puts
a fortune into the Government's coffers. It
was not as though the tobacco industry were
relying on the Government to carry the load.
The industry finances research and it appeared fair enough that the Government put
in some money considering how much it
gets in return.
On 7 September this year, the Chairman
of Directors of the Tobacco Growers ofVictoria Ltd, Mr Lindsay Smith, wrote to the
Premier and stated:
In north eastern Victoria there are more than 300
tobacco leaf producers involved with an industry with
a gross return to the region of some $26 million.
Tobacco leaf production is a perfectly legitimate agricultural pursuit even though when taking account of
your personal and the Government's attitudes one
might be forgiven for thinking otherwise.
Tobacco growers are people the same as all other
Victorians. We are dismayed that you are denying them
a democratic right which we believe should be enjoyed
by each and every Victorian-the opportunity to meet
and talk with the Government.
The State's tobacco growers want to talk to you.
In recent weeks the Government has made certain
decisions, in particular a decision concerning the State's
contribution to continued funding of the Tobacco Research Station at Ovens.
This decision has been made despite pre and post
1982 election promises and undertakings by the Australian Labor Party and your Minister of Agriculture.
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As a Government decision it was a decision made in
part by you.

Honourable members might have learned
otherwise tonight. The letter continues:
It is a decision which tobacco growers believe is
based on an ill-informed judgment, that is there is a
connection between the production of tobacco leaf in
Victoria to meet part of the Australian market requirement and the smoking/health issue.
The two issues are distances apart. The Minister of
Agriculture concedes this, I dare say even the 'health
lobby' would agree. The production of tobacco leaf in
Victoria has no influence whatsoever on the smoking
habits of one person.

The letter then points out the need to maintain a viable industry in Victoria and quotes
some assurances that were given to the industry by the ALP candidate for Benambra
prior to the last election, assurances that
have been proved to be absolutely worthless.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Like most
of the Labor Party's assurances.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Indeed. That
is another example of why farmers have lost
confidence in the Government and the
Minister.
Mr Dunn dealt at length with marketing
boards and pointed out the National Party's
policy concerning those boards. The Minister, who is a very honest citizen, tells deputations that come to see him, as he recently
told a deputation from the citrus industry,
that, under his Government's policy, marketing boards exist to provide a stable and
cheap supply of food for consumers, not to
worry about whether producers receive a
fair return.
The people of this nation, and of Melbourne in particular, have a stable and cheap
food supply, thanks to the efficiency and
productivity of the nation's farmers, but that
can be maintained only while farmers make
a living. The Minister appears unconcerned
that farmers should be able to make a decent living. Having a marketing board that
is dominated by consumer elements and one
that can prOVide food at cheap prices to
consumers, is all that concerns him. That is
good while it lasts, but it will not last forever because farmers will go out of business.
Earlier someone said that veterinary
services in the Department of Agriculture
have run out of money. I know ofa case at
Barmah where a dairy farmer, who has
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calves that are dying, asked the Department
of Agriculture's local veterinary surgeon to
carry out an examination to determine the
cause and was told that the veterinarian
could not come because no travelling allowances were available. What sort of situation
is that? That farmer could have anthrax or
perhaps even something worse on his property, but the department cannot carry out
an investigation because it does not have
the petrol to put into the tank of the car.
The Minister has allowed his department to
fall into that situation because he apparently is not strong enough in Cabinet to
obtain his fair share of the cake.
Although I am disappointed in the terms
in which the motion has been moved, I must
support it because of evidence of dissatisfaction with the Minister. The Minister
convicted himself out of his own mouth
when he commented that it is not the hungriest pig that squeals loudest but that which
is pulled from the trough. That reveals yet
again his ingrained belief, that is shared by
so many of his colleagues, that the farmers
of this nation are a feather-bedded lot who
do not deserve a fair go. That attitude is
patently false. If one examines the assistance given to farmers and compares it with
the protection afforded to secondary and
manufacturing industry-and to the trade
unions throughout this nation, as Mr Hunt
validly interjects-one sees the difference.
The farmers of this State will willingly
give up every bit of assistance, meagre as it
is, that they now receive if they can have
free trade, if they can import their machinery tariff free and if they can employ people
on the terms and conditions that the market
will bear rather than on the terms and conditions that are foisted upon them by an
Arbitration Commission that fails to take
account of the industry's capacity to pay.
While those sorts of strains are imposed
upon farmers, it is incumbent on the Government to provide them with at least a
modicum of assistance.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-The point of view that has not been
expressed in today's debate and the debate
that occurred last week concerning the Minister's ability to perform his duties is that of
the union that has been subjected to so much
criticism. He is, in fact, the most efficient
and effective Minister of Agriculture that
this State has had.
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In putting the union's point of view, I
point out some of the lies, innuendoes and
misleading comments that have been made
in this House regarding the position of the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees
Union. That union has been confronted
with one of the most difficult situations that
any union or any industry could face, by
virtue of the introduction of live sheep exports. The union and the industry, including employers, clearly face the total
destruction of what could be described as
one of Australia's most original foundation
industries and one which, for more than
100 years, has been among its biggest export
earners.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-What has
that to do with the motion?
The Hon. B. W. MIER-It has to do with
the motion because of the charges Mr
Chamberlain and Mr Crozier have levelled
at the Minister of Agriculture in claiming
that he is incompetent.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-You are only a
week late, but that is not bad for you; you
are improving.
The Hon. B. W. MIER-I may be a week
late but again today the whole question of
live sheep exports has been raised. I want to
expose Mr Crozier and the Liberal Party for
what they stand for on this question. Mr
Crozier represents the destruction of one of
Australia's best industries.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Who is destroying it?
The Hon. B. W. MIER-You are.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Wally Curran
is destroying it!
The PRESIDENT-Order! Mr Mier will
address the Chair.
The Hon. B. W. MIER-Meat processing plants throughout Australia are closing
down. Some 3000 meat industry employees
are unemployed because of the live sheep
export trade. Because the Minister is prepared to consult with the union and the
Police Department to ensure that common
sense and lawful activities take place on
picket lines at Portland, he is subjected to
this sort of treatment. It is a disgraceful situation. The union is fighting for its survival
and the survival of the industry.
Arising out of this supposedly brilliant
industry that is being propped up and described as one of Victoria's greatest
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achievements in recent times, we have disThe Hon. B. W. MIER-I do know what
missals occurring throughout the industry. I am talking about, and I shall emphasize a
The live sheep export trade has brought specific point. The reality is that this indusabout only ten additional jobs throughout try is one of the most despicable and disthe State.
graceful ever introduced into this country.
Because of the feedlots that have had to Because of the cruelty involved, people in
be constructed in the Portland area, the meat other countries have also expressed that
works are operating at a low level of activity point of view.
In a recent submission to the Senate Inbut, in addition, there has been the closure
of other works throughout the State. Ten quiry into Animal Welfare, which is curpeople have been employed at the feedlots rently being conducted by the Federal
to look after the poor animals that have Government, the Federal Department of
been subjected to some of the most dis- Transport and Construction claimed that,
graceful conditions ever envisaged in the over the past five years, 650000 sheep have
history of agriculture. I will refer to that died while in transit from this country to
the Middle East. That is not 650 sheep, nor
point later.
At this time of year, the industry is nor- is it 6500 sheep; it is 650000 sheep. Memof the Opposition claim that it is an
mally operating at its peak and all works are bers
industry. Is it an efficient industry
in full production. However, at this stage, a efficient
which
kills
650 000 sheep while half the
situation of wholesale unemployment and world is starving
and crying out for food!
shutdowns of works exists because of the
The
Hon.
W.
R. Baxter-Australians
activities of indiscriminate and greedy sheep
would
not
eat
them.
breeders and farmers who have no concern
The Hon. B. W. MIER-The only part
whatsoever for the welfare of Victorians
apart from themselves. The industry is being of the world you understand, Mr Baxter, is
destroyed by these blind, greedy farmers. South Africa, as you visit there every six
The incomes of workers are being de- months or so. Some 650000 sheep have
died in transit while between this country
stroyed.
Comments have been made by members and the Middle East.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Whose figures are
of the National Party that honourable
members must recognize the lot of the fam- those?
ily farmer. What about support for the famThe Hon. B. W. MIER-I shall quote
ily relying on a meat worker? He receives your bible, Mr Long. I quote from Stock
no subsidy; he cannot run to the Govern- and Land of 5 July 1984, headed, "650000
ment and ask for a handout to support him sheep die on boats". If Mr Long opened his
because of the activities ofa group of greedy ears and listened, he would know that it is a
exporters who determine that all of a sud- report from the Federal Department of
den the industry needs to be destroyed. Transport and Construction to the Senate
Wholesale unemployment has been the re- Inquiry into Animal Welfare. The report
sult.
states:
It has also been stated that the industry is
The case concerns a voyage by one of the giant live
only exporting old sheep. If the industry can sheep carriers from Portland, Victoria, in which the
still export old sheep after five years or six master of the ship reported 1832 deaths, or 1·42 per
years of activity, I do not know from where cent ofthe sheep aboard.
For the same voyage the company is listed as having
they are getting them because, in reality,
two to three-year-old sheep are being ex- submitted an insurance claim for 13 770 deaths or 1Q. 71
per cent ofthe live cargo.
ported.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-How old do you One can see what lies are being told and
think a sheep is when it has finished its what despicable activity is taking place in
this industry which Mr Crozier supports.
productive career?
The Hon. B. W. MIER-Five years old. Mr Crozier ridicules the Minister of AgriThe sheep currently going out of this coun- culture who is attempting to do something
about it.
try are two years to three years of age.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-You do
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-What does Mr
Kerin say?
not know what you are talking about.
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The Hon. B. W. MIER-I am speaking
about Mr Curran who at least has had the
courage to try to defend and protect the welfare of his industry in this country and not
to sell it down the drain like honourable
members from the Opposition and the National Party.
If there is any censure to take place in the
House tonight, it should be a censure of the
opposition parties for their role in protecting and supporting this type of activity,
which will eventually destroy one of this
State's finest primary industries-the meat
processing industry. Members of the Opposition have not only killed, destroyed and
wasted 650 000 sheep, but also they have
transferred abattoirs from Victoria to ships.
Members of the Opposition are killing sheep
for sharks; they are throwing sheep to waste
and they are to be condemned. Members of
the Opposition have no right to piously ridicule the Minister of Agriculture in his fine
attempts to defend the agricultural industry.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The reason why the
Cain Government will fail is because it fails
to realize that the economic health of Victoria depends on the city and the country
working together. It depends on a realization of the interdependence of the city and
the country. A classic example of this occurred last year when the Treasurer apologized for his Budget and blamed it on the
rural downturn, droughts and bush fires.
In other words, the Treasurer said that
the economics of this State were affected by
things going badly in rural Victoria. However, the Government has failed to learn
the lesson. A series of constant attacks has
been launched by the Government and the
Minister on standards of living and other
standards operating in country Victoria.
Time and again, the House hears the sort of
diatribe that has been put forward by Mr
Mier, without foundation, which runs contrary to the theoretic policy of the Government and certainly contrary to the Federal
Labor Minister.
It is a pity that Mr Mier was not in the
Chamber last week when Mr Crozier set out
the views ofMr Kerin, the Federal Minister
for Primary Industry, on the matters to
which Mr Mier alluded. I shall remind Mr
Mier what the Federal Minister said about

the matter he dealt with. In a letter of8 May
1984, Mr Kerin stated:
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Although the Government's policy is that it prefers
the carcass export trade to the live sheep trade in most
circumstances, we recognize the enormous benefits
which live sheep exports have conferred on the Australian sheep industry over the last decade.

One should contrast those remarks with the
sort of garbage that has been put forward by
MrMier.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province )-On a point of order, Mr President, I
take objection to those comments. I quoted
a submission from the Federal Department
of Transport and Construction to a Senate
inquiry, and if Mr Chamberlain believes a
Senate inquiry into animal welfare established by the Federal Parliament is garbage-The PRESIDENT-Order! There is no
point of order. Mr Chamberlain is entitled
to use colourful language.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I shall quote what Mr
Kerin said-The PRESIDENT-Order! Mr Arnold
will resume his seat.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-I
shall quote what Mr Kerin stated about the
other comments made by Mr Mier:
A great deal of research has been undertaken on this
matter and the clear message from this work is that
restricting the live trade would be self-defeating, ultimately resulting in a smaller national flock and fewer
slaughterings in Australia.
Live sheep restrictions would exacerbate the unemployment problems facing abattoir workers and diminish long-term employment in the substantial ancillary
industries which have developed to support the live
trade.

Mr Kerin, the Federal Minister, very effectively pours a bucket over the nonsense
spouted by Mr Mier. The Government has
failed to realize that by its persistent attacks
on and lack of support for country Victoria,
it is working against the interests of metropolitan Victoria. Unless there is a realization that the whole of Victoria has to work
together in an economic sense, the Government's various strategies must fail.
As I said earlier, the Treasurer used the
rural downturn as an excuse for the economic malaise of the Victorian Government and for having to increase taxes and
charges by 40 per cent in two Budgets. The
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mistake made by the Treasurer is being perpetuated time and again.
The Leader of the House stated that we
cannot countenance motions such as this
unless we can impugn the integrity of the
Minister under discussion. I remind the
House of the very unusual and unsatisfactory series of questions which were put to
the Minister of Agriculture in April 1983. It
was demonstrated clearly at that time, that
the Minister at the very least, seriously
misled the House. At page 1919 of Hansard
of 19 April 1983 the following is recorded:
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)Did the Minister of Agriculture attend a civic reception
in Warrnamboollast Friday, 15 April, and did he at
that civic reception indicate his support for the reintroduction of probate duty in this State?

Want ofConfidence in Minister
Presumably the remarks were made while
the Minister was sitting in a corner having
a drink. Page 1991 of Hansard of 20 April
records the following:
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash Province)I refer the Minister of Agriculture to the troublesome
interview concerning probate duty last Friday. Did the
Minister realize at the time that his remarks would be
published?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)The answer is, "No".

The matter was further referred to in a
question by Mr Crozier on 5 May 1983 as
recorded at page 2221 of Hansard as follows:

The Minister, after speaking about a civic
reception, stated:

How does the Minister of Agriculture reconcile his
statement made to the House on 20 April that he did
not know that his remarks on probate duty would be
reported with the statement by the editor of the Warrnambool Standard that the reporter concerned was
taking down the remarks of the Minister as he spoke?

Subjects, such as that referred to by Mr Dunn, were
not discussed.

The Minister avoided that question, as he
usually does, and stated:

According to the Minister, that matter was
not discussed. The Hansard report continues:
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-You did not raise it?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-I did not raise the question.

On 20 April 1983 I followed up the matter,
as recorded on page 1986 of Hansard, by
asking:
Does the Mini3ter of Agriculture agree that yesterday, in the light of the statement made today by the
editor of the Warrnambool Standard that the Minister
stated in Warrnamboollast Friday that he supported
that reintroduction of probate duty, he misled the
House? If the Minister does not agree with that, how
does he reconcile the two statements?

The Minister replied, again, I will get to the
main point:
I indicated my personal views on the benefits and
equity of probate duty in certain circumstances. The
remarks were made privately to the reporter. At no
time have I made any public statement.

The Minister stated that he indicated his
personal views. However, on the previous
day he said:
Subjects, such as that referred to by Mr Dunn, were
not discussed.

On day one the Minister stated that he did
not discuss probate duty. However, on day
two he said that he did discuss it. He also
stated:
The remarks were made privately to the reporter.

I believe the subject has been fully dealt with ...

On the same day that he answered the question with the reply that he had made private
remarks to the reporter in another place, on
20 April the Premier indicated:
... that the Minister placed no conditions on the use
of the report to the reporter ...

Firstly, Mr Dunn asked whether the Minister supported the reintroduction of probate
duty and the Minister said that the matter
was not discussed. The next day he said,
"Yes, it was discussed but it was a personal
comment". The Premier then indicated it
was not a personal comment because it was
an open statement and the reporter was
standing there with his notebook in front of
him. Again, the Minister was caught out in
trying to mislead the House.
Usually he gets away with it by 'avoiding
the question, as do most of his colleagues in
this place, but occasionally he gets smart
and this was an occasion when he was caught
because of the misleading information he
provided to the House.
It has been suggested that what is being
discussed is not a want of confidence motion in the Minister. I suggest the members
of Cabinet have already expressed a want of
confidence in the Minister, despite what the
Leader of the House said, and that can be
demonstrated on the very issue that was the
sl:lbject of discussion last week-the direc-

